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BLAME THE WALKER
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“Just so long as motorists are ar
bitrarily blamed for fatalities aris
ing from automobile accidents and
just so long as pedestrians are trained
to believe that their rights are su
perior to those of operators and just
so long as authorities attempt to re
duce accidents by threats, prosecution
and abuse this so-called slaughter
will continue,” says William A. Thib
odeau. general manager of the A.L.A.
deau, general manager of the A.L.A.
"Until those in power and safety
workers, whose motives are of the
best but whosf methods are not, con
tinue to overlook the fact that there
are two sides to the question condi
tions will not improve.
“Why is it that approximately 67
percent of the recent fatalities were
pedestrians’ No thinking person will
need to be told that in the majority
of eases the real cause was heedless
ness. and in the great majority of
cases the heedlessness was on the
part of the pedestrian.
“Of the many accident cases
handled by A.L.A. Attorneys it has
been our experience that in 80 per
cent of those cases involving pedes
trians the pedestrian was either to
blame or contributed to the cause of
the accident.
“Speed is, as a rule, no more the
primary cause of an automobile acci
dent than living is the cause of death.
'Too fast for conditions' is merely a
convenient catchall into which all ac
cidents, the cause of which does not
appear to be clear, is put.
“Volumes of rules, regulations and
laws may be written and enacted but
until pedestrian traffic is subject to
control and prosecution to the same
extei.t that motorists ire, pedestrian
fatalities will continue and probably
increase- We must turn our faces in
the opposite direction and undo the
harm that has been done and educate
the pedestrian that he also has his
responsibilities.”
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If there is a virtueIn the world at •••
; ••• which weshould always aim,
it Is
| ••• cheerfulness.—Bulwer ‘Lytton.
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Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church, The
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Bccton, Massachusetts

FORTY AND EIGHT

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH

Rockland Delegation On the
Way To Augusta Mixes
With a Bear

CORNER CEDAR AND BREWSTER STREETS

Thursday Evening, October 31, 1929, at 8 o’clock
YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO
ATTEND
130-131

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN

BOWLING
A meeting of all those interested in bowling and the
possibility of having a league this wintef, will be held

THURSDAY NIGHT, AT 7.30

At Carr’s Alleys
At the Sign of
j North National Bank

You Have No

Kenncbrc Voiture Locale of Au
gusta was host to Grand Voiture offi
cers of La Societe des Qua,ante
Homines et Huit Chevaux. at a ban
quet at Hotel North, Friday evening.
Among the speakers was Arthur
I^twrence, chief de guerre from the
Rockland voiture.
Following the banquet the as
semblage paraded from the hotel to
the meeting rooms of James Fitzger
ald Post, American Legion, wearing
their picturesque chapeaus. At the
Legion hall a “wreck” was performed
in charge of Chef Dunnack and the
wrecking crew, and four “poor geese”
were appropriately operated upon.
Grand officers of Maine, including
the Grand Chemlnots, held a con
ference after the meeting at which
policies for the ensuing year were
discussed and outlined.
Rockland sent a delegation of 15,
and there came near being another
“wreck” in the Togus woods when
Louis Cates, Capt- Herbert Philbrook,
Gardner L. French and George Jackson ran across a large black bear.
Last seen of each other they were
going their respective directions—
very rapidly.

THE EASIEST WAV
& GET THE BEST

Worry
About your valuables if you put them in
our Safe Deposit Vault because they
are protected all the time against loss
from both theft and fire. We rent Pri
vate Lock Boxes here for $3.00 and up
per year.

OPEN SEASON FOR COLDS

Now that the open season for colds
is here the following simple precau
tions offered by the American Med
ical Association, if observed, would
likely go a long way to keeping one
free from colds: Wasn hands before
eating. Don’t shake hands with per
sons who have colds. Keep away
from common drinking cups, etc.
Give coughers, sneezers, etc., a wide
berth. Avoid contact with those with
the flu. Guard against unnecessary
exposure. Avoid sudden changes in
temperature as well a stuffy, close
air. Lx>ok after bodi’v cleanliness
elimination of waste, and diet. Rest.
If you catch cold try to keep away
from others; keep clean, and thus
try to avoid spreading the infection
to others.

lie

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

THE HEAVENLY WALKS

ROCKLAND, ME.
’ i I love to
I
In the
With my
While

[For The Courler-GazetteJ
walk in the quiet woods,
glimmering twilight grey:
heart cast up In a heavenly mood.
the wind through the foliage plays.

It soothes my mind of its troublesome cares.
And tills my soul with peace.
I almost wish as the darkness on bears,
That this walk would never cease.

1 love to walk in the morning light.
O'er paths I have often trod :
And list to birds sing with all their might,
To the glory and praises of God.
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While walking along in the trodden paths,
Where the farmers once cleaved the sod;
I think of this world so full of wraths
And the verse, Be still knowing 1 am God.
Ada .Martin.

HALLOWEEN

$

MASOUERADE
BALL
Community Hall
Spruce Head, Me.
THURSDAY, OCT. 31

$
$
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Square and Round Dances
PRIZES

Smalley’s New Orchestra
130-lt

,

I
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Is A One-Way Proposition
depositors can put their money in—but neither crooke, bandits or
dishonest employes can get it out !

For the Rotary Night Depository has been designed for service
with safety.

Its equipment allows for electrical protection.

deposit chest is dynamite proof.

Its

Its combinations inside the bank

cannot be picked, and no one man can turn them off.

The deposit

system, which places the proof of deposit entirely with the de
positor, is mistake-proof.

The entire installation it 100% water

proof, crook-proof, burglar-proof and error-proof.
exclusive features!

These are all

And the service ia free.

Security Trust Co.
.

Rockland, Me.

New
Victor Records

The Rotary Night Depository

AS OWEN SEES IT

Manager of the A. L. A. Says Portland Political Writer
That Pedestrian Must Be
Tells Of the Situation In
Maine
Educated

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.

SCIENCE

THREE CENTS A COPY

for Old!
For two weeks, front
October 28th to November 9th, in
clusive, we will allow you ten cents
credit for every Victor Record you
bring to nur store! We will accept
all your old Victor Records, regard
less of age, size or type. We will give
you new Victor Records—any selec
tion you choose—in exchange for
your old ones. With your old rec
ords, therefore, you can build up a
credit with us that will pay for a new
selection of Victor Records of your
choice, without the expenditure of
* penny on your part.
The only conditions
are these:
1. All records returned must
be Victor Records.
2. All records must he un
broken.
3. All records must he defaced
by a large X scratched
across the label,
THATS ALL!

Representative Wallace II. White,
candidate for the Republican nomina
tion for U. S. Senator at the June pri
maries, was in Portland Thursday
and described the recent safety at sea
conference in London at which he
was chairman of the American
delegation. This speech of course is
wholly non-political, but Mr. White
makes it extremely interesting and
giving it around as he has to many
different organizations, affords him
the opportunity of meeting many peo
ple of the State.
He is not talking politics for the
present, but he plans to dip into that 1
subject before very long, as there will i
be ample opportunity for him to do i
so. Mr. White does not propose to
mince matters when he comes to dis
cuss issues.
But while Mr. White has not talked I
much politics, he has been con
stantly on the jump since the first of j
the month to fill his speaking engage
ments and these engagements have
taken him over a considerable por
tion of the State.
He feels that he has been making
good progress and while (realizing
that he faces one of the hardest
fought political battles in the history
of the State, he is fully confident of
winning.

MAINE MUSIC CO.
Rockland

Distant stations were audi
ble to the naked ear late last
night. Besides a small flock of
Canadian and Chicago stations. I
had on tap WOC of Davenport,
Iowa; KWKH of Shreveport, La.;
WHAS of .Louisville. Ky.; and
KM A of Shenandoah, Iowa. There
were many others but I had
neither the time nor patience to
sort them out.
••• .*. •
It did not seem possible for
radio reception to be so powerful
or so good as I found it Saturday
night. Among the stations which
appeared to be making a special
appeal were WGY, WJZ, WBAL
and WBT (Charlotte, N. C.) The
program given by the Lucky
Strike dance orchestra wai a gem
for music lovers and I recall as a
special feature the Blue Danube
selection with whistling solo.

BIG JAIL BREAK AVERTED
Prompt Action of Warden Buker Prevents a Possible
Tragedy Akin To Colorado’s—The Man In the Box

A wholesale Jail delivery, which knowledge uncannily, i.as evidently
niiKht have Involved some of the fea in operation, and the men who
tures of the recent Colorado horror, planned the wholesale break made no
was averted at the Thomaxton State move and did not betray their great
Prison Saturday according to infor disappointment.
Meantime Warden Buker engaged
mation made public yesterday at the
office of the warden, Col. George A. the services of a welding crew from
Buker. How completely it was frus the machine shop of I. L. Snow &
trated, and how an unsuspecting pub Company and the broken bars were
Precautions were also
lic was saved from a reign of terror replaced.
furnishes a sensational chapter in the taken to have the windows double
barred so that the attempt cannot bo
prison's history.
Saturday noon, and it so happened repeated.
Several of the prisoners have been
that Phineas H. Gay, a member of
the prison commission, was present. on the carpet since the attempt was
Radio owners who are also
football fans are being richly re
Warden Buker had his suspicions made, but thus far the prison offi
warded by the Saturday after
aroused by evidences of unwonted cials are still In Ignorance as to the
noon broadcasts. It’s no place
activity and suppressed excitement in identity of the ringleaders.
for a nervous man when some
Coincident with the attempted jail
the east wing.
body makes an 80-yard run for a
touchdown.
Before attempting to learn the delivery was the discovery by vigilant
meaning of It, the warden placed officials of the bold attempts made by
on some votes that would not go three guards in the wing, and then convict Raymond Morgan to escape
to the doctor, that is providing only Investigated the condition of the east from the prison. His ingenuity was
one were a candidate. But in the
worthy of a better cause.
main each would have to depend sub ern windows through which an es
Morgan, who works as a shipper
stantially on the same class-s of cape had been attempted several
•voters, thal Is the Consumers League years ago.
in the harness department, managed
contingent and those in whose past
He found that his suspicions were to procure a blank, and faked an
• ♦ • ♦
political scores still rankle. At the
The writer has received what ap present writing this does not look like well grounded for two bars had been order for six saddles to be delivered
pears to be authentic information a very imposing array.
sawed on one of the windows. One to Utterback & Gleason, a Bangor
that Mayor John Wilson will an
If the Consumers’ League is laying bar had already been removed and concern. He had meantime manu
nounce his candidacy for the Repub its plans to control the next Legis
lican nomination for Governor within lature, it is doing so very quietly, for another was so nearly ready to break factured a wooden case, ostensibly to
a fortnight. • In fact the mayor's in only two or three places has there that only slight pressure would have be used in making the shipment.
speech at Camden last week when he been any open attempt on the part of been necessary to complete the work But on the inside was cleverly ar
told the people of the town that there the league to draft candidates.
ranged a set of hinges, with a rope
was no reason why a Republican Gov In Piscataquis County there has been of the plotters.
'Saturday had evidently been select and cleats, so that the case could be
ernor of the State should have more a looking about to find a candidate
lhan one term, was generally accepted to run against Senator John W. Le ed as the day on which the escape was opened or closed from the inside.
as the Mayor’s announcemnet that he land, who will be a candidate for re to be made.
The shipment was duly prepared
is going to try to break that prece nomination. So far as I have been in
The sawing of the bars was possible and just before lunch the saddles
dent at the next primaries.
formed. the effort has not met with
Some ten days ago, the writer was success. If the league persists. It will from the inside by reaching through were placed beside the elevator. At
informed by the mayor that he had probably be able to And a senatorial a window, and by lying flat on the 1 o'clock Morgan rolled the appar
received many answers to his attempt candidate, but finding a candidate and floor of the radio operator's room the ently laden box onto the elevator and
to sound out public sentiment regard finding one who could make any kind
ing his possible candidacy. He ad of a fight against the present senator prisoner thus engaged could not he lowered It to the floor beneath where
it would be placed on the express
seen from the outside.
mitted that some of his friends had are two propositions.
told him that he would better wait a
The moment that this discovery wagon.
In Lincoln County, it is believed
couple of years before entering the that the Leaguers are anxious to sup
Tho convict then pleaded a severe
was made Warden Buker took steps
lists, but said that others had told port Representative Mrs. Maude
to prevent an escape at the point headache, and received the necessary
him to go ahead and get in.
Clark Gay of Waldoboro for the sen
This encouragement comes natur atorial nomination against Harold where the bars had been sawed. permit from Overseer William J.
ally from the element in Bangor W. Bishop of Boothbay Harbor, who Summoned for this purpose were Hunker to go to his cell. Instead of
which is anxious to avenge the re so far is the only avowed candidate
Sheriff Frank F. Harding, himself a doing tills, however, Morgan hastened
moval of Charles Murray of that for the nomination.
former official of the State Prison; to the empty box, climbed inside,
city from the highway department
Mrs. Gay proved a good legislator
from the Consumers League, which and she has many friends In the coun Deputy Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick pulled the cover tight with the rope
has proclaimed its purpose to take ty who would be glad to support her Special Deputy R. Francis Saville, and then fastened tlie case on the
over the government of the State and for personal reasons. It may he this
also from some of those who have not fact that has caused the league to be and Capt. Everett Mills and three inside with the hinges. To his great
forgotten how disastrously they were interested in her possible candidacy members of the Whitehead Coast delight the scheme appeared to be
defeated when they supported can Mrs. Gay has been a member of the Guard Station.
working like a charm.
didates who sought the nomination a Republican State Committee for the
But what he did not know was that
All of the men were thoroughly
vw ago. in June against the present last two terms and has always been
armed, not only with the usual weap the overseer’s suspicions had been
Governor. One Portland man who an organization Republican.
Quitting the shop Mr.
ons, but with a full supply of gas aroused.
Las been especially bitter over the
If the league is looking for can
result of the last gubernatorial pri didates elsewhere, the fact has not bombs.
Bunker hurriedly overtook the ex
maries confidently assured the mayor,
yet appeared.
The posse was reinforced by extra press wagon, and asked that the box
1 am told, that the majority of Re
• , • •
be taken off.
helpers from the prison staff.
publican voters of Portland and Cum
It is the understanding of State
“Fetch me a hammer!” he said.
berland County were ready to sup committeeman Barrows of Penobscot,
With the trap thus baited the men
port him. This would be interesting that the next Republican State con remained on the exterior of the un
Before the request could be com
information, if true.
vention will be held in Bangor, al barred window until the ceil Jjlocks plied with there came a muffled
On the other hand, men in Bangor though he realizes of course that the
who ought to know* something about matter is one for the committee to were locked for the night, when they sound from the interior of the box.
the situation in that city assert with decide. Four years ago when the were relieved by wall guards who had
“I’ll come out,” said a voice, and
great positiveness that the mayor convention was held in Portland for come off duty.
Morgan scrambled hack into cap
••annot carry his own city. So the the second time in succession, it was
The vigil was without/result, how tivity.
reader can take his choice.
done at the request of the Penobscot
He is now in solitary on a diet c f
With Mayor Wilson apparently go County people, who were anxious for ever. The underground system by
ing out to try to beat the second term the presidential year conventions to which convicts become possessed of bread and water.
precedent, there still remains the be held in that city half the time.
question whether Dr. Augustus O.
With that thought in mind Portland
Thomas, former commissioner of ed was invited to take the convention for
CASE NOL PROSSED
TRAIN DOESN’T STOP
ucation will make it a three cornered the second time with the understand
fight for the gubernatorial nomina ing that next time the gathering
tion. The Augusta man continues tb would go to Bangor. The plan was And Thomaston Folks Enter Dewey Call, Material Wit
tell his acquaintances that he carried out by the convention of 1928
ness, Absent and Physician
Complaint With Utilities
"thinks” he shall be a candidate, but being held in the Eastern city. To
if he has not got beyond the thinking complete the arrangement It would go
Is Freed
Commission
stage, he has not made the fact gen there next year. The meeting of the
erally known.
Over the opposition of the attorney
Petition has been filed with the
committee to decide the time and
The 1 doctor would of course get place of the convention will he in Au
Public Utilities Commisson, signed by for the defense, Edward P. Murray,
some support that Mayor Wilson will gusta, probably the last week of Jan
a nol-pros was entered In the Penob
not and the mayor car. probably hank uary, this being a matter that is de about 150 citizens of Thomaston, pa scot County Superior Court Saturday
trons of the Maine Central Railroad, in the case against Dr. Frank A.
cided by the chairman.
The two term precedent for Repub alleging that the action of that •ail- Bickford, aged Bradford physician,
lican governors which Mayor Wil road company in not stopping train who was Indicted by the grand Jury
son told the folks in Camdpn was a No. 57 at that station works an un on the charge of manslaughter in
connection with the death in Rock
reliciof the old convention days was
established in I860 when the’ ,'tate warranted hardship on all business land several months ago of Mrs. Lil
changed the Constitution to provide enterprises located in Thomaston as lian Call, following her alleged ad
for biennial instead of annual elec well as on all passengers who wish to mission that she had undergone an
tions and that a plurality vole should stop at Thomaston, and asking relief illegal operation.
Previously at this term County At
elect.
The question then arose from that situation.
The petitioners set forth that this torney Albert G. Averill of Old Town
whether with the term of the Gov
had asked for a continuance to the
ernor increased .from one to two years, action by the Maine Central Railroad January term on the ground that the
tlie two term precedent should pre Company, causes delay in the receipt
star witness for the State, Dewey
vail. There was some controversy of mail and express, deprives tin- ho Call, husband of the dead woman, was
over the question, but the two term tel ir. the town of business kind causes not available. This request was op
precedent was established hv the loss of time to passengers, as well as posed by the defense, Dr. Bickford
nomination of Frederick Roble for extra expense and annoyance to them. taking his seat in the dock and de
WHEN IN •
They assert that the/inly advan
two terms of two years each. This
manding a speedy trial. The motion
has been followed since, although In tage of omitting the stop at Thomas for a continuance was overruled by
BOSTON
ton,
so
far
as
known
to
them,
is
that
two cases Republican governors were
Judge George H. Worster.
If quiet home-like surroundings
defeated by their Democratic oppon train arrives in Rockland, the termi
Saturday the defense fought the
with good food at moderate
nal
point,
where
no
connection
is
ents. In 1920 Governor Carl E. Milli
motion for a nol pros, asserting that
prices appeal to you,
made
from
five
to
eight
minutes
ear

ken. who had served two :crms,
if the State had sufficient evidence to
Stop at
sought a third and was defeated. lier.
indict, it should take the case before
The
Utilities
Commission
has
given
Since then Republican governors
a jury.
THE HOTEL
notice
that
after
10
days
they
will
have had two terms, although on two
occasions atfempts were made to proceed to investigate the matter, un
HEMENWAY
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
break the precedent. Before 1880 less the cause of complaint is sooner
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
there was less regularity about re removed to the satisfaction of the
If I Ha l to live my life again I would have
Rates from:
Commissionnominations.
made a rule to read some poetr.v and listen
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
to some music at least once a week. The loss
Governoh Chamberlain had four
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
of these taster Is a loss of happiness. -Charles
terms. Sydney Perham had three,
A PERFECT SALUTE
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Darwin.
Nelson Dingley two, and Seldon Con
A DOUBTING HEART
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
nor four.—Fred K. Owen in Portland
Where are the swallows fled?
Rockland Pastor Who Was Frczei. and dead
Eunduy Telegram.

A New and Better
Place To Eat
The Smiths built up a great reputation for delicious

foods and plenty of it at very moderate prices. Now

MISS MILDRED SMITH

Come In! Bring In yonr old records!
Choose your favorite new onen from our
huge stock, and take home—FREE! a new
stock of brilliant Victor music for youf
Victrola or Victor Radio-Electrola.

ON MY SET

Volume 84.................. Number 130

is proprietor of

THE MAINE CENTRAL LUNCH
Pleasant Street

Rockland, Me.

In Overseas Work Com
plimented By Pershing
The Y.M.C.A. workers who went
Overseas during tho World War were
notoriously awkward when it came
to saluting. Apropos of this Rev.
Walter S. Rounds tells an interesting
story.
. “One day,’ said he, “I saw a car ap
proaching and on it were four stars.
I drew up sharply as it passed and
saluted the occupant in the best man
ner I knew.
“The officer alighted.
“‘What is your name?’ he asked.
“I told him, and he wanted to know
what unit I represented. I informed
him that I was a *Y’ worker attached
to the 118th Infantry.
“The officer was Gen. Pershing. ‘I
Just wanted to tell you that you gave
a perfect salute,’ he said.”
And it is a pity to have to spoil the
story by saying that all this happened
in Mr. Rounds’ dream,

I erchr.nce upon some hleak and stormy shore.
O doubting heart?
Far over purple seas
Tliey wait, in sunny ease.
The balmy southern breeze.
To bring them to their northern homes once
more.
Why must the flowers die?
Prisoned they lie
In the cold tomb, heedless of tears or rain.
<> doubting heart !
They only sleep below
The soli white ermine snow
While winter winds shall blow.
To bitulhe and smile upon you soon again.
The sun has hid Its rays
These many days:
Will dreary hours never leave the earth?
O doubting heart!
The stormy clouds on high
Veil the same sunny sky
That soon (for spring Is nigh).
Shall wake the summer Into golden mirth.

Fair hope Is dead, and light
Is quenched In night.
What sound can break the silence of despair?
O doubting heart!
The sky is overcast,
Yet stars shall rise at last.
Blighter for darkness past,
And angels' silver voices stir the air.
—Adelaide Anne Proctor.]

Every-Other-Day
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OUR

LAST CIVIL WAR GENERAL

ROADSIDES

BURPEE’S

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 29. 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle w» o
on oath declared that he Is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette. h»'H tb»t of t» e
issue of this paper of Oct. 26. 192.9, there wns
printed a total of 6.240 <*oples.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary ,Public.

Maine Development Commission Seeks Cooperation On Adelbert Ames, Native of Rockland, To Celebrate 94th
Over Night Camps, Gas Stations, Etc.
Birthday Thursday—Brilliant Career x

a

In an address before the State exe buildings typical of our countryside
cutive officers and members of the and of a cost that is within the purse
Experiments of this
*•—
Business and Professional Women's • ■I our people.
Thou shall love the Lord thy God (Tubs of Maine, Clarence C Ftet- character have been tried elsewhere
with all thy heart, and with all thy son chairman of the Maine dwelop- but have failed because the types
soul, and with all thy strength, and ment commission, in asking the <?o- buildings suggested have been be
with all thy mind; ant they neighbor eperation of the women in the Com yond the purse pf the people who
as
thyself.
This
do
ar.thou mission’s work, particularly in the would take advantage of them. We
shalt live.—Iftike 10:27.28.
program for the improvement ,f the do not wish to repeat this mistake.
_____________________ .
highways by better types of struc These proposed drawings, when pre
tures for fillin stations and other pared. will be printed and placed at
The
percentage of graded an 1 wayside business, expressed the need the disposal of such of the people of
drained earth roads decreases and in matters concerning the State for Maine as desire to use them.
‘ To stimulate their use with re
the percentage of surface roads con careful, constructive thinkers and
commenced the spirit of real patriot sultant improvement and servit • of
tinue to increase throughout the
ism which, he said, is taking deep the roadside markets, filling stations
country. Official reports received .
root in Maine.
and overnight camps, it might be well
’•Real service, unstinting ly
and for this committee to lay plans fop*
Washington indicate that there wa<
improved in 1928 in the entire United unselfishly given to a community, a prize contests to t>e held, first on u
1
State or a Nation, is exemplified bv county basis and then on a statewide
States, exclusive of the State roads, a the
constructive activities and the life *T»asis.
The winners in the three
total of 45.531 miles of local an 1 of
present
President of the < lasses in each county and in the
lie has imbued the State as a whole, would naturally re
county roads, of which 29,888 or 6b Unit <1 States,
per cent was surfaced.
Thirty-four nation as we.l as those who have had ceive favorable press comment. This,
the good fortune to be associated in itself, should increase the ’ usiper cent, were graded and drained with him witli this ideal.
ness of the winners and cause others
earth roads. All the official state
“it is the spirit of practical ideal- in their lines of activity to striv for
ments show that road builders in ism. the desire to render sincere pa- better appearance and better service
triotic service to the State that is the at their ‘trading pos*ts.
every part of the country are devot
reason for the existence of such or“There are many other phases of
ing their energies to laying highways ganizations as the Business and Pro- roadside improvement which might
that will stay laid and which will n<»t fessional Womens Chile
Maine. ultimately be taken up by this coingive way under the heavy weight of It
because of this fact that the mittee but it is the hope of the com-

...

traffic.

’

.

,

thnt pven -A,ainp Development Commission now mission that the committee wilt pro

It has been prosed that even

speks

r
litl and assistance in a ceed slowly, st p by step, and not
matter of which I will speak to you endeavor to accomplish too much at
that they are the cheapest in the end. ' briefly.
, once.
though good roads cost more to build

Dynamite is so cheap that there is no
for neglecting
longer
an\
exr u
1
using it in blasting through barrieis

,
• • • •
“I'-ueh year there are coming to our
borders more and more people from
other States. They come to »is be-

jn a word. it w.ll he tiie function
ef this committee to create, through
practical idealism, the inspiration in
the minds of those who t arry on the

and obstructions such

cause we have something really beautiful to offer.
In this strong '.andscape men and women of power have
f ccomplished things and hav? leftx
behlnd them evidences ■ f the? accomplishments.
ften last“First impressions ar<
mg impressions. A
large majority
of our people approach our State over
our highways. Therefore we should !

business of gas stations, overnight
camps anti roadside markets, the
thought that an attractive exterbu
hacked by a real desire to l ender s rvice of the highest quality lias not
only its sentimental value but real
sounu economic value for the ind’vidual and hence for the State,
“With this idea in view 1 am isk'ng your organization if they will be

as

hills and

swampy lands in order to obtain the

proper foundations (or new roads.

Pennsylvania game authorities are

calling attention to the high mortality

of game birds and small animals re

witfi

ring-necked

pheasants

and other game birds-which had >
struck by cars.

n

Similar reports have

come from a number of other States.

An Eastern Pennsylvania sportsman

claims that more game is killed by
careless motorists than is shot during

the gunning season.

There was dedicated last week the

seventh largest suspension bridge in

of setting up a committee of 16, qne
lrom each county. The purpose will
be l0 do inspirational work to improve the appearance of our roadside
markets, our overnight camps, and
our filling stations, so that they may
all he places of beauty, where quality
and courtesy only are found.
It is the thought of the commission
that this committee shall secure from
the best architects in the s.ate, arehitectural. drawings for buildings ?itilized in the three purposes mentioned
above.
These drawings will be of

IT. j-p . ct Hill in Tewksbury.
Graduated from West Point, in May
at
opening of the four
}ea\s‘ struggle between the North

:.ml the South. Gen. Ames with the
oeatli of Gen. Henry b. Abbott, retirul, at his home in Cambridge re«ently at the age of 96 years, is the
oldest living graduate < f the Vnitxl
States Military Academv.

While he likes to live in the pres ni
• nd to enjt
his family ILfe. Gen
Ames recalls vividly Grant. Hooker
Sherman and other i’nion army leaders. as well
(b n. Lee.
A brilliant soldier and officer himself, a Student of military science and
tactics, he places Grant as the most
I famous general of the war of Cl.

sulting from being killed by automobiles. From various parts or the d" everything in our power to make willing to appoint live represent lives
,
,
.
.
these highways more beautiful, more to serve on this committee. If vou
State, game wardens and other ob- attractive.
decide that you wish to co-operate
servers have reported seeing many
“With this idea in view the Maine with the commission in this unde-’akrabbits and fur-bearing animals to- development commission is by wa\ ing. would you kind’y select your repgather

Gen Adelbert Arne? whom Rockland
!’“s always t.een proud to claim as
native, celebra’ s his 94th birthday
Thursday.
He is a son of the late
Jesse
Ames and resided »>n North
Main street, in the house since reconstructed, which is the present
home of Tax Collector Robert U. C ■
lins.
Gen. Ames was a resident of Rc< k!and in the period of its greatest
prosperity—when shipyards dotted
its entire waterfront, and was ap
pointed to West Point from this <•“>
— the initial step of a military career
which brought h’m lasting fatne in
ihc ps of this nation’s history.
•ars. loved and honored the
Rip * in
untry over, he will be richly cnlit’ed to the congratulations which
will Ik showered upon him Thursday
Gen
Adelbert Ames, last living
vtr.eia*, l the ci. :1 war and hok!*r of
the congressional medal of honor t i
bravery a; the first battle of Bui:
Run. will observe his 94th* birthday
Thursday as he would any othe.- d t>
of the \ear at his palatial home on

r

from Massachusetts when the wedding ceremony tool- place at
St.
Anne's Episcopal Church at Lowell on
the evening of July 26. 1870. At that
time the bridegroom recorded his age
at 34; Jackson. Mich., his residence,
and his occupation as planter.
The bride was 23 years old.
The
t hildren born to Gen- and Mrs. Ames
were Butler. Edith. Sarah. Blanche. .
Jessie and Adelbert.
Present day
fads and fashions
seemingly do not appeal to the Cen
tral. who is content to let well
enough alone and to enjoy the golden ,
hours of his^twilight age. lie has no
secrets or rules except to be conser
vative.
He believes in eating things
*hat agrte with him and taking cormai exercise such as a walk about his
< state.
His ancestors came from England
with,the early settlers and settled in |
'Plymouth colony, and later some of
family migrated to Rockland His
father was a sea captafir. and since
his ancestors lived far beyon.l the
threescore and ten mark, he believes
that is one explanation as to why he
is enjoying the years even though he
las passed the l'our-score and ten
mark.
The Ames residence is four miles
’Tom Lowell and overlooks North
Tewksbury village from Prospect Hill
at a height of 500 feet above the sea
’« vel. The estate includes about 2450
acres of land of picturesque wood
land. with a pool famed lor its pure
spring water.
The mansion is 114
feet long with a width of 62 feet and
contains 11 large fireplaces.
A garage for automobiles and the
servants quarters are situated
a
short distance in the rear of the
mansion.

DODGE BROTHERS SET RECORD

head and shoulders above the others
Shattering an all-time record in
Gen. Ames likes the quiet of Tie
the history of the company. Dodge
ayening hour.
He has faith in the
future of America and her army and * Brothers export shipments of trucks

navy.
He is proud of the notable and commercial cars from plants in
part played by his ancestors and his the United States and Canada totaled
family in the upbuilding of the na
8.163 units for the first eight months
tion. Although he is but six sh nt
resentatives. one from each five U„un- yea?s from attaining the century t f this year. This large volume rep
ties and have
ready v hen mark, he looks much younger. His resents an increase of more than 11
’he first meeting of the commitis mind
alert. His vision is clear .ind per cent, over the corresponding
called sometime about the middle
his hearing i< undeniably excellent
period last year, and factory officials
N -vember.
The passing of time has failed to
“Please remember that it is on the diminish the youthfulness of the fu analyze the record as reflecting wide
plea of practical idealism and a desire ture outlook of the man. who was a spread approval of the new complete
to render service that the commission general of a division when a mere line of four and six-cylinder trucks
now offered by Dodge Brother^
omes to you for this co-operation in youth.
Partial < redit for the gain in the
setting up the first women’s . mmitlie is : New Englander by birth, a
tee which the commission has yel pr- r^.itive ot Rockland, where he was export market is attributed to the
four-cylinder
ranized to co-operate with it in its born Oct. 31 J8»5, Just 26 years ix-forv recentlynQWannounced
avalIab,e
lbe haIf.ton
i»rogram of progress and prosnerity !..e Start „f the war of rebellion :n % („n anil onp.ton rapacitleg ln ad_
lor Maine.”
which ..c was destined to lead I
„ llition five capacities of ylx.Cvlinder

soldiers in many famous eng
trucks ranging from the \ ton to the
' lents. not only it Bull Run. but a, hehvy duty three-ton type are offered.
at Antietam. Fredericksburg, tas aid Unfilled orders have required over
io Gens. Hooker and Meade), in the time production schedules at times to
Chanccllorsvillc campaign and at keep pace with the demand.
Gettysburg.
“This record also indicates
the
steady improvement of business con
As a hoy he made a study of niili- i ditions abroad.’’ said (’. W. Matheson.
tary matters and when the c ivil! General Sales Manager «f Dodge
strife began in April, 1861. he v. s a Brothers.
‘Indications are that the
member of the senior class at ^’est balance of the present year will show
Point. The following me.nth h- was substantial increases in export busiin the field as a first lieutenan; vith ness. inasmuch as full production is
the fifth regular urtlllery
under way on all models just recently
His regiment was in the thi< ’< of added.
Stocks in dealers’ hands are
played well for the 1"
Tile sumwho would like to return to the old thus tells the story:
Coach Macomber’s fighting Conv mary;
The fighting at Bull Run and while surprisingly low.
ferryboat system are asked to raise
RoclUand directing his battery at the fr- nt he
••Buyers in the foreign markets are
Eleven, playing brilliant football Cony
their right hand.
throughout, completely outclassed Mendaii!. !«. ................. ................ re. Mazzco was shot in the leg. He was placed measuring the truck and commercial
and outplayed a much inferior Rock Coop. r. it..................... ................. rt. Rounds on Top of a caisson ^>y his soldiers < ar *oy the same standards of the
ear. * They are insisting
Jt is Interesting to note that three- land over on Williams’ Field Satur- ( hurch. Ik.................... ............ rg. j iward und continued to direct the firing uh- passen
. <».» pit i .-i jiuuii, uie score uemg «5-i io 0. Cunningham, c ...... .............. c. I rrabee til weakened by the loss of blond He that appearance and performance
quarters of a million dollars has been
Cony offense, featured by the Wilson, rg .................. .......... lg. Ik
was cited for bravery and re -ived must
incorporated in the vehicle
at an attractive price with positive
expended in widening the Mohawk galloping Captain Chief Burdell, Bill McAu
’.c y. rt ............... .................. It.
McAule
ihe Congressional Medal of Hon r.
Although
wounded,
he
fought assurance of dependability and econ
............... i<
Trail, that w. nderful scenic highway Logan, and Eddie Burke, tore through iJzotte. re ..............
the Black and Orange first line ranks Burdell . <lb ............
through the war and when Gen. Lee, omy. The rapid construction of highbetween Greenfield and North Adams,
t Larrab..e. lh ..................... ......... rh, S* avey whom he knex^as a profess >i . West wa>s anc* widening projects abroad
in Massa, j isetts. Mohawk Trail is repeated long marches to the Rock- 1 Lyden.
rh .................................. lh. Duncan Point, began his noted rac • to the ire causing industrial leaders in all
a name to conjure with, even at this land goal, while Cony's impregnable Logan. fb .... ,.......... .................. fb , Accadi North to split the unior^forces. Gen. countries to appreciate the advan
line’ bounced the Rockland attack Cony ..................................
7 14 6 7—34 Ames, then a brigadier, held, this bri tages t.f motor transport for long or
remote distance, and we can’t help
hack so that, were it not for Coach Rockland ........................ 0 0 6 9— 6 gade in attack during the second day short hauling. In competitive mar
wondering if our mother State fully Bill’s sending in the second team in
kets where prompt and regular de
Touchdowns—Burdell 2. Logan 2.
f fighting at Gettysburg. H*» was 28
liveries are demanded: commercial
realize s what an asset it is. And we the third period, the Rocklandites Hickey.
Merriam.
Points
after years old then.
vehicles are winning popular favor in
can’t help wondering what an asset wouldn’t have come within 30 yards Touchdowns, Cunn ngham 4.
Sub
Again lie was cited for biavery.
practically all trade lines.
of scoring a touchdown.
stitutes. for Conv
O’Connor for this time at Gettysburg for meritor
it would be to Maine if we had such a
“Dodge Brothers complete motor
Captain Burdell the big triple
Mendaii; Ramsd^l lor Cooj>ei : ’.ar- ious service. After taking an iniporhighway up tlje Penobscot valley.
threat man on the Cony club, played rabee for Church; Bilodeau for <’un- tant put in the disastrous engage- coach and truck line is meeting the
requirements of this expanding field
a spectacular game, twice uncorking
ningham; Gay for Wilson: Gelm an- ment at Gobi Harbor, he manoeuvred
through a wide range of capacities
long, sensational runs, The first of
The four Russian fliers who have these went for 32 yards and the sec- ski for McAuley; King for Mui. lail; .his division in storming Fort Gilman. and prices, each designed to fill a
Sterling for Burdell; Brailey for Lo hut because of overwhelming num
definite need with minimum outlay in
been making new aviation history in , Ond for 30. Burdell also scored two
gan;
Burke
for Lyden;
Hickey bers was repulsed b.v the enemy His
purchase and operation.’’
their world girdling flight, are tin- touchdowns and was the biggest for
Larrabee
and
Merrick
for name was on the lips of the Union
ground gainer for the Red and White.
decided whether to attempt an At
Burke.
For Rockland: Mer. iitr, for generals ami lie was given command
Moulaison. Melton, Denton
>f the assaulting troops to capture
lantic flight or ship their plane from
Returning to the lineup after two (lay:
AMMUNITION VOU CAN MOOT WITH Ct^HDK>Ct
Referee: Donahue of Portland. Urn- Fort Fisher. He carried his obj« live
New York to Moscow.
If these air weeks' inactivity because of .an inpire, Dunnack of Colby. Headlines^ and the la«t gi\at stronghold in that i
Bill
Logan,
half
back,
ttfice
cut
heroes want some good advice, minus) JU1 •'
AT
■ 1 ri* •
4..,,.. 1 i, •
t.
... 1 IInto
»■* ♦ the I*..:
territory ....
passeil
Union hands.
loose on long runs, one of them going man. McCall. Time, four 10s
cost, they will heed ours, which is to for 25 yards.
His exploit nt Fort Fisher brought
Bill registered two
LAUNCHEQA LIGHTER
him the rank of major general of
the effect that they had better rest markers for the Cony' men and was
volunteers at the age of 30 yeae.x
<»n their richly earned laurels and go another big cog in the locals’ attack.
• * * *
The result of the battle was appar Eastern Steamship Adds New Type of
back to Russia by means of any of
Vessel To Its Large New York
A f.-w years after Lee sun ndered

the world.

It cost $4,000,000. and con

was 34 to 6. Cony had taken the ball
within scoring distance again when
with the island of Rhode Island. Th“
------the game ended.
distance from end to end is 6.130 feet
Merriam.
Rockland
substitute,
scored the touchdown f r Rockland
and the middle span is 135 feet above >
on a line plunge.
the surface of the water. Nobody is
Cunningham, by kicking four points
better prepared to understand the ex
after touchdown, ana playing a whale
ultation of Rhode Island folks than
of a game in the line., played one of
Rockland High met Cony High in the best games of his grid career to
we who hate been enjoying the privi
Augusta Saturday and the Capital date. Ot! iers in the line to show up
leges afforded by’ the X'arlton bridge
City’ team, at its best, proved boss of well were McAuley, C oper. Church
between Rath and Woolwich. Those the gridiron. The Kennebec Journal and Wilson.
Merriam an 1 Accadi

CONY TOO MUCH

nects the mainland of Rhode Island

The Augusta Team Runs
Rough Shod Over Rock
land High

the* nice steamboats at their dispo

ent after Cony got the ball on the
Harbcr Fleet.
kick oft and marched to the Rockland
Seven-year-old Galen y
barrier for a touchdown. That first
tally came after one minute and a Br okline. Mass , christened

Stone of
sal.
witli his
half of play. Jack Cunningham,,the own name
_ till' latest addition to the
Greater New York is going through ■all Cony center, kicked the goal after fleet o! I ,-e Eastern Steamship Lines.
Logan had taken it over.
<m tw > : e Dies. ! motor jighter launched Oct.
the form ot a mayoralty campaign
more occasions in that first half Cony j ’7 at the shipbuilding yards of the
with the usual charges and counter carried the ball over the Rockland American Car and Foundry Company,
Tin- boy is a
charges being made. Our knowledge line and at the end of the .first half Wilmington. Del.
of New York polities is limited to the home Club was leading 21 to 0. grandson of the late chairman of tl.e
Cunningham was successful in kick- Board if The Eastern Steamship
what xve read, but if La Guardia, or' ing the other two goals after touch- bines and hears the same mi:,,..,
anybody else, can dislodge the present downs
’
i
The now vessel embodies the latest
At the start of the second half features, of ^lighterage construction
mayor, lie will be doing an amazing '
Coach Madomlter called on his seoond , roviding for maximum
capacity,
stunt. This hunch is based on New
squad, and although the subs showed ! speed, and ease in handling cargo,
work conditions in general, and Ihc ; some power, the Rockland club ran | "Galen L. Stone" has been built for
popularity of happy go-lucky Jimmy over them and scored their only tally, use in New York Harbor tor the
In retaliation, the Cony men took transfer of carload freight between
Walker in particular.
the hall down the field and Eddie sleamers of the various Eastern
pretty
pass to Steamship Lines and connecting rail
Burke heaved
That’s an able quartet which has •Toothy’’ Hickey for another Cony and water lines, as well as to the
score. After the start of the fourth wareln uses of large shipping conalready been selected to represent
perii d. Macomher called in the cubs cerns and docks of ocean steamship
this country at the coming arms con and the regulars went out again. Lo- lines.
ference
in
London — Ambassador uan scored Cony’s final counter when
Capt. Eugene E. O’Donnell. Presi
dent of The Eastern Steamship Lines,
Charles G. Dawes, Secretary of Slate he reeled off 25 yards, and < unniti:
.
..
i C2
♦
i?
i ham kicked the final point. The score attended the launching with a party
nry L. Stimson and Senators Reed ham
K
of (]u Con,pany.s officials an(1 (,„1Pr
Henr;

of Pennsylvania and Robinson of

Ar--------------------------------- —————— C1|C(.,S

kansas. They .should be thoroughly
competent to protect this country’s
interests

in

this

important

game

which is to he played on the interna
tional chessboard.

Col. Victor Brett, who had served as

city clerk of Bangor since 1876, with

)uickly StOt)S
Stops
Dreaded Coughing
”

•

A stu'.i'oern cough Hint hangs on j
after a hard cold or an attack of
bronchitis yields quickly to the Heal- :
ing curative virtues of Foley's Honey

and Tar Compound.
Made ol pure
pine tar. fresh demulcent honey, with I

the exception of one year when the

other valuable eough-healing medi
cines. Foley's Honey and Tar spreads
at the age of 78. Fifty-two years in a soothing healing coating over ihe
Inflamed lining of the throat and air (
office!
How well Col. Brett must passages. Bronchial cough.-, disturb
have known his Bangor.
ing night eoiighs.'frightening croiipy
coughs are quickly stopped.
Con
The fact that thousands of Christ stantly in use < ver 50 years, more
than 2.009.000 are used yearly. Ask
mas trees are now being cut in Maine your druggist fi r Foley's Honey and
woods is another reminder to shop Tar Compound and use no other. So d

Democrats were in, died last Friday

early

everywhere.

Following

the

launching

ceremonies, the American Car and
Foundry Co. gave a luncheon for the
party at the Dupont-Biltmore Hotel
In Wilmington.

Seed Sown Here

Falls

In

Soil,

Insuring a

Fertile

Bountiful Harvest

r-v-V

Vou can’t afford to experiment
with ammunition on a duck

to Grant at Appomattox, (ten. Ames
on July 15. 1808, was appointed a ntovisional
Governor
of
Mississippi
vnde^ the ----------------acts of Congress
----- protiding
for >ucb tein), irary governtnen
Un-

hunt.

You want shells that you

know are right because durks
are a mighty hard test of a
shell’s ability to deliver results.

der his direction an election was held ,
in Mississippi on Nov. 30. 1869 and
on Jan. 11. 187Q the I/egislaturu was
c<>nY#^ied by his direction and he was
elected United States senator of that
Stat•».
In 1873 he was chos n Gov
ernor of .AIjssissippi by a popular
vote and resigned his seat in the Sen
ate. During his governorship serious
Double ensued he’ween the whites
and blacks, and Gen. Ames, organized
the mi.itia to r-sNire peace.
Outi bia aks were i ' ported from many
• •arts of the state and his opponents
, decided to put a ticket in the field for
the first time since the war.
In the ensuing election gr^at was
the turmoil. Wiih a victory for the
southern
Demi rats,
impeachment
* pro. ♦•♦•dings were faced by the Gov
ernor, who charged that the intimi
dation
and
fraud vas
was i'
r>1 *<»
sorted
»o in
in
<n
lo” an
' llaul
’ted to
'the election by his strong opponents.

You want a shell that will de

liver a killing pattern at a long
range.
That is just exactly
what
Peters High Velocity

Shell will do.

1 Guperb design of grace, charm and rich beauty! Bed. chest and
dresser in soft, delicate two-tone enamel, artistically decorated.
Formerly Priced from
Fabulous saving!
$126X0 to $1E0.00!
2 Bed, chest, dresser and vanity—4 pieces complete! Of beautiful
ly grained walnut veneers and other woods! Distinctive new style
embellishment!
3 Ingeniously paneled with smart overlays! Return rail bed, chest
and choice of dresser or French vanity! Of matched grain walnut
veneers; ether fine woods!
4 All four pieces included! Bed, chest, dresser and French vanity!
Of fine walnut veneers, other woods with overlays of lovely tone!
Oak drawer interiors!
5 Bod chest and dresser in wonderfully grained maple and walnut
veneers with other fine woods—charmingly decorated!
Priced at
only—
6 Expensive appearance! Fine quality! Built of beautiful birdseye
maple, walnut veneers and other choice wcods!
Bed. chest and
choice cf dresser or French vanity!
»
.A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS ANY ONE OF THESE SUITES!

Rockland. Maine |

) 361 Main Street

TO TEACH IN MEXICO
ittle dwellings of the poor peopl'. th
. oof* of which fell in. killing some and
Miss Elisabeth Morrow, daughter of
njuring many others.
,
Rivers overflowed their hanks and . Dwight \V. Morrow. American ambas
brok
through the built-up levees, sador. has applied for permission
looding some two million acres of from the Ministry of Education to
low-lying farming k.nd, some of it to teach- English fre* in two schools in
i depth of ten to twelve feet. Many Mexico City. Prof. Kiel, director of
,. .
people were drowned and their bodies the primary and normal schools de
M hat are the exact con< tions in ,
about on >h« flood waters, as partment has accepted the offer of
China today?
Fearsome and
pa
ilso d d the carcasses of mules and the American girl, and Miss Morrow
will start immediately teaching in
thetic. according to Commission?!- dob keys.
We immediately rushed help to the Alberto Correa and Lopez Cotilla
William McKenzie, whose article in
forty-two villages, sending twenty schools.
the current issue of War Cry is a
tons of food at first for hurried dis
startling revelation. He says that a
Little Tommy was being bolstered
tribution.
Last week again ww sent
billion dollars would not adequately
lorty more tons to the s.ame places, up by his mother just bfenre he left
meet the needs of flood and famin'
•therebv saving .h<» lives of a great for the hospital to have his tonsil??
victims ir that country.
villav. ,This
number „r
of villagers.
This f.„„l
food con ' out.
In a letter to Commissioner Rich
sists of millet grain and “kno liang,”
“All right, mother. I’ll b brave and
ard E. Holtz, acknowledging the gift which goes a long way. and the Chi
do just as you tell me. But I betcha
of an American lrlend to the famine
nese do very well on it.
one thing. 1 be^ ha they don’t palm
‘chef work of the Army in China.
ln quite a number of other places off n » crying baby on me like they
Commission- r
William
McKenzie
we are now sending relief, and our did when yAii went.”
?. r’tes:
officers are around the villages of the
^Famine conditions have been try
Hooded areas just to see the need. A
ing beyopd the possibility of descrip
thousand million dollars wouldn’t ad
tion in several provinces of China. , equately meet the need of the famine
Millions have died, and some twentystricken and flo »d victims at the pres
odd millions are still among the fament moment in China. Th re are at
in* sufferers.
In the depth of last least {wo bun bed million abjectly
winter were feeding up to 25.000
poor people in China today.
destitute
people
each
day
and
On the top of this flot d disaster has
every day for months. When the
come a great plague of locusts and
springtime came w' were able to drop
grasshoppers.
They
are
simply
the work in Peking and Tientsin, as
sweeping across the cultivated coun
the destitute there can go to the
try and the hills that are now covered
farms around about and find work,
with grass and green growth as a
but our work in the Chahac and Sui
result of the heavy rains.
These
Yuan provinces had still to l>e car
plagues are leaving the country bar?
ried on.
In one town. Karat si we
behind them. Surely China is having
were feeding'from ten to eleven thou
a cupful of sorrow. Can it be because
sand pci day.
so many of them have heard the
Gospel of Chris*, particularly the
Many people struggling in from th’
leaders of the people, and yet have
outlying districts to the centers taint
deliberately luiiied away frem it and
.ind fall hv the wayside and are left
will not have it? t4»uia is certainly a
to die.
Dogs and wolves strip the
long way vet from getting out of the
bodies of their flesh. Famishing ni ?n
woods, ether politically, econnmiin other cases seize the dogs, kill
ca.ly <fr ethically.
then, and tear the raw flesh from
th<: carcasses ere the fl sh has time
HAS STOPPED GUESSING
Io cool, so desperately liung’ v are
they.
Two parag: iphs from th« sporting
The people are eating leaves, dry
<1 Inter
mots, am] stalks of Indian cum : they column of the Hath Times

HUMAN FLESH SOLD

Startling Conditions In China
Revealed By a Salvation
Army Worker

A Genuine All Electric
Radio

Come in and get your supply

of these shells.
There are
many other items here in which
you will be interested.

AMMUNITION

33

Complete with Tubes and

Gen. Antes offered to resign ns rxccutive through his counsel provided the
articles of impea.iim ni wire .ithdrawn. Tills was .-peeellly done and
he resigned in March. 1876 and came I
North.
He was tile last northern
Governor of a Southern state,

When the Spanish-American war
startl'd lie effe.- .d Ills .services to
President J.'i-Kinley and he was er,mmissioned a brigadier-general of volunteers serving in the campaign
around Sant'ago. He was one ,f the
s'gn<i'.szof the "round robin" which
criticised equipment . medical and
food supplies of (lie American army

Sensational Savings! Choice
of These Bedroom Suites!

Speaker, delivered to your

me snaring birds, and ultimately
! eating human flesh—parents devour

1
I

i
j

j

in Cuba.
His military career aided ,
wiien he was honorably discharged 1
from the army on Jan. 3. 1899.
While a member of the United
States Senate from Mississippi he
was married to Miss Blanche ltutle.r.
tiie daughter of Gen. Benjamin U !
Bull: i', who was a representative

Crie Hardware Co.
403 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
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estingly her?.

They are:

“Rockland high’s football aggrega
ing their offspring. In a number of
tion sprang a sensational surp/lse
j towns, one of which is named ’Pao
Tou." /in the Yellow River, lwith dog Saturday when it burled tut Marse
and human flesh are exposed for sale high eleven ’n a’h
26-0 score at
nn the street atalls.
This human , tla Lime City. Th« Bath boys went
flesh is taken from the limbs and but- ini
imo the game a favorite by at least
tocks of the (lead I odies of those who two touchdt wns. bu. wm* simply
swept off th.*!.’ feet by hard running
liavt perished.
In Kuei llua and Sui Yuan, the Rockland backs w.i » were scinlilwall (1 city, nve were feeding 4,500 lating for the first time this year.
“W .ll how are'^."ou picking 4he
on the average per day. and Ping
(’h’uan we are now’feeding a daily Bowdoin-Colbv tilt
Saturday? The
average of over 2,000.
Times prognosticator has taken such
Then, to maxe matters worse. ja riding after picking Mor«e to heat
within a radius of 200 miles in and , Rockland/that lie swears the football
fi round Peking, we have had a tre- public will have to do then own pick1 mendous deluge of rain, in some parts ing after this. Saturday's game ze- doing almost incalculable damage, tween the two leading Si ne college
drowning
many
people,
breaking ( :c\(i,s is so close to home that it has
down im.ny jerry-built, mud-brick, added significance.’'

home for only $85.00.
The greatest value in high
grade radio ever offered.
Come in and see it or tele
phone 708 for a home dem
onstration.

[AINEt
US1C’
Established 1890

ROCKLAND, ME.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

John Snow is employed
Men s Shop, Park street.

by the

Thomas Cook suffered an ill turn

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

in a Main street store last night and
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Oct. 31—Halloween dance, auspices of his condition is reported as serious.
Itooerik Club.
Xov. 1 (7 p. tn)—Managers of Educational
Maine Central Lunch, Pleasant
Club drive. Meet at Judge Miller’s, School
street, has been opened by Miss Mil
street.
Nov. 1—All Saints Day.
dred Smith who will operate it on
Nov. 1 Methebesec Club meets with Miss
the well known Smith principle of
Caroline Stanley.
Nov. 1-2—Annual Economic Conference In good food and plenty of it at mederLewiston.
Cte prices.
Xnv. 2Nov. 2
A meeting of the Parent-Teacher
Harbor II
Association will be held tomorrow
Xov. 8- Rubinstein Club’s guest day.
Xov. 4 Monthly meeting of City Goreru- afternoon at 3.30 in Miss Cochran’s
ment.
room. The cast of "The Womanless
Xov. 4 Wawenock Club meets with Mrs,
Wedding” will meet at 7.30 WednesHusk Campbell.
Nov. 4—Belfast—First regular meeting of day night at the High School.
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Schoolmen’s Club.
_____
Nov. 7-8—“The Womanless Marriage’' High i
School auditorium, auspices Parent-Teacher' Glenn A. Lawrence. A. C. McLoon

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

FELL FROM BOAT

THE WORST YET

RAMBLES AFIELD

-

LIGHTHOUSE DEPOT

Change of Ownership

Is Country's Traffic Condi- John S. F. Boody of This City Appropriation For the Rocktions This Year — Slow
land Station Is To
Dies From Exhaustion
Sought This Term
Drivers Are Scarce
John S. F- Boody, who had lived

in Rockland the most of the time
Money for the establishment of
since 1925, died suddenly in Camden. lighthouse depots at Portland and
(Sixteenth Ramble)
Saturday. Mr. B.,ody had employ Rocklancf wijl be asked of Congress in
ment in the sardine factory at Cam the regular Department of Commerce
If you wish to Fee one of the pret
tiest views in this section, go up pist
den the previous week, and returned supply bill, it was said yesterday by
the reservoir on Juniper Hill, and stop
to that* place a week ago. He was Commissioner of Lighthouses Put
a few rods beyond the big house
rooming on a power boat belonging
known for many years as “the Ben
io the sardine company and it is nam. These depots were authorized
Clough house." Then look across to
-••pposed that in attempting to step in a bill which passed at the last reg
the mountain where the new houses
l.om the ladder, on the wharf to the ular session and the bureau of Light
have been built tn the old Dodg •
boat, he missed his footing and. f?ll houses has been 4ying all summer to
farm and do not forget to look in a
irto the water between the boat and
settle on sites.
northerly direction across the pond
:he wharf.
A«(+latlon.
land C. H. Duff constituted a proud where you can see the outskirts of the
When George Ayers, the proprietor ; A report has been made to Mr.
Nov. 6--• 'The Pull Back." comedy given by i trinity of nimrod* yesterday as many little
village
th“n ‘ t -| Thomas r. neniy. pre<i«.i»-ni ui uiv • Ayers’ Fish Market was about to Putnam by the lighthouse authorities
;...............
”r’'- at Rockville,
—.......... • «-•••■•
( iurcli
<f
khtkfteld Memorial, pedestrians halted in front of Perry’s Baie. (or it is Bear?) Hill and in all | natiu:.ai nu toring b<-dy. “the condi' Xov' 11-Armistice Day.
market to admire the fruits of their that wide sweep vou will tind no dis- lion < ncOuntered during the 1929 put away his automobile the head- of the Portland District, which inl ght fell on Mr. Boody,
, ,
,, , , , but
» , no decision has
. : who was
.
eludes
Rockland,
Nov. 12,-13 iiuit show, auspices of Knox hunting expedition in New Bruns- cordant note. To me this is not only | touring
M-.is.m was
season
was considerably uien on ....
his hands and knees on the
ar.d lAncoln Farm Bureau, Temple hall, wick. They operated near the Ta- a beautiful view, but it recalls some »v.>!-■■ than that encountered even ;• ground. Mr. Boody was exhausted ! been reached on either site. There
Old County Fair at Grand Army bu"latac ,KivPr and
of the happiest days of my active lii
vta a:,o. ar.d afforded convincing end told Mr. Ayers that he had fallen are several sites under consideration!
lIMH
and brandt. the ex-mayor being high when in early morning 1 was wont i.» /itienap of the need not only for -verboard and his wet clothes bore Mr. Putnam said but he declined to
Nov. 18-19—Forty Club play "Meet the I gun. They found game In abundance, tramp across the fields near the Han- more mileage but also of the need evidence to the* truth of that stat- - give the locations of these sites, until
Wife" at High School auditorium,
and were particularly impressed with Doe house, thus making a short cu: for the widening of many important ment.
selectipn was made.
Nov. 19-21—Joint agricultural show in Lewthose nice gravel roads.
to Bare Hill on the top of which g: < v highway links."
I-tcu.
Help was summoned and Mr. Boody
Engineering problems are the chief
Nov. 21—Tnlvcrsalist Fair.
three kinds of huckleberries, besitb The A.A.A. executive asserted that was taken to the Bay View Cham- factors in the difficulty of selection he
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Meguntlcook Grange
Both theatres are serving up some blueberries galore.
the sum of approximately $1,300,000.- bus and put to bed. I)r. J. (l^said. Nor would he name the sum
fair.
appetizing menus this week. Her '
1 usually sit flat on the ground to < 000 to be expended in 1929 by
xHutchins did all he could fop Mr. asked in his recommendation for apNov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
are the Strand offerings: Today and pick huckleberries, and go hitching 1 state and local governments on road Uoody, but the patient was so thor- propriation. It is not customary to
benefit senior class of high school.
Wednesday, Moran and Mack, in around the patch in this position, building would still leave the coun
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving* Day.
Ighiy exhausted by his -struggle | g^'e out these recommendations until
Dec. 4- St. Peter’s annual Christmas bazaar. "Why Bring That Up?” Thursday and
try < ! nfronted with a situation where that ills heart gave outthey have been submitted to ConDec. 4 Rockport Ladles’ Aid, M. E. Friday. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in thus having the use of both hands
the
car
manufacturers
and
car
own

while
my
pail
or
basket
stands
on
!
Dec. 11-Annual fair, Methodist church.
M-r. Boody was widely known in j
Dec. 11—Rockport Baptist Ladles’ sewing “Fast Life;” Saturday only. Frank the ground beside me. On one such ers are crowding the road-builders Rockland and Wie adjoining towns, as
The project has the approval of ,
Craven in “The Very Idea." And over occasion 1 was on the western slope and the driving “floor space” is rela
circle fair.
he C aered a large rerritory canvas- lhe 1'M‘eau of the Budget.. For sevChurch Christmas fair.
on Park street at Manager O'Hara’s of the large open space at the top of tively contracting from year to year.
sing. lie had recently sold Larkin i pl’al years the Bureau of Lighthouses
Dec. 23—Christmas.
I domicile, here’s what you will see: the hill, when I heard a sort of muf
“Congestion as a major disease of
roducts for Mrs. Wesley lfemv of haR recommended the Portland and
Today. John Gilbert in his first talkie fled thumping but paid no attention highway travel." he said, "has
Thomaston, worked on the foundu-, Ilockla"d depots, asking $193,000 for
The Masonic dances will b? ushered "His Glorious Night;” Wednesday
reached its most virulent form at the .on of the Knox Memorial building. , l!l,‘ enUre project.
to
it.
as
I
always
heard
queer
noises
in next Monday night.
and Thursday, Lee Tracy and Daphne in the woods and 1 thought this might bottle necks leading into and out of
Pollard in "Big Time;” Friday and be a partridge drumming out of sea tiie cities. More attention must be :.nd at one time was employed by the ■
Freeman S. Young, now residing at ' Saturday, the three Moore brothers, son, but as I heard it several times immediately paid to the construction Lawrence Packing Company. Prior to ■
1925, he was here nt one time selling 4
163 South Main street, has a new in “Side Street.”
and it seemed to be quite near I at of by-paths around metropolitan ii suranee. He graduated from the ,
telephone call—766-M.
length turned my head and there 1 areas and it would he well if all
•rmer Rockland Commercial College
Gus Merrill, ‘political writer for
saw one of the prettiest sights im states were to launch a program sim many years ago, being an excep- ,
ilar to that of Illinois for the widen
The Prudential Insurance Co. has the Portland Evening News, had a aginable.
ing of approaches to areas of dense lionally good penman. In his young- j
leaded an office in Masonic Temple, dream the other night, and wrote it
er days lie taught many terms of
for hi» paper while still asleep. It
population.”
and will take possession Dec. 1st.
My nunt owned the land, and in i Mr. Henry cited other unfavorable school and for years wps employed (
was to the effect that Sheriff Ray
mond E. Thurston would’ oppose summer owners of young cattle put factors in the touring situation as as a scaler hy David Pingree and .
Harry Peavey, who has been em
James F. Carver for the Republican them in this big pasture for the sea- , follows: Tl)e failure of cities to others, in northern Maine, in lumber ,
ployed at the Thorndike Hotel barber
mayorality nomination. “Never heard son. There was a high structur • just mark through highways; failure of operations.
shop the past two years has gone to
Mr. Boody was born in Ox Bow
of such a thing,” Mr- Thurston told here, which I was told had something cities to mark streets clearly, anil
Boston.
The* Courier-Gazette this morning. to do with coast survey, and could b*‘ particularly the streets leading to Plantation, Sept. 23, 1861, the son of
! “1 do not understand that I could plainly seen 'from any part of the through highways; the complete lack Rev. Shepherd Boody and Mary J.
A meeting of all those interested in, i10jj another political office while harbor. Directly in ffont of ’i s of uniformity throughout cities and Boody. He was a steady, dependable j
bowling and in the forming of a servjng on the Executive Council, and was grouped* a dozen or fif- towns of the country as regards the and industrious workman, was a ,
league or leagues for the winter s I I am not a candidate for mayor, any- ten young cattle in a perfect circle, placement and operation of traffic : constant attendant of the services of
Fport will be held Thursday night at j how.” When Gus finally does wake all facing outward and all gazing in lights; the multiplication of such the Rockland First Baptist Church
7.30 at Carr’s alley#
lently toward the vnfamtliar object lights in a host of small communities : and the Salvation Army and was a
| up he can print that*
v.hich was nearly concealed hy wher? liiey are not needed and the member of the Brotherhood Fable
unnecessary delays they cause; and Class of that church. He was a man
The Appleton Willing Workers have
The Home News of Bronx and huckleberry bushes.
J had read that wild cattle will the prevalence on the highway of the well liked, with many friends, by
a fair and supper tomorrow night. •Manhattan has just issued quite the
J THE TIME TO
whom he will be much missed. He
*
With happy memories of “those pies” most attractive booklet which has form sucji a circle, placing yofong "buggy rider.”
“We are confronted,” lie concluded. was a great admirer of Abraham Lina. Rockland delegation is making the been issued by any newspaper office calves with their mothers in the cen
CHASE
AWAY THIS
trip. Supper will be served from 5 to 8. in a short time. It deals specifically ter, when threatened by wolves oi “with a new form of reckless driving, j coin, and spent his spare time readTHIEF. IN THE DARK
with the Bronx “New York City’S other dangerous animals, but I did not I refer to the so-called buggy rider ing in the Public Library. He is .mrwho enters a heavy traffic stream vived by a sister, Mrs. Walter C.
Donald Teel paid fine and costs fastest growing borough,” and “the know that tame, civilized cattle ever with a dilapidated machine, making Sturtevant, of Bangor, who was in
amounting to $21.05, in Municipal homes of a million consumers.” The 'did. it, and for a few minutes I was twenty miles an hour, damming the Washington, 11. C., when lie died.
Court yesterday. He was charged cover has a blue background, the map puzzled to think wha*t they wv»*e entire stream and compelling other
The funeral service will be held at
with the larceny of two automobile of the Bronx and inscription being about. Then suddenly my eyes fell cars to pass him in a way that invites the First Baptist Church at 2 o’clock
done in orange and black. The Home ( upon the old rusty brown dolman
tires.
serious* accidents. Our road patrols this afternoon.
News has a guaranteed circulation of adorned with feather trimming, which entIv ..„„ntcd several ofthese on
1 wore tied about
dulln’r thl' one mile ofhighwayI,', tween Ports
The cast for “The Womanless Xmn^XM’ln^uniaue^mrnner P
1 Le Sate Milk to ure
Wedding” which is to be held at the poitant field in unique manner. L. , time I was filling my pail, and about mouth. N. 11.. and Portland. Me., expect acceleration of the movement
W. Porter, a former Rockland man. ni>
mv . shoulders
on
mv
wav
homo atn where
,
, traffic stream was 104 cars in
,
. ■
,.
no timers on m\ x\a> nome
the
High Schdol auditorium Nov. 7-8 is advertising manager and has done
n favor of minimum speeds instead
under auspices of the Parent Teacher some notable stunts in that connec night or during the light showers to the mile, or one ear to every fifty f a maximum speed on some main
which occasionally overtook me ir. feet of roadwav.
Association is being selected and tion. •*
thoroughfares."
my rambles.
“The motorists are not going to
will be announced.it an early date.
The secret was out- These young tolei’ate this situation. The solu
Few who write to the newspa
cattle were afraid of the fuzzy, tion lies in two directions. More
Charles S. Brotton has bought
» >°a
'<> «*« a
per realize that thirty lines will
Sandwich Shop, a well known -come to_ the hahy show at Pleasant woolly, feathery brown object half spites will inevitably follow the lead
pt'rk sueet"l'un'ch niom’and'win op- ; VaBey Grange Fair. 2 p. m. Friday, concealed by the elump of huckle of those states that have already ;
secure a hundred readers, while
Pure and Wholesome
1.
Three prizes and three berry hustles and eroAmed by a wide taken steps to keep junk car§ off the i
half a Column secures one.
• rate it along tile same hustling lines '
lasses babies under 1, 2 and 3 years. shade hat which entirely conceal’d road and, at the same time, we may j
of its first owner, making additions
130-131
my face and head. In all that re
and improvements as he goes along.
galia I could have borne no faint re
semblance to anything human or to
COSTUMES OF HUNGARY
The Rockland L.T.L. has been in
anything within their previou- exvited to meet with the Owl's Head
Ton many i>eople go to Budapest ierience, therefore I must lie dan
LT.L. at the home of Mrs. Parker
gerous and they accordinglj' reverted
Merriam. Owls Head Friday evening, and only see the Hungarian countryIt Costs no more to be measured for an overcoat all
to primary instincts and so formed a
There will be Halloween features, j side from the window of a fast train
circle
to
protect
themselves
as
did
Per
colors of goods to select from, made any style, as
All wishing to go. will communicate Even if Utey are fortunate enough to their ancestors in the primeval wilds
I he taking a trip on the Danube a great
with Mrs. Clara Emery, 421-M.
.low as—
Lb.
deal is missed. In’my travels I have ages ago.
An entertainment will he given hy learned many an important lesson,
My sympathy is always aroused
the Ladies; Aid of the Littlefield and one is do not hurry through
Finest Quality
The costumes of Hun when anything is frightened, so I
Memorial Church Wednesday evening Hythgary.
with guaranteed heavy satin or silk linings
of next week at 7.45 when the comely garian peasants are the finest in nil made haste to calm the fears of these
Deliveries Made in Seven Days
"The l'all Back" will be presented Europe. Endless stitches of einbroid- shy creatures, first speaking to them
f Others $30.00, $35-00, $40.00
with miscellaneous songs and read I cry in gayest of colors, very fine and gently, after which I took off my hat
i elaborate designs handed down from and slowly rose to my feet, keeping
ings.
I mother to daughter for generations— up a one-sided conversation with the ,
C. A. HAMILTON
Grand Generalissimo David L. W 1- no wonder the wedding and festival pretty things until I stood in full ,
130-131
costumes become heirlooms and are view. It was interesting to see how ■
son of Bath paid an official visit to
almost
impossible
for
an
outsider
to
quickly
they
broke
ranks
and
began
•
Claremont Commandery last evening
and saw the Order of the TentplP con obtain. The best time to feast the quietly feeding around me when they
ferred on Frank Koski. There was a eyes on Hungary's beautiful girls and discovered that I was only an ordi- ,
good attendance, a nice chicken sup - j line men at their best seems to be in nary human intent on my own af
per, and everybody was happy, as the spring and fall—just before or after fairs.
the hard work of summer. Then you
Now how did those young things ,
saying is.
may run across a spring wedding or learn how to form a ifircle in proper
one of the religious festivals of har form to repel an attack? They had |
A new Da fling hydrant was in vest time. Herdsmen on their arab
never seen any wild cattle, and they
stalled yesterday, corner of Limerock
horses will come into the village
themselves were the offspring of ,
and Main streets, replacing one of
embroidered coats hanging from their kind, quiet, civilized cows belonging
the older type.
Supt. McAlary has
shoulders.
Shepherds with huge to various neighbors of my aunt. It
♦standardized on the Dqrling hy
sleeves and long white skirts will be must have been a clear case of that ,
drants as the mos» < flleient and at
the same time best looking for the there. Men are ffFver -outdone in mysterious attribute known as in- '
color and ornaments even by the girls gtinct, which seems to have been left :
business district.
with their fullest possible skirts, stiff out of the make-up of the human 1
with fine needle-work. Hungary can j family.
Postmaster Yeazie delighted , the well boast of her national costumes, i j have often wondered if others'
l orty Club jest-v- .i> wit 1 11s ai ’ on
are genuinely part of the life of i have had a like experience, or did '
' ^Fresh from
po
postal
matters V H l spet ia
. t ei . the people.
I That
that nnrtinnlnr
particular prmm
group nf
of pfltth
cattle po. sess I
cnee to the local office. He worked in
i an abnormally strong protective in- I
a pleasing strain of humor with his
MARRIED
'
stinct? Surely there must have been I
serious remarks.
Vice
President WILLIAMS-MEALY- Rockland. Oct. 26
at times occasions when persons were j
Stratton presided in the absence of
>n “V
1’resident Cook.
of Rockland.
I when cattle were about, but I have
RAWLEY-BKKRY- Rockland. Oct. 26. by i never heard of a case in which cat- '
The concert of last, evening
at 4-1
the
.
R<v J- Charles MacDonald. Alfred R iwley
an(j especially voung cattle, knew 1
Vniversallst Church featuring a for- , ot Tenant s Harbor and bis Dances Berry
h
to form a protective circle as
mer Rockland girl. Miss Lottie Me- '. of Camden.
did
these
on Bare Hill.
Laughlin, proved an outstanding mu- i--------------------Adeila F. Veazie.
sical event. A capacity audience paid '
DIED
tribute to her glorious art and per- WRITE-Framingham, Mass Oct 24 'Mrs.

Compelling evidence in support of
its demand for an extended national
program of road construction was
forthcoming when the American Au
tomobile Association declared that
there was more congestion on the
main highways during tlie 1929 tonr
ing season that ever before.
The Association’s statement is
based on preliminary reports of tour
ing conditions this season submitted
by affiliated A. A. A. motor clubs
throughout the United States and
Canada.
“As
regards ^congestion.”
said

I have bought the stock, fixtures and good will of

Sim’s Sandwich Shop
Park Street, Rockland

And will conduct it along the best line3, making
every effort to please. All old patrons and all new
patrons are urged to give us a try.

CHARLES S. GROTTON
130*1t

Peanut Butter
BLOWS
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL

27c Pound
CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ALLOWEEM

WEEK ot OCTtiiziR 758 to NOVEMBER X

Mil K Va
W
EVAPORATED
“Ca

Tan
Cans

rInso

BUFFALO

MADE TO MEASURE OVERCOATS

AJ

Peanut Butter Kisses

LARGE
PACKAGE

$25.00

I tighly Flavored

BEARDSLEY’S

BEARDSLEY’S

Cod Fish Cakes

MUSTARD

I c. 25c

A 4-pc Bed $
Room Suite
Only

2,„.21c

Ten Cent Size

One Quarter
Size

25

One Half
Size

45

TEA
the (jardens’'

EAGLE MILK

...

,

*

,

c.jr.4

ii

MRS. MINNIE BROWN

Rosa C. White, formerly of'Waldoboro,

sonality: also to her capable assist- f ,looDY-^c«n,<l»n. Oct. K. John «. K. Boody
ing artists. Miss Alcnda Hall, pianKis klaiul. a native of Ox Bow Plant ition.
ist, and Mrs. Faith G. Berry, accom- • aged ti» years, 1 month. 3 days. Funeral

panist. A detailed report will appear i
in Thursday's issue.
The wise modern housewife shares

her burdens and lets The People’s '
Laundry, Tel. 170. do her family wash. ;
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the i
service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf
MEN

ENERGETIC

EVERY

IN

town and village can earh big money
selling seeds. Experience unneces
sary. Steady work. Write for par
ticulars.
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass.

130*131

For Sale

T0WIAX _»wlltand. <*,.

„.

t.i--

including

Electric

Range

the Eastern Star.
The deceased was the widow of
Eugene Brown, who was formerly in
the granite business in South ThomDANCE
, aston, as senior member of the firm
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G . of Brown & Wade. The Browns left
C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND South Thomaston 25 years ago, an<j
Refrexhmenti Served
Mrs. Brown had been a resident ot
This Week and Hereafter
Milford tlie past eight years. She
130-T-Th-tf
was 71. The surviving relatives aro
two sons. Alfred E. and Leroy B.
I Brown of Milford; two daughters,
Mrs. Frank L. Nelson of Providence
(and Mrs. William Watson of Salem;
five brothers, Ecbward, Frank and
Arthur of Rockland; William of
Rockport and George of Milford; and.
one sister, Mrs. George B. Casey of
Hopedale, Mass.

and
Tel. 372--11. Work by Appointment

Eva T. Gould Beautician
Inquire at

J. F. Burgess’ Office
130*132

Mass„ Sunda>, Vpon

Speciilizing in
FACIALS and OIL SHAMPOOS
Security Trust Co. Building
Rockport, Maine

All those interested in bowling
this winter are asked to meat at
I Carr's Alleys Thursday night at 7.30
to take steps toward forming a league
| for this winter.—adv?
»
Pleasant Valley Grange Fair will
1 close with an old time dance as usual.
Music by Harvies Harmonies which
means plenty of pep. Come and have
a good time.
130-131

•j

Per Can

Little Buster Pop Corn
NATION WIDE BUTTER
Sb»5ni>C Stringless Beans
X
SPLENDID BRAND RICE 2.
Gold Bond Marshmallows

10 Oz.

l Lb.
Roll
Cans

Lb Pkgs.

V/ e are showing one of the most attractive values it

man. aired. 73 years. 8 months. 3 days,
neral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from Bowes its arrival here the body was met by
local relatives, and a delegation from
& '(’rozler parlors.

Modern House at 32 Beech street,,

Water Heater

Committal services were held for

»• 3
r™”> >'lrsl
, hurcb-1 'he late Minnie Price Brown in Sea
Rockland.
t View cemetery Monday, Rev. B. O.
KIXKS Hope. Oct. 26. Marietta Jonca. aged Kenyon officiating. The funeral had
76 years, 4 months, 3 days.
'
,
in
I'niversalist

has ever been our privilege to present

Lb.

ir
55‘
X5C
IV
24e

IVORY

IVORY

A Four-Piece Suite in Walnut, beau

SOAP FLAKES

SOAP FLAKES

tifully made and finished Bed, dress

MEDIUM

LARGE PACKAGE

er, chest of drawers and vanity.........

a.

*(

5

lor

25

kC

Baked Freshly tor this Sate

See This Wonder Value
Have It On Our Very Moderate Terms

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
31 3-319 Main Street,

Rockland, Me.

GINGER SNAPS J... Z5'
SARDINES_______________

J

TRADE AT NAiiOti WIDE STORES. Tou know tbt o

IS*

Supper Dishes for Summer Serving

THE BUSY GRANGERS

More and More Colds
Treated Externally

What the Patrons of Hus
bandry Are Doing the
Demand for Vicks V apoRub Pioneer of
Country Over
“No Dosing” Method, Grows
Already preparations are well un
At Amazing Rate
der way for two bis Gtange events

By CAROLINE B. KING
Culinary Expert and Lecturer on Domestic Science

' OMETHING tasty for sup
per when appetities flag
and days grow warm;
something that will not
take too much time or ef
fort in the preparation, but which
will fill every requirement as to
nutritional value and still be palat
able and intriguing—what shall it
be?
It is a very good idea as warm
weather approaches to make a list
of all the tempting dishes that an
swer the above requirements, to
gether with their recipes, and see
to it that the data concerning them
is kept conveniently at hand. Such
a method will not only insure bet
ter and more delightful meals, but
also less toll on the part of the
housemother.
The following list might be used
as a nucleus to which each house
wife will add her own favorite re
cipes:
Beef A la Suisse: One-fourth
pound of nicely shredded dried beef
is required for this dish with %
pound of Switzerland cheese, 2 cup
fuls milk, 1 green pepper, with but
ter, flour and seasonings as desig
nated. Melt a generous tablespoon
ful of butter In a skillet and add
the beef torn into small pieces.
Stir till it begins to crisp slightly,
then add the pepper, shredded also,
and stir again. Next add two
tablespoonfuls of flour and toss till
well blended, then pour in the milk

S

and cook to a smooth sauce. Sea
son as required with pepper and
paprika, no salt will be needed, and
arrange on a platter covered with
freshly made toast from which the
crusts have been cut. Cover the
platter with Switzerland cheese cut
in very thin slices and set under
the broiling flame of the gas range
or at the top of a hot oven to toasL
Serve with lettuce and Russian
dressing.
Egg Plant and Tomatoes With
Toasted Switzerland: Fry sliced

egg plant and tomatoes in the
usual way and arrange on a platter.
On each vegetable slice place a
slice of toasted Switzerland cheese
and on each slice of cheese place a
halved stuffed olive. Garnish with
parsley and serve at once.

Tomato Custards With Switzer
land Cheese: Turn a quart can of
tomatoes into a saucepan and add
a slice of onion, a bit of bay leaf,
2 cloves, % teaspoonlul salt, Vt tea
spoonful each pepper and paprika,
and 2 tablespoonfuls sugar. Cook
slowly ten to fifteen minutes, then
press through a sieve, add % cup
ful bread crumbs, 2 well beaten
eggs and a tablespoonful of butter.
Turn into buttered custard cups,
and arrange match-like strips of
Switzerland cheese over the tops of
each, radiating them from the cen
ters. Bake in a slow oven till firm.
Serve warm with sliced cucumbers.
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Winter
LIZZARD weather outside —cosy comfort all
over the house if you install one of the famous
Maine made

B

‘Atlantics”
It’s the new scientific system of direct heating, combined with
room-to-room ventilation and fresh air containing moisture —
easily operated by anyone—no skill required—nothing to leak
or to freeze—no noise, no dust. Suited for every kind of dwell
ing and many public buildings. Most economical to install and
to operate. Thousands in satisfactory use. Let us explain the
system to you and make an estimate without obligation.

LIEERAL TIME PAYMENT TERMS
Ask for free booklet entitled “Harmonized Heating”
4- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY -<•

PORTLAND STOVE
FOUNDRY CO.
Foot Chestnut Street
Portland. Maine

Mail Literature on Atlantic Warm
Air Heatine, also House Plan diagram
for securing Free Estimate ol Install
ation Costs.

Absolutely
Guaranteed
For Sale By

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

How to Boise Poultry
t By Dr. L. D. LeGeor, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
thority on poultry and Stock raising.
Nationally known poultry <breeder.
Noted author and lecturer.

of 1930 and hundreds of members
ARTICLE XVI
A generation ago, when Vicks
are l oginning thus early to anticipate
the occasions. These ire two great VapoRub was originated, the idea
ent, as when they are. Som© poul
PITY
POOR
CHANTICLEER
eonlerences of lecturers and other of treating colds without “dosing”
try-men contend they law even better
workers—one of them in the New was almost unheard of. Today, more
Swat the Rooster” Is Now the without male birds. Furthermore, an
England group of states and the other and more colds are treated exter
Watchword
With
Poultrymen infertile egg will keep much longer
termed the -Middle Atlantic States nally, and the whole trend of medi
When the Breeding Season Comes than a fertile one.
comprising XemYork. Pennsylvania cal practice is away from needless
The fertilization of eggs causes
To an End.
New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland. “dosing."
them to spoil much more quickly than
Mothers especially appreciate
The New England conference will
they would if not fertilized, especially
Vicks, because it checks colds with
be held at the State agricultural col
Heat causes the
Editor's Note—flils Is another atory In a In hot weather.
out risk of upsetting children’s deli
lege at Durham, New Hampshire, cate stomachs. Just rubbed on, series of 52 stories on poultry raising written germ In the egg to grow and as soqn
and the Middle Atlantic at the State Vicks acts through the skin like a by the well known national poultry authority, as such growth starts, the egg is no
Dr. L. D. LeGear. V. 8., of St. Louts. The
agricultural college at Xetvark, Dela plaster; and ,at the same time it gives entire
On the
series will appear in this paper. Our longer fit for use as food.
ware. Both draw' Grange leaders off medicated vapors which are in readers are urged to read them carefully and other hand, I have fully dmonstrated
from a wide area and discuss an ex haled direct to the inflamed air- clip them oui for future reference.
the keeping qualities of Infertile
tended variety of rural topics as well passages.
eggs by keeping them in Incubators
as national economic questions. This
for varying lengths of time. I have
Year after year the demana for
The old expression, “Cock-o’-theyear's New England conference was Vicks has grown until it is now the
tested such eggs after th© tenth day
Walk."
doesn't
mean
as
much
now
as
of incubation and found them still
the 18th annual and had an attend family standby for colds—adults' as
comparatively
fresh. Had they been
ance of more than 1199 at Amherst, well as children's—in more than 60 it once did. In former times, Sir
Mass. The Middle Atlantic was the countries.
Chanticleer strutted about with all fertile, they would have been com
fourth and attendance leached near
A short time ago the famous the insolence of one whose Indispen- pletely spoiled after two or three days
ly 900. Both conferences were marked Vick slogan "17 Million Jars Used sabllity could not be questioned. He in the Incubator, in warm weather,
by a high pitch of enthusiasm and Yearly," was raised to "21 Million" became the central figure of many a fertile eggs will spoil almost as
the ideas generated in the addresses, to keep step with the ever-increas legend, even to becoming the hero of quockly as they will In an Incubator
papers and discussions w“re exten ing demand. Again the figures have a great fanciful drama by the master or under a setting hen unless they are
sively carried home from both occa been outgrown, as there ate now playwright. Edmond Ros tard. Well kept in a cool, dry place.
sions to be put to practical use In “Over 26 Million Jtirs Used Yearly,” he might strut with all thia adulation,
Eggs should be gathered twice a
but hiB day of greatness is now gone day in hot weather and marketed at
hundreds of subordinate Grange in the United States alone.
forever. At best, he is merely toler least twice a week. Nests should be
units throughout all the States in
cluded within the jurisdictions.
Granges comes the question of pa ated during the breeding season and kept in a clean dry place and the litter
Both of these big Grange, events tronizing mail order houses, and as a reward for faithful service he is In them should be frequently renewed
will occur during August next year again the Grange declares itself un then condemned to the axe or to exile. to insure cleanliness and help to keep
For this, the one time supreme dic down vermin. Small, soiled and de
and both will be favored with the favorable to the extension of this sort
presence of prominent National and of trading, thereby aftorflinr a sharp tator of barnyard society must law formed eggs or those that are off
State Grange officers, agricultural contrast to many groups of rural peo the blame on fairdly recent scientific color should be kept for home use.
college officials and tarn? leaders ple, who in the past nave been exten discovery. Like the musician who Eggs of good color, uniform size and
from a wide radius. An especially sive patrons of such houses. Many sees his livelihood threatened by above all. those that are not fertile,
con.niendable feature in these Grange of the palters and talks in Grange Vitaphone and Movietone, the ex command the best prices.
So many of the stations where eggs
get-'ogethers is found in the fram meetings on these subjects have been sultan of chickendom now finds him
ing of community building programs exceedingly interesting and the dis self in a very precarious position. are bought now conduct tests for fer
which comprehend Grange co-opera- cussions that have followed have, been My Investigations on ray experi tility that their sale is the more rea
mental farm prove to me that all son for segregatng or butchering the
tior. with church, school and other very lively.
roosters should be removed from the rooster as soon as his period of use
betterment agencies ler increasing
flock as soon as the breeding season fulness is over. As soon as one
the rewards and satisfactions of farm
In connection with the recent or is over. They should then be com breeding season Is over, therefore, all
life.
ganization of a State Grange in North fortably housed or sent to the male birds should be put In comfort
• • • •
Carolina a new record in Grange his butcher. I am convinced that fully
Several State Granges keep a tory has been made. One o' the sub f50.000.000 is lost every year by poul able pens to themselves or should be
marketed .for table use. Any poultrytrained man “on the Job’’ all the time ordinate units, located in Rowan try raisers who, through carelessness
man who Is not already practicing
the State legislature is in session! to county, had a charter list of 180 or because they do not know any this plan ot handling the male birds
keep tabs on pending legislation. This members, including some of the best- better, allow roosters to run with the of his flock is loving money through
proves a valuable source of informa known farmers in the county.
flock out of breeding season.
his old-fashioned methods and will be
tion to the farmers at home.
The rooster's part in poultry rais well repaid for adopting more up-toThis is the largest Grange charter
• * • •
list ever assembled in any State where ing is merely to fertilize the eggs in date practices.
The Revolving Scholarship Fund, a State Grange had not yet been or tended for hatching. Hens will lay
(Copyright^l929.
in New York State, sponsored wholly ganized; and not many of greater just as well with no male birds preaby Dr. L. D. LcGear. V. S.)
by the Grange, is growing rapidly and size have ever been instituted in any
loam- money to deserving young [Peo State. Rowan county already has 22
ple to aid them in getting an educa Granges, where not nn- existed two
A LOST CABLEGRAM
HE'S ANTI SANTA
tion
months’ ago.
... *
Life History of Ambassador Chicago Doctor Thinks FiveOne of tha pluckiest Granges in
ARTISTRY IN OILCLOTH
Herrick Reveals Interest
the United States is Divide, No. 370.
Year-Olds Should Be Tok
J
located high up among the Rocky
The oilcloth shop, a new department
ing Incident
the Truth
Mountains in Colorado. A pioneer in at Benter Crane's which demona new country, this Grange has made slratcs vividly the fact that not only
A "lost cablegram” sent by Ambas
itself a community leader indeed and have the uses for this somewhat pro
And now. with December in the
sador Herrick from Paris to Wash
includes in its membership the sturdy saic material multiplied wonderoualy.
ington July 28. 1914, a few hours be offing and the reindeer all fattened up
farmers and their families for miles but that artistry has kept pace with
fore Austria declared war on Serbia and raring to go, along comes Dr.
around.
the new uses, necessitating merchan
William S. Saddler of Chicago stern
Among its accomplishments have dising methods equally as modern. is made public in the opening in ly decreeing that all five-year-olds
been miles of improved road, obtained The new department is in the hi»e- stallment of Ambassador Herrick's in America be told the devastating
through Grange agitation end de ment. Color runs riot and it ' is biography appearing in the October truth about Santa Claus.
mand; establishment of a new mail largely because of the vivid and con issue of Worlds Work Magazine.
It would be better, says the doctor
delivery route embracing the farm trasting colors that the department The message sent to William Jen —who is by vocation a surgeon and
nings
Bryan,
Secretary
of
State,
homes over a wide radius; a local is seen the moment a visitor to the
by advocation a writer about mental
telephone system, witn toll line con floor emerges from the elevator. A urged that President Wilson plead complexes and phobias—had the
for
delay.
nections; and numerous successful booth arrangement is used, with a
children known the distressing fact,
Mr. Herrick is quoted by Col. T. from the start.
agricultural fairs, community recrea draping permanent canopy in a
attache
Bentley
Mott,
his
military
tion days, rodeo programs, barbe scalloped effect around the sides
•'How-ever,” he said with a smile,
and biographer, as saying:
cues, etc.
I could hardly expect to have public
above. This canopy can be redeco
or
ac"Bryan
never
answered
When its section was overrun with rated from time to time but the gen
I never opinion with me on that point.
ground squirrels and prairie dogs that eral booth appearance is more or less knowledged my telegram,
Wlell, if there must be the Santa
knew
whether
Mr.
Wilson
ever
saw
were destroying all the farmers’ crops permanently placed.
Claus business, let it be conducted
it
until
I
was
in
Washington
a
few
and seriously menacing the entire
with discretion. Let the child be dis
The department, to stimulate sales,
1 then asked illusioned before he leaves the nur
section, the Grange organized a has a wide assortment of articles that months afterward.
him.
He
told
me
he
had;
not
seen
it."
wholesale extermination campaign may be made from oilcloth. These
sery. and, above all, let him hear the
and carried It through so success articles generally surprise the wo The message follows:
truth from his own parents and no
July
28.
1914,
4
p.
m.
ful that the pests were completely man shopper, who until recentlyone else.”
destroyed.
If Sonny hears the truth from the
thought oilcloth was used oply to put Secretary of State, Washington,
• * • •
Confidential—to be communicated other kids, he's going to realize that
behind the sink and on the table
The Grange in Washington is tak when dining en familie. Just to list to the President.
his parents are—well, not always
Situation in Europe is regarded quite truthful, and it's going to be an
ing a keen interest in the road pro a Aw of the novelties, there is the
gram of the State because of the big universally used laundry bag. also the here as the gravest in history. It. s awful shock. Just think back, your
highway improvement expected from clothes pin bag. There are aprons, apprehended that civilization is self. And there that Impression will
the new one-cent a gallon gas tax book covers, pad and pencil hangers threatened 'by demoralization whic remain, says the Doctor, in that
which makes big sums of money for the kitchen, a traveling sewing would follow' a general conflagration, mental stomach crammed with all
available for this worthy work. The roll, cosy corner cushions and pil- Demonstration made against war sorts of indigestible stuff which is
Granges in different counties are lows of all kinds, an umbrella case to ; here la3t night by laboring classes, called "the subconscious mind.”
aald to be the first instance of
combining in the appointment of hang inside a closet door, chair seat1
"road committees,” whose task shall covers, shopping bags in modernistic I Its kind in France.
The anti-Santa Claus propagand;
be to co-operate with local highway design, infants' bibs and tray sets ; It is felt that if Germany once
authorities,
both
township
and diaper bags, bridge sets, covers for mobilizes no backward step will be Is set forth In a book which Dr.
county, and aid them in every pos waste paper boxes and a score of taken. France has strong reliance on Sadler has Just had published and on
her army but is not giving way to which he elaborated conversationally
sible way in the extension of the im other articles.—adv.
undue excitement. There is faith The book he describes as "an anti
proved road program. Such co-op
eration will be found especially help
and reliance on our high ideals and neurotic serum.”
BARBERS AND BEAUTIES
Dr. Sadler bases his theory on the
ful in cases where r.ew roqd loca
purposes so that I believe an expres
tions must be sought, land damages
Consideration of rules and regula sion from our nation would have amount of mischief bad impressions
adjusted, etc. Long a pioneer In na tions governing the sanitation of bar great weight in this crisis. My opin given an Infant can raise In its self
tional and State road improvement, ber shops and beauty parlors in the ion is encouraged at reception given conscious mind as It grows up.
"Did you know, for instance." he
the Grange is right at home in the State, was the principal matter be utterances of British minister of for
asked, "that the first week of a baby
present endeavor and tha members fore the public health council at its eign affairs.
in practically every co jnty in Wash monthly meeting, Thursday- Final
I believe that a strong plea for de life can determine whether he's going
ington are joining forces in an ef action on the matter was deferred, lay and moderation from the Presi to be a quitter or a gogetter?
"We are all born with a yellow
fort to get the greatest possible ben however.
dent of the United States would meet
efit out of the revenue available by
At the present time, a few cities with the respect and approval of streak. Thats our primitive nature
the new tax.
in the State Including Portland and Europe and urge the prompt consid And we're ail born lazy—with an
• • • •
Lewiston have such rules and regula eration of this question. This sug unconscious but firmly implanted
Granges in Somerset county. Penn tions, but the proposition is entirely gestion is consistent with our plea desire to get things wjthout working
for them and to go away from things
sylvania, have formed a rural fire local. In the belief that there should for arbitration treaties and attitude
we don’t like.
association of large membership be State-wide regulations, the public toward world affairs generally. I
'The first sensation a newborn
which annually raises money to re health council is at work on the prop would; not appear officious but deem
baby experiences is one of discom
imburse fire departments for fire osition.
it my duty to make this expression fort. He’s cold. He lets out a yowl
It will be recalled that at the last to you.
protection work among the fanners,
z
Herrick
They wrap him in a warm blanket.
as well as to conduct a campaign of session of the Legislature bills were
“A similar fate may have befallen
"A few hours later, his little stom
education and organization to cut presented providing the examining another telegram I sent Sept. 3,” Mr,
ach contracts. He's hungry. He
down fire losses throughout the boards for barbers and beauty parlor Herrick is quoted saying. This ref
lets out another yowl. He is fed
employes and setting forth standards erence is to a massage sent to Bryan
county.
About that time in his little sub
for sanitation in these shops and for communication to the President
conscious mind Is born the idea:
No more lively topic of Grange dis parlors, but after considerable fight in which the Ambassador suggested
“ 'So that's the way you get what
cussion at the present time is to be the bills were defeated. The opinion that the United States join other you want in this strange world. Just
found in the United States than the was expressed by some citizens at neutral powers in asking the em open your mouth and make a noise.
subject of chain stores, which are so the time of the hearing on th</ bills battled nations to respect and pro Wlell, it's not very comfortable here
rapidly opening their Branches in that the matter could as well be taken tect the museums, churches, art gal and I don't like it much, but I guess
small as well as large centers. Prob care of by rules promulgated by the leries and similar edifices in invaded I've found the secret of getting by.’
ably half the Grange programs of the State department of health.
territory.
present season w-ill introduce the
subject in some form, frequently in
"And if they don't quit giving him
the nature of a stirring debate, in
what he wants whenever he yowls
which the opposing argument* are
he's going to grow up with the idea
vigorously marshalled.
that ail he's got to do to get by is
As a rule the Grange attitude is
to let out a yelp, and that no un
antagonistic to the chain store be
pleasant sensation is ever to be en
cause its comin ghas reduced the lo
dured if he can get out of it. He'll be
cal detrfand for farm products and by
a. quitter.
so much has Increased the marketing
"Suppose the baby is a girl. Well
COMPOUND
problems of the small farmer. More
if she has a fine nervous breakdow
over the local merchants who are in
after she grows up, don't blame her,
jured by the coming of the chain
but her parents. She got the idea,
store are usually leaders in commu
In her subconscious mind, right there
nity enterprises, often active sup
In the cradle.
“The nursery cry-baby act carried
porters of the Grange and relied up
into adult life—that’s all neurosis
on Io give a lift to the various commu
is.”
nity undertakings.
As to the Santa Claus stuff :
Grange sympathy appears to lean
“It's in all of us,” the Doctor said,
strongly toward the local merchants
‘the desire to get what we want by
and loyalty to home institutions and
some magic. But the world Is not
to home people has always been ori^
of the striking characteristics of the
plain, white tablets. It kills a cold that way.
“Some of us grow up, still clinging
Grange. In some Grange sections the
so quickly you can hardly believe
State organization has definitely put
it’s the tablet that did iL Just one to our belief in magic. We become
itself on record as opposed to the ex
heads-off a cold that’s coming-on; dreamers, drifters, loafers, sometimes
Therefore, the sooner
tension of the chain store and calling
a bad. cold you've had for several criminals.
we learn to face reality, the better
upon Its membership to give their
days may take several.
patronage to local merchants who are
Even “flu” gives in to Pape’s Cold for us.
Driving in the open, in all kinds
"My own son never believed in
Compound, which any druggist can
residents of the town and who have
of weather, even those who are used
Santa Claus. When he was at the
to it will contract colds. They give you, for thirty-five cents. Ev
long maintained an established busi
Santa Claus age, I bought him a lit
needn’t worry anyone who knows a eryone has suggestions when you
ness within its borders.
tle red suit and had him come right
have a cold, but this one works!
certain compound that comes in
Into the same discus Jon in many

Pape s

ROCKLAND AND STONINGTON

COLD

I

O Al IV «
On Your Own Signature

Cold

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 675-W
<

52-tf

Cold Means Nothing
to Race Enthusiast!
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Real Dyes

are easier
to use

IAMOND DYES are med by

the same method as
Danypractically
other dye. They go on easier,

though—more smoothly and evenly;
without spotting or streaking. That’s
because they are made from real
anilines, without a trace of fillers to
injure fabrics or give things that
redyed look.
Diamond Dyes contain the highest
quality anilines that money can buy.
That’s why they give such clear,
bright, new-looking colors, which
keep their depth and brilliance so
remarkably through wear and
washings.
Next time you have dyeing to do,
try Diamond Dyes—at our risk. See
that they are easier to use. Then
compare results. You will surely

agree Diamond Dyes are better dyes.
The white package of Diamond Dyes
is the highest quality dye, prepared
for general use. It will dye or tint
silk, wool, cotton, linen, rayon or
any mixture of materials. The blue
package is a special dye, for silk and
wool only. With it you can dye your
valuable articles of silk or wool with
results equal to the finest professional
work. When you buy—remember this.
The blue package dyes silk or wool
only. The white package will dye
every kind of goods, including silk
and wool. Your dealer has both
packages.

Diamond
Dyes
Sun Proof

ALL DEALERS

EASY TO USE-BETTER RESULTS

47 Years’ Practice Taught
Dr. Caldwell
Many things
aboutMen
and Women

T3R- CALDWELL loved people.
He studied the habits of his
patients and tried to improve
their ways of living. His obser
vations over a long period of
time convinced him many people
were ruining their health by a
careless choice of laxatives. Then
he determined to write a pre
scription which would get at the
cause of constipation and correct
it quickly and safely.
How successful his efforts were
is best shown by the fact that the
prescription he wrote back in
1885 has become the world’s most
popular laxative! He prescribed
a mixture of herbs and other pure
ingredients now known as Dr.
Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin, in
thousands of cases where bad
breath, coated tongue, gas,
headaches, biliousness, and
lack of appetite, or energy
showed him that the bowels

of men, women or children were
sluggish. It proved successful in
the most obstinate cases. So men
liked it. Old folks liked it because
it never gripes. Children liked its
pleasant taste. And everybody is
pleased with the gentle way it
accomplishes its purpose.
By 1888, the demand for this
laxative was so great that the
doctor permitted it to be bottled
and sold by drugstores. Today
you can obtain Dr. Caldwell’s
Syrup Pepsin from any drugstore
in the world.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell's

SYRUP PEPSIN
A Doctors Family Laxative
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HORIZONTAL
1-Automobile
•-Vehicle
7-Suffix. Pertaining to
9-A month
11-Essentlal oil of

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
39- Nolse
12- Fish eggs
40-The whole range of 13- Smoothed, at
anything
feathers
42- Performed
15-Fresh
43- A repast (pi.)
17-Educated
rosea
45-Post at end of hand 19-Evil spirit
13- Arcadlan woodland
rail
21-Castigates
eplrit
47-Explre
23- Pale
14- Dependa
49- Etruscan god
24- Grassy meadow
16-Decay
50- Sewlrig Implement 29- To languish with
18-Tall grate item
longing
(pi.)
20- Golf mound
30- Portuguese title
21- A beverage
VERTICAL
32-Senlor
22- Condensed moisture
34- Pep
24-The (French)
1- Deface
35- Matter In aeriform
25- And (Latin)
2- Roguleh
state
26- Clstern
8-Pronoun
36- A large cask
27- Chlneae eh rub
4-lneect eggs
38-Greaty liquid
28- Preflx. Twice
•-Consume
40- Merriment
29- Tranafix
•-Whipped
41- Comblning form.
81-Consumed
8-The noetrils
Far
83-Bad
9-Glrl’e name
44-Own (Scot.)
85-Obtained
10- Head covering
46-Exleted
37-The blackthorn
11- Decline of life
48-Pald (abbr.)
Copyright, Tho International Syndicate

SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
Start out by filling In the words of which you feel reasonably sure.
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn
to still others. A letter belongs in each white space, words starting at the
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.
in and help me trim the Christmas
tree. He was Santa Claus, Jr.
“And we had a whale of a good
time at It, too.”
—By Lorena Hlckok, Associated
Press staff writer.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Solution to Previous Puzzle.
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NORTH HAVEN

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. R. C. Gillis who has been 111
Ir. reported to be gaining slowly.
Mrs. Harry Bishop of Camden Is
visiting her nephew. Harold Young
of this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson and
Ernest Whitmore have gone on a mo
tor trip for a few days.
Mrs. Carrie Nichols and daughter
Ruth of Rockland were in town last
week visiting Mrs. Nichols’ parents,
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Chaplin were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis are in
town visiting Mr. Lewis’ parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Lewis.
Mrs. Hannah Whitmore of Camden
inspected Gloria Temple last Wed
nesday and spent the remainder 8f
the week with Mr. and Mrs. Will
Sampson.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce and two sons
have moved Into the Foster Snow ten
ement, recently vacated by Harlan
Gregory.
Mrs. Lucy Carver is boarding at
the home of Orrie Woodworth for the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Thornton are
on a motor trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Foy Brown have re
turned from a motor trip to New Jer
sey. While there Mr. and Mrs. Brown
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jetson
Dyer.
Mrs. Leon Stone and family spent
a few days in Benton last week with
Mrs. Stone's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Brown.
Perley Carver, Vinalhaven, is visit
ing his sister Addie Carver at the
North Shore.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Raymond and
family of New York are visiting Mr.
Raymond’s mother. Mrs. H. R. Crab
tree for a two weeks' vacation.
J F. Cooper of Rockland was in
town last week.
Mrs. Herman Crockett was called
to Massachusetts last week by the
serious illness of her aunt.
Dr. N. K. Wood of Boston has re
turned home after a short vacation
here.
Mrs. James McDonald is expected
home from Knox Hospital this week
after an extended stay there.

Alvin lyahlman, Herbert Sanborn.
Ivan Calderwood. and Alex Davidson,
returned Saturday from a gunning
trip in "the north woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyde Robertson re
turned Saturday from Rockland.
Mrs. Jennie Barnes Myers of Cam
den a former resident of Vinalhaven
has been a guest at Seaside cottage,
the past week.
Mrs. Etta Wright left Tuesday for
Boston where she has-employment.
A Halloween party was held at the
Latter Day Saints Church Friday
evening. The program Included a
playlet and the ' usual Halloween
games and stunts.
Prizes Were
awarded to Dorothy and Bessie
Swears. Garold Webb and Delwin
Webster.
Mrs. Robejt Arey entertained the
following party Friday night at
bridge: Beulah Drew. Hilma Webster,
Carrie Cassie. Christina Christie, An
nie Lane, Lora Hardison, Blanche
Kittredge.
Honors went to Lora
Hardison and Beulah Drew.
Mrs. Tena Salisbury, who has been
the guest cf Mrs. Lida White left
Monday for her home in Camden.
Miss Joyce Wright has returned to
New York after spending a few weeks
In town.
C. S. Roberts was in town Saturday
returning to Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Fred Morong of Rockport ar
rived Saturday called by illness of her
mother Mrs. Margaret E. Libby.
The local teachers arrived home
Saturday from Portland where they
attended the 27th anrtual convention
of Maine Teachers” Association.
A very successful fair was held
Saturday afternoon at the G.A.R.
rooms by the senior class. Vinalhaven
High School. The booths were ar
tistically decorated and in charge of
the , following: Candy—Mary and
Bertha Nelson; cornballs. Celeste
Carver and Annice Gross; cake,
Dorothy Polk and Madine Arey;
frankforts and rolls, Florence Gross
and Ola Ames: soft drinks and bal
loons. Lily Anderson and Allegra Ingerson. A Halloween dance wak held
in the evening at Town hall and was
largely attended.
Music by the
Fakers.
Ellen Georgeson and Erdine CalderwooS returned Saturday from sev
eral days’ visit in North Haven.
The Junior Christian Endeavor will
hold a social Friday evening at Union
church vestry at 6.30. Refreshments
will be free.
Dr. R. H. Thompson left Monday for
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver, daugh
ter Celeste, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Car
ver and Mr. and Mrs. George New
bert spent Sunday at See-All cottage.
The following party visited North
Haven Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. W. Y.
Fossett. Mrs. Frank Mullen and Mrs.
M. E. Landers and daughter Dora.
Grand Generalissimo David L. Wil
son of Bath is in town tonight for his
official visit to De Valois Command
ery., K. T. Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S.,
will serve supper at 6 o'clock.

pug nose makes no hit at ail. A girl
with a tilted nose, like a fish nook,
is dangerous. If you are subject to
frequent nose bleed you are out of
luck and your loving is greatly ham
pered. A cold in the head also in
terferes.
In New York, around Times Square,
where a nose is known as a schnozzle
Jimmy Durante is the big noise. He
is on the stage, a popular star, and
he has the prize schnozzle of Broad
dies)'The average movie kiss of today is way. They say he is possessor of
three seconds in length- In some the largest nose in captivity. It is
States a law bars any lingering kiss so large that he can walk on the stage
over 10 seconds, while in other States, without saying a word, and the au
including Utah, the limit is 18 sec dience screams. Imagine the aniount
of nose-rubbing that boy could get
onds.
In the early films, 30 years ago, away with if he ever went to Japan.
when May Irwin was in her prime, a He'd be considered the prize catch of
kiss or. the screen lasted 35 seconds. the season over there.
Health authorities in America are
But a man has to be a deep sea diver
to hold his breath that long. Onions trying to stop promiscuous oscillatory
on the breath do not bother the exhibitions by educating the young
Southwestern Indian. When he m<kes sters to the unsanitary aspects of
love he sits down back to back with these contact demonstrations of ar
his girl and tickles her in the ribs dent affection, and the possibilities
with the funny bone on the joint of of germ transmission. "A gargle
his elbow. When he hits the proper after every kiss” will soon be the
rib it gives her an awfu! thrill, and slogan.
Prof. Jonathan Blanca Watts of
constant irritation on the point of his
elbow funny bone keeps him smiling. the Tr nsorial Hirsute Research Lab
Up to a short time ago screen oratories says: ‘‘Discriminating gen
kisses were banned in Japan and in tlemen with a knowledge of bacteri
parts of India, China, Java, the Mar ology hesitate to place their lips in
lay and Arabia. Japanese girls do juxtaposition with those of unen
not kiss.
Neither do Java girls. lightened students. Close proximity
When a larking American sailor tryg of the smackers, so necessary in osto kiss one, the girls think he is try culatory manifestations, creates an
ing to bite them. These people make opportunity for Paris parasites, Ger
love by rubbing noses. They face one man germs and Irish microbes to
another, get up close until the noses transfer their allegiance from the
lap, -nd then gently turn the head unsanitary to the sanitary smoocher,
from left to right until the nose regardless of the it or personality of
the little bundle of human sweetness
hurdles over on the other side.
A man is a desirable lover, not be that may be waiting to be favored
CLARK ISLAND
cause of his Valentino waistline, or | witli this demonstration of affection.”
Mr.
and
Mrs- Ernest Edwards (for
Personally, I believe the professor
figure, or sideburns, but is selected
merly Mildred Staples of Rockland)
by the size of his nose, beak, or is off his base. He is probably one
will make their home with his mother
schnozzle. A fellow with a long of those cold, calculating glass-armed
Mrs. Rose Edwards for the present.
schnozzle makes a great lover and is | lovers who figures affection as an
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan who was
much sought. A fellow with a little ' algebraic equation.
operated upon for appendicitis at the
Knox Hospital is convalescing at the
I at their hall Friday evening. Sixty home of her sister, Mrs. James Felt
WALDOBORO
; were present including guests from in Thomaston.
■ Warren and South Waldoboro. A
Miss Adrea Bartlett, teacher of the
John J. Hennings of Portland was program consisting of solos by Mrs.
school here attended the teachers’
in town last week.
Ethel Campbell, a reading by Mrs. convention last week.
Mrs. Oral Ludwig is at the Maine Rena Crowell and a one act play was
Don't forget the masquerade ball
General Hospital, Portland, for sur given. The characters in the play. at C.L.U. hall Friday night, auspices
gical treatment.
I ‘‘Squaring It With the Boss” were ad- of the Village Improvement Associa
George Ashworth of St. Johnsbury. i mirahly taken by Roy Mack, Lottie tion. Come every one and have a
Vt.. was in town for the weekend. He j Burnes, Willis Crowell, Katharine good time and be sure and costume
was accompanied on his return by his : Mack. Rena Crowell and Charles as there is a prize to be given to the
rtlother. Mrs. Thomas Ashworth and Crowell. Refreshments were served best dressed lady and the funniest
his sister. Miss Margaret Ashworth after which games were enjoyed, dressed man.
who have been at their home here. j Plans were discussed for the play
Mr. and Mrs. 'William Pierson spent
George Greenlaw and George Bu ‘‘School Days” to be given by the past week as guests of Mr. and
1
Meenahga
Grange
in
November.
chan have been at home a few days
Mrs. Alvin E. Wallace is visiting Mrs. Benjamin Zahn in Waldoboro.
from Portland.
her brother. Rev. George Davis, in
Miss Isabelle Waltz has returned to
UNION
Jay.
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Herrick
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Kuhn have been
drove from Leeds in their car to spend
APPLETON RIDGE
In Portland for a week.
Sunday with their cousin Mrs. Lucy
Capt. and Mrs. Millard Wade have
Miss Idella Tobey of Augusta spent C. Siihmbns.
returned to Wollaston, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. John Williams have
the weekend with her cousin, Miss
Word has been received in town of
returned from a motor trip to Massa
Ruth
B.
Moody.
the death of Mrs. Rosa C. White, a
chusetts.
former resident of Waldoboro, at her
Mr. and Mrs. I-L C. Stanley. Mrs.
Mrs. G- A. Kleene of Hartford, who
home in Framingham. Mass., Oct. 24. | W. M. Newbert and Miss Chrystal L. has been staying with her sister, Mrs.
The remains were brought here for ; Stanley motored to Bangor Thursday. Lucy C. Simmons for the past three
Interment.
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Perry were in weeks, left Friday for her home. Mrs.
The Susannah Wesley Society met • Rockland Wednesday.
Kleene arrived at New York on the
with Miss Julia Kaler Monday eve
Igincastria in September with her
Several of the menfolks have been husband and son Stephen after an 11
ning.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was in ! making repairs on the highway this months stay in Europe.
Boothbay Harbor Monday where she I week.
Mrs. Genevra Robbins of Appleton
spoke at a meeting of the Monday
is staying with her niece Mrs. L. C.
Misses Maude S. Fuller and Glenys
Club at the residence of Mrs._ Grace
■ Hall, Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl and John Simmons for an indefinite period.
Hussey.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crowell. Miss ■ K. Schroeder attended the teachers’
TENANTS HARBOR
Frances Crowell and Miss Dorothy convention in Portland.
Miss Delia Bickmore of Thomaston
Crowell have returned from Win
Mrs. Ada Proctor has arrived home
Is a guest of her sister Mrs. Etta Wall
throp, Mass.
from Massachusetts and brought
An interesting report from the
The Odd Fellows gave a successful ’ along her little grandson “Junior”
State Sunday School Convention held
supper in their dining hall Thursday { Post.
in Portland recently, was given by
evening which added.about $87 to the
J Albert Perry with his power ma- the delegates of the Seaside Baptist
treasury.
Meenahga
Grange
entertained , chine sawed wood for P. D. Perry’ Sunday School who were: Miss Fan
nie Long. Miss Harriet Long. Miss
Maple Grange of North Waldoboro Friday.
Emily Morris and Rev. F. W. Barton.
Next Friday evening. Nov. 1, D. D.
Associate Grand Matron of the O.E.S.
will oflldally Inspect Naomi Chapter.
A 6 o’clock supper will be served, and
the Invited guests are OrientChapter
of I'nion and Fon-du-lac Chapter of
Washington.
Members of Naomi
Chapter are requested to meet at the
hall Wednesday afternoon to set up
tables.
It ia said that Clara Bow, the popu
lar, Titian-haired, voluptuous, screen
flapper, once kissed Gary Cooper so
realistically in the making o£ the
film ‘wings,” that she promptly
fainted dead away and remained un
conscious for quite some time. What
a smack ! ! With the men it is dif
ferent. Many single men have kissed
from 30 to 80 women and never
fainted once—never even became

VISITED THREE
____
Congressman White
With Reception He

heedless

PainF
People are often too patient with pain.
Suffering when there is no need to suf
fer. Shopping with a head that/hrobs.
Working though they ache all over.
And Bayer Aspirin would bring im
mediate relief!
The best time to take Bayer Aspirin
is the moment you first feel the pain.
Why postpone relief until the pain has
reached its height? Why hesitate to
take anything so harmless?
Read the proven directions for check
ing colds, easing a sore throat; relieving
headaches and the pains of neuralgia,
T neuritis, rheumatism, etc.
You can always count on its quick
comfort. But if pain is of frequent
recurrence see a doctor as to its cause.

BAYER ASPIRIN
Aspirin is the trade mirk of Bayer Manufacture ot Monoaccticacideater of Salicylicacid

Fishermen Show Their Rubber Boot
Heels To Cap’ns Dark Horses

Grimes’ Dark
G. Geary ......... ........
A Anderson .... ........
M. Ames ......... ........
Grimes ............. ........
Warren ............. ........

422 428 450 1300
Horses
79 7»j 85 239
87 82 90 259
91 85 77 253
80 83 80 243
92 88 96 276
429 413 428 1270

APPLETON
Thursday afternoon a party of
friends visited J. E. Chaples at his
eamp in tlie woods. It is evident that
ha has done some hard work’by The
big piles of lumber which ho- has
around the camp.
Mrs. Audrey .Chaples was an aft
ernoon visitor at A. E. Grant's this
week.
The cow'- purchased at the Kelso
auction Saturday by parties from
here is proving to be a very good one.
Gertrude Moody visited Ella Mc
Laughlin recently.
Much work is being done at present
on the roads in this vicinity.
REMEMBER THE NAME

EPHI
PRONOUNCED F. I.

In the future when you are sufferng
from Head Colds, Asthma, Hay Fever,
Rosa Cold and Catarrhal conditions
get a bottle of Ephi from' your neigh
borhood druggist, or mailed direct
parcel post prepaid on receipt of fifty
cents.

PRIEST DRUG CO.
i

, BANGOR, MAINE.

Or

This Way

The
DAYSON WAY

If

you want to get up on the right side of
the bed—if you want restful, refreshing sleep—if you want to feel better and work
better—sleep on a

Dayson Sweet Rest Mattress
flic Dayson Sweet Rest is built from all new materials, according to the latest scientific innerspring construction principles which arc endors id by medical authorities everywhere.

it supports every part of the body evenly, buoyantly and comfortably.* It does not sag—has no
I.ills and hollows, and assures even the most restless sleeper a good night’s rest.
It is the best and most economical inner-spring mattress------ you ought to have one.

A Sweet Rest Mattress plus tl
famous Dayson Double cont constru
tion Spring is a sleep combinatio.
Ihat can't be beaten. Its 140 firmly
anchored coils of tempered steel are
made to function as one by the 622
cross helical snrings which join to
gether each coil. An exclusive Dayson
Stabilizer feature prevents bottoming
and side sway.

Bangor

Dayson Bedding Company

Portland

Ask any of the dealers listed below to show
you the advantages of Dayson Bedding.

TRIMMED GRIMES' SAILS

1
1
Sailing serenely over the finish line
with a comfortable lead of 30 pins,
the champion Fishermen showed the
heels of their rubber boots to Captain
Grimes’ team of Dark Horses at the
Cascade alleys Saturday night. As
this team will be Captain Grimes'
entry in the Vinalhaven howling
league now in formation, considerable
interest centered on the outcome of
the match, and although defeated the
irrepressible Cap'n maintains that
their showing is entirely satisfac
tory. As usuat the Fishermen fin
ished strong, coming from behind to
win. and had the necessary pintail
when it was needed. Col. Ames,
fresh from a season of yachting, and
now lustily hauling trawl, was high
man. but he led Warren of the op
position by only two pins. And John
son. his teammate by the same slen
der margin.
The personnel of the "Dark
Horses’ was unknown until the last
moment but a glance at the team's
roster will show that the cagey Cap'n
Grimes has chosen wisely and well.
With himself and G. Gray of last
year's (‘Celebrated Grangers,” A. An
derson the star of the Swede's team,
he has -annexed Captain Risty War
ren of- that famous aggregation
known as nCnp'n Warren's Wards”
and Maland Ames the lanky boat
builder who has lots "of stuff on the
hall. aDd the Cap'ntfc only problem now
is to get them all to hitting the tim
ber together. Score below Will show
how- near victory seemed and how
far it really was away.
Fishermen
Busky Ames .... ........ 86 80 77 243
COUNTIES
Johnson ........... ........ 87 93 96 276
i
Stinson ............ ........ 82 84 85 261
Was Gratified I, Ames ...........
........ 82 95 101 27S
Got In Them.
Bickford ........... ........ 85 76 91 252

The remarks of a prominent East
ern Maine man characterizes the
spirit in which Congressman White
was received in three eastern counties
of the State last week. This resi
dent said:
,
“I am glad that Mrs. Quimby,
president of the Maine Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, said
what she did in her address to the
convention at Bangor. If one man in
high public office who has displeased
the Vuion is to be publicly criticized,
then it seems only fair and just that
another who has served the State
and Nation well, and who has always
been a steadfast supporter and friend
of the W.C.T.U. should be com
mended.
“I believe it is the desire of the
people of Maine to gjve credit where
credit is due, and to recognize and
reward faithful service. No man in
Congress has a better record than
Wallace White. I am for Congress
man White because he is asking noth
ing but recognition for the service he
has rendered and opportunity to make
further use of his 14 years' experience.
‘‘Over in this part of the State we
are glad to meet and know him. No
man in public life has received more
distinctive honors at the hands of
Presidents and Departments of State
than Mr. White. He has been called
upon repeatedly by more than one
President for important special mis
sions to foreign countries. I am
proud that Maine has a man whose
ability and trustworthiness have been
so frequently made use of by the head
of the American government.”
Congressman White returned Fri
day night from a "get acquainted"
trip through Hancock. Washington
and Penobscot counties. He is grati
fied by the friendly feeling every
where manifested,

How Do You Sleep?

The Following Dealers Sell Dayson Products
HALLOWE IX— H G. Wood
HARTIeAND—A. R Barton A Hon
HOWLAND— Weymouth Co.
AUGUSTA—F
H. Beale Furniture CALAIS—r. I- Stewart
furnllere
Co
LEW ISTON—Atherton’s
LINCOLN—II. B. Johnson
CAMDEN—A. S. Pvtora
ASHLAND—A. G. Andrews A Co.
K. A. Weutherbee Co.
CARIBOU
—
Currier
A
Murkier
BANGOR—Ba nror Furniture Co.
MACHIAS—H. K MrKensle
(I. M, Moraan A Co
Kuntern Furniture Co.
MADISON—Madfson Furniture Co.
CLINTON—Marcellus Caln
Farrar Furniture Co.
DAMARISCOTTA—E. 8.
BHIott * MILO—A. A. Clark Furltore Co.
Freeaee
MILLINOCKET— Fora A Clifford
nOv’cH-rOXCROFT—P E. Ward *
C. E. MeAvey
Fuller Furniture Co.
BAR HARBOR—II. A. Brown Fur
MONSON—Jos. Davldsoo
niture Co.
NEWPORT—Tar lor A Eaten
ea.Cmii.i.inocket-w. II. Blrt
BATH—Hartnett Furniture Co.
NO* EAST HARBOR—S. K. Browa
EASTPORT— R Haji * S"" . _
A D. Stetson A Son
ELLSWORTH— II. C. Au.lln • Co OAKLAND—W II. Wheeler A Boa
BELFAST—Home Furnishlnm Co.
OLD TOWN—Old
Town
Furniture
EAIRFIKI.II—Lawrr Brother, Co.
BIDDEFORD A SACO—H. F. Atkin FARMINGTON-—Stearns
Co.
Furniture
son A Son. Inc.
Goldsmith Furniture
FT SpAIRFI ELD—-Johnston Co.
Wilfred Landry
Penobscot Furniture
BINGHAM—Taylor Brothers A HUI OARDiNF.Hr— W ah® fleld-McNnuch- ORONO— <V A. Mosher___
RLUKIflILL—MerrUl A Hinckley
l*HT>FIELb—Farrar Furniture On.
BOOTH BAT HARBOR—N. Heron
ton Co.

a URURN—C band ler’i

Store

Furniture

8ft'&RJttT-»< M. flltchell

I k——I I sow

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Laura Stinson and daughter
Theo are visiting relatives in Rock
land.
Mrs. Maggie Sprague entertained
the Ladies Aid on Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Morse who have
been on a trip to Portland, Sanford
and vicinity returned home Friday,
bringing with them a new Dodge car.
Jeannette Hart who is attending
school in Camden spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Hart.
Mrs. Frank Bridges is In Bangor
hospital for treatment. She was ac
companied by Dr. C. B. Popplestone.
Mrs. Maynard Herrick gave a
party on Thursday at her home in
honor of her sister Mrs. Charles
Harding of Bernard. Those present
were: Mrs. Adelia Trask, Mrs. Syl
via
Stockbridge.
Mrs.
Florence
Lewis, Miss Margery Lewis. Mrs.
Lida Sprague, Mrs. Nettie Sprague,
Miss Laura Sprague, Mrs. Maggie
Trask. Warren Sprague Mrs. Nina
iSprague, Mrs. Mary Trask and Mrs.
Harding.
The district superintendent Mr.
Oliver spent Sunday here, and had
services both in the Methodist and
Baptist Churches. He was enter
tained by Rev. and Mrs. Lewis and
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Trask.
Mrs. Everett Gross who has been with
her granddaughter in the Bangor hos
pital for several moiths, is at home
for a few days.
Luella Holmes came home Satur
day after attending the Teachers'
convention in Portland.

CUSHING
Mr and Mrs. Harry Young were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stan
ley Miller, Thomaston.
Mrs. Emma T. Creamer. Mrs. Ada
Lufkin and Mrs. Ina Crute motored
to Portland Sunday with Riley Davis
to visit Mrs. Davis who is in a hos
pital there for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. McFarland.
Harold Wotton and Geraldine Giflord of New Harbor were at P. S
Geyer's recently.
Mrs. Fannie Robishaw and Mrs.
Cotton and family of Rockland were
at B. B. Robinson's Sunday.
Orpha Killeran and a friend .both
of whom are teachers at Good Will
Farm, spent the weekend with Miss
Killeran's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Killeran.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ulmer and
Miss Lottie Partridge spent the past
week at their home in Thomaston.
Mrs. Samuel Olson has bought a
piano.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Maloney, chil*
dren Edith, Clyde and Mr. and Mrs.
M. J. Maloney and daughter Marilyn
recently visited with Capt. and Mrs
F. I,. Maloney in Medomak,
All of the teachefs attended the
convention in Portland last week.
Emerson Perkins and Corinne and
Arietta Maloney of Thomaston were

PORTLAND—Bridren A BeU
Potter’s
Reliable Furniture Co.
American Furniture Co.
PRESQUE ISLE—B W. WUM
RANGE LEY—4). R. Rowe .
ROCKLAND—Eastern Furniture Co.
Stonliurton Furniture Co.
Studley Furniture Co.
RIDLONVILLE—H. A. Xiaery
HUM FORD—Rumford Furniture Co.
SKOWHEGAN—Lowry Brother* Cm
SMYRNA MILLS—J
R. TnrboU A
Co.
-

STONINGTON—Freedman

Furniture

WATERVILLE—Atherton’s
Pleher Furniture Co.
Stanhope Furniture Co.
Waterville Furniture Co.
WINTERPORT—J. H, Foley
BLsCASSKt—Sidney O. Evans

J

at D. L. Maloney's for the weekend. Maloney and daughter Marilyn visited
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Norton of Mrs. Minnie Beckett in Thomaston
Lockland were callers of B. S. Geyer last week.
and Mrs. Alice Payson Sunday.
Wilpas Sallinen is attending High
WHEN LN BOSTON-Remember (hit you
School in Friendship.
nn buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Mrs. Harry Young, Mrs- Fred Olson the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
and daughter Anne and Mrs. M. J. Washington St., next Old South Church.

The People’s Laundry, Limerock
street, is prepared to lighten your
household burdens at only nominal
expense. Telephone 170 and let us
call for your family wash and return
it toe you immaculate. The cost is
surprisingly low.
124-tf

So
, JKed-

K

frozen!

ROY Chapman Andrews, made remark
able discoveries of bones of prehistoric
animals, millions of years old, in the wilds
of Central China.
ALWAYS
Look for the
Blue and
White Si&n

£xiOc
M \ I M H 11A

J. McKenzie Young, his Chief of Motor
Transport, writes of Exide Batteries:
“—In temperatures varying from 40
degrees below zero to 120 degrees above
they have always responded. In terrific
blizzards, mud, snow and rain, they have
never failed to act.”

You can select an Exide for your car
with the same confidence that Roy
Chapman Andrews and other daring ex
plorers have shown in choosing it for
their hazardous trips into the unknown.

Regular inspection of your battery, re
gardless of its make, at our service station,
will pay yoil in longer battery life. Come
in—our time is your time—any time.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Rockland, Maine

Evcry-Olkei-Oay
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Stomach Disorders
First Revealed by
Coated Tongue

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

For Sale

TO
Ailvertlsi merits in this column not to exceed
FOR SALE—Pigs.. extra good ones. W i’.
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times BARRETT. R.F.D. 2. Bo* I.. I'nion, Me.
for 5u nr.ts. Additional lints 3 ccuts each 1
130*152 ,
tor one time. 10 cents for three times. Six
} Alt SAE Rockland- 11
room Lou-e
words make a line.
located on LJmeroi k St.. 13 minutes walk to i
Main Si., buildiiigrf are in ulfe repair and
j
are attractive, about 13 acres land: also an i
Lost and Found
orchard that goes with lids place. Electric j
Your tongue is nothing more
LUST Book of travelers’ checks Kinder lights, city water. Would be a nice place for 1
than the upper end of your stom
Freight and Passenger Service
ideas- leave at Thorndike Hotel. HJAI.MAlt a hen farm. This property is now naylua
°
boat and also his supply which was ach and intestines. It is the first
NUltlHR IIST
13»*lt about |230 a year leading 7 rooms available ,
hr owner' suse. FREEMAN S. YOVXC. 163 Make that business trip to Boston in
thing your doctor looks at. It t^ells
in a tank.: also a pair of new oars.
BUST Thursday afternoon small baum Si. Main St. TeL 76C-M. ._________ l.h>-1* I comfort, on the big steamer CAM
of your
The teirls of the junior department. at
, a glance thefcondition
marten neck fur in Woolworth’s or between
Woolworth’s and Frost Apts.. Summer street.
FOR SALE Lobster trap stock, oak laths, DEN.
of the Baptist Sunday School held a ' digestive system—and physicians
Not new but valuable to owner. Reward if : eti. TeL 3-4. C. E. OVERLOCK. K K ’>
Hallo«veen party in their room Sat- j say that 90% of all sickness starts
Sailing 8 P. M.
returned lo CONFIDENTIAL LOAN CO.
| •_». Warren. Me.
1:;«*133
with stomach and bowel trouble.
urday afternoon.
Tuesday—Thursday—and special
_____________________________________ "
FOR SALK Light work horse also beef
The Crusaders will hold their first !
A coated tongue is a danger sig
KOI ND MoliAwk tire and rim 32xDy near; (-,)W. R.F.D. 1. BOX 80, North War/en.
sailing Sunday, Oct. 27. There will
meeting Wednesday at
4 o’clock , nal of those digestive disorders
Pleasant street crossing. Owner ma> have
l’.i)*i;»2
be no sailing tonight
JAMES
T.
CATES
•barges.
same
by
paying
in the junior room of the Baptist which lead to so many kinds of
FOR SALE Nine loom house witli lights Steamer WESTPORT leaves Rock
37.3
Pleasant
St.
130-132
serious illness. It tells why the
aud furnace; 1M0 Camden <8t. Newly painted
Church.
outside.
U acre lauu. Wonderful harbor land 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday
A fine program will be given after least exertion tires you out; why
view. Inquire on the premises 190 CAMDEN and Saturday for Bai Harbor. Steamthe Baptist Circle supper Wednesday you have pains in the bowels, gas,
Wanted
130*132 er
ST.. or Phone 67 -W.
WDSTPORT
leaves
Rockland
evening.
Miss Louise Dolliver of sour stomach, dizzy spells.
FOR SALK Walker upright piano, very Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
WANTED Children to hoard, from ages | little used (High grade insfturaent. Will be
Coating on the tongue is a sign
ltoekland will read in costume “Tlie
5 to 10. TEL.
I Tenant's Harbor.
130-132 , . old very reasonably. Appb' 230 LLMKRlK K 7.30 A. M. for Brooklin.
New Church Organ." Mrs. Kathleen that you need Tanlac—the medi
HO* 132 Returning from Boston, steamer sails
WANTED Position by young lady 12 years ST. or<el. 421-M.
Marston will sing and there will be cine which has helped thousands
c'iieiience in shorthand, bookkeeping and I
FOR SALE Brunswick Mahogany cabinet Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays
who were physical wrecks front
piano solos and duets.
typewriting. Can start work at once. Ad- [ phonograph with record albums and fifty-six at 5 P. M.
dress P.S.N. Courier-Gazette.
130*132 ' 1’ecords. i.MKS. R. S. SHERMAN, 21 Grove
Mrs Fred Linnell. who has been stomach and bowel troubles—who
For reservations apply
'
130-tf
visiting Mrs. Kate Linnell, returned had “tried everything” in vain and
WANTED Competent housekeeper, one who 1 'St. Tel. 103-W.
Wharf Office
about given up hope.
can go home nights preferred. Call Rear 1
to Boston Saturday.
FOR SALE E-Flat alto saxophone, finest
KNOX
ST.
or
TEL.
378-W
129-tf
I it uiorted instrument.
Will aclFat reasonable
Tanlac contains no mineral
Mr. and Mrs. George V. Hanley
WANTED Night clerk at THORNDIKE figure or exchange fo- a radio. ANTHONY
nre leaving today for South Carolina drugs; it is made of barks, herbs
129-131 PEDONI, The Men's Shop, Park St.
HOTEL
and roots. Get a bottle front your Simonton group, the prize work being
for a visit with their son Donald.
130-132
on rush seating.
WANTED Kitchen girl at THORNDIKE
druggist
today.
Your
money
back
i
Going on today—a rummage sale
FOR SALE Pallor wood stove. i-ra«ti
Walter Russell of Bath is a guest
129-131
HOTEL.
if
it
doesn
’
t
help
you.
I eally new. 27 OAK ST1UQET.
HO-132
at the Congregational vestry under
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Richards.
WANTED Work by widow with girl 10.
the auspices of the <ien. Knox Chap
FOR SALE— Almost new large parlor stove.
Mrs. Annie Small and daughter
Hotel, restauran; work or housekeeper. Best
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Glenwood
No.
18.
Used
one
year
$35.
Apply
of references. MRS. MYRTLE CLEMENTS,
ter. D.A.R.
panied by Mrs. Ames who has been Helen and Mrs. Burton Richards were
STEAMBOAT CO.
129*131
Kicks port. Me.
128*130 10 OTIS ST.
dinner guests of Mi's. C. F. Miller in
A cottage prayer meeting will he I visiting relatives in the city,
Vinalhaven. North Haven. Stonington and
FOR SALF> Guernsey cow : also yearling
WANTED—Woman or ;lrl fcr general
Swan’s Island
held at Ihe home of Ralph Carrol!.
Harold
(Buck)
Ggier.
Eugene Camden Sunday.
A.I li A
1» heifer. M. M. CLARK. Tenant's Harbor. Tel
housework.
No washing.
FALL ARRANGEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham
this.evening at 7 o’clock.
Thompson. Fred Ogier and Donald
129-131
MILLS. TeL 3GP.
128-130 13-3.
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
The roll call of the Baptist Church Richards are on a gunning trip in tlie and children have returned from sev
LN EFFECT OCT. 1. 19^8
FOR SALE Mahogany Cabinet Victrola
WANTED immediately maid for ward
eral days' visit with relatives in Wal
128-130 and records. MRS. GEO. B. WOOD, 19 TalThursday evening was a well attend- Allagash region.
work at KNOX HOS1TAL.
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
hot Ave.___________________________ 1(29*131 |
VINALHAVEN LINE
e(\ and pleasant gathering. The presJoseph Marshall of Charlestown, tham. Mass.
W ANTED Long haired shaggy kittens. ;
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Libby of
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
ence of many young people with their I Mass., spent the weekend with his
FOR SALE- Very nice, yellow turnips $1
Write ace, color and sex. JOHN S RANriving
at
Rockland
at 9.20 A. M., returning
Kingsboro, Mass., are guests this .
LETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 3.32-14.
125*130 per bu.. delivered. TeL 647-14. FREDERICK
music and their lively distribution of mother. Mrs. Rena Marshall,
F, MONROE.________________________ 129-131 leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.. direct for
week of his brother. Everett Libby
Vinalhaven. arriving at 3.45 1». M.
the refreshments, contributed much
Albert Wilson spent a few days last
D>R SALE OR TO LET The finest re- STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
and family.
To Let
to the enjoyment of the meeting. A week in Brooksville on business.
_______________________________
conditioned house in Donohue Court, rent $13.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.30 A M ,
Mr. and Mrs Frederick Richards
Miss Gladys Coose is enjoying a
special greeting was given by the
TO LET A three loom furnished apartment I’rice $1,300. Any person who does not lu- Stonington at 7.25, North Haven at 8.20;
returned Sunday from a motor trip
with li-lit' water. etc. Appb 16 WILLOW tend to keep the place sanitary and pay tlieir due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
pastor to Miss Harriet <1. Levensaler, vacation from her duties as clerk in
which took them as far as Princeton,
.............
ST
1 :«»132 ! rent when due need not apply. FREDERICK
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
She will visit
the oldest member present. The hand Fred Elwell's store.
V. WALTZ. 165 Broadway. TeL 392-M.
X. J. Mrs. Richards’ mother. Mrs.
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40 : due
TO LET-~3'room furnixhed apartment;
129-tf to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
of fellowship was given to Andrew Mr.’and Mrs. Alfred X.ddeau in Lew Rena Carroll returned with them,
street floor, elecfric stove and lights; bath .---------------Perkins and Miss Louise Perkins. iston during her vacation.
B. H. STINSON.
mom, twin beds, Pullman breakfast table,
FDR SALE Pianos hack front summer
joining them in Boston where she had
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist fias intentionaHy
General Agent
T. W. McKay and Herbert Gardner
I'ot water heat, tn.al cellar. Kent
a week rental ixceptlnnally tine trades In used piThe membership is 206, resident mem
been visiting friends for a few days.
made
several
obvious
ones
in
drawing
the
above
picture.
Some
of
them
Every
one
is
!
XKIjsOX It COBB at I’uikr-t’nbl.-Dai is.
J anos .Gm< „f them like new.
of Rockland. Mass., have returned
bership 124.
The several teachers in town who
in
fine
condition
and
hears
our
guarantee.
;
are
easily
discovered,
others
may
be
hard.
See
how
long
it
will
take
Il«-tf
The service at the Baptist •Church front a gunning trip at Lake Xica- attended the convention in Portland
„
,
.
„
,
They are priced low for quick selling. If 1
YOU to find them.
TO LET Furnished tenement, all modern.
are considerlng a piano this fall these
Sunday evening which was sponsored tous. Mr. McKay was the lucky one last week returned Saturday with
electric liuhts. gas,
gas. bath, hot aud
and cold water,
water. j wm |„jcrest you. Convenient payments can
and returned with a deer.
reports
of
a
very
profitable
session.
by the men's class in the Sunday
Innuirt FLOYD I. SHAW, 47 North .Main St he arranged. MAINE Ml’SIC <X)., Boekland.
gSfyforft
.Mrs. Charles E. Smith and Master
TeL 422-K._______ ___________________ 13(t-tt |
*
129-131
George Hyler spent Sunday with
school, was a creditalble one. Deacon
Xorman Brown have returned to tlieir relatives in Waldoboro.
INJURES
SHADE
TREES
TO LET 6-rmmi* apartment, heat aud ,
Packard, teacher, presided and in the
A WHITE HOUSE TEA
FOR SALE Knight
Tetnplar uniform 1
home - in Washington after a <isit
;arage: stove ail i-onnectcd $32.50 per month. HARRY M. FEFNT. 2d2 Main St., Rockland.
Miss Eleanor and -Master George
exercises was assisted by different
Smoke Causes Leaves To Turn Yel MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 1147-1.
130-tf ___________________________________ 129-131 i
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Herrick. Walmsley who have been the guests
members of the class.
low. Dry Out And Eventually Die
James Parle has returned to his of their grandmother Mrs. Sarah And Some of the Embarrass
TO LET 3-room apartment, furnished.
FOR SALE -Or to let. good house on
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Danforth
Kent reasonable, adults only. MEI L E. A Limerock St., large lot. 10 rooms, modern,
home in Boston after a visit with Buzzell. returned to Bangor Sunday
who died in Rockland Oct. 25. was
ments
It
Brought
To
Mrs.
STKOl
’T. 43 descent St. TeL lOUl-R
with rooms for light housekeeping. DR. H.
Shade trees growing near a large
friends in Camden.
with
their
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Embody sacred memories. They
130-132 : L. STEVENS. Rockland._____________128*130
held at the A. D. Davis & Son rooms '
Mrs. Jennie Barron was the week Charles Walmsley.
city or manufacturing center feel the
Coolidge
To LET House with all modern improve
Sunday afternoon. Rev. Jesse Kenare the evidence of loving
FOR SALE- 28-ft. lobster or scallop boat
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ames
The following students home for a
harmful influence of smoke far more ments ,’inl garage on Lindsey street : tw » ten
with 14-20 H P. 4-cyllnder Red Wing en
derdine of the Rockland Methodist
thoughtfulness.
in Thomaston.
short vacation due to the teachers’
ement?
on
Oak
street,
one
furnished
and
one
than
is
generally
supposed.
gine and hoisting gear. A. M. HAT(’H. Ston
Frayed linen, rickety chairs and
Episcopal Church officiated.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Moody and son convention in Portland last week re
128*133
Certain varieties of plants are enfurnished. ERNEST (’. DAVIS, at Fuller- 1 ington. Me.
Danforth was one of the oldest resi James and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Cobb-Davis.
130-132 !
Skilled in the cratt of memorial
turned
Sunday
to a resume
their all the other torments that embarrns-r more susceptible than others, and as
FOR SALE—Complete ho.ire furnishings at
dents of Thomaston.
TO LET Tenement 18 Fulton street, ti 10 Tine St. evening except Saturday or call
Moody of I’nion were guests of Mr. studies—Doris Ballard. Milford Pay-* housewives aie forever present with smoke conditions change, so should
making, we are ready to serve
rooms and shed, flu-di closet. »electrlc lights. MRS. LUDWIG, at Tuller-Ccbb-Davis.
The Half Hour Reading Club which and Mrs. A. D. Coose recently.
son and Ross Spear to University of
mistress of the White House, just the planting plans be changed to meet Inquire H. B. BARTER. 227 Alain St.
your every need.
I '.O-tf
128-130
is in process of formation will hold
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Earl are in Maine; Lloyd Rhodes and Maynard
the same as with the average wom existing conditions.
TO LET For tin winter large front room,
its first meeting at the home of Miss Boston, called there by the death of Graffam to Castine Xormal School.
FOR SALE— Best Turnips, tu. $1, delivered.
F. A. Bartlett, founder of the Bart two windows, sun all day. FOSS HOUSE. ‘
Drop postal to LUKE R. BREWSTER. R F I).
Margaret G. Ruggles Friday evening Mr. Earl's father.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry are an, according to Mrs. Calvin Coolidge. lett Tree Research Laboratories in 77 Park St.
_______________ 129-131 , Rockland or TeL 48-4.________
Wm. E. Doman & Son,
128*130
at 7.30. The membership is open to
Writing of her days in the White Stamford. Conn., who has been mak
Miss Clemeret Walden is in Boston visiting relatives in Xew Hampshire.
TO LET 5-room apartment 14 Pleasant St.,
FOR SALE--Double tenement house on
any person who is interested and on a business trip.
Mrs. Ellen Shibles is the guest of House. Mrs. Coolidge tells, in Tl.” ing a study of smoke conditions, has near depot and Main street, up stairs. All
Pleasant Si.. Rockport. MRS. F. E. 'HARTInc.
details may be learned by telephon
Miss Florence Rnpfl-s and Miss Mrs. Josephine Wall for a few days. American Magazine, of a tea given found that there are few varieties of modern. Inquire H. B. BARTER 227 Main St. , FORD. Highland Sq., Rockport.
128*139
ing Miss Ruggles or Miss Christine
Mrs. Mellie Magune who has heen for the wives of Cabinet members at trees which are not to some extent Tel. 23.______________________________ 129-tf j
Gladys Coose were Sunday guests of
FOR SALE—Bet of American Encyclopedia
EAST UNION, ME.
Moore. The benefit derived is for the
very ill for the past week was taken which
TO LET Furnished apartment with garage Britannica 32. vol. 124 THOMASTON ST.
by
the
poisonous gases.
Mrs. G. J. Beattie in Thomaston.
she shared embarrassment injured
J4Ttf
individual and the library.
ETTA II. SANBORN, 80 Pleasant St. Tel |
*
128*130
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Moody of to Knox Hospital Monday afternoon with one of her guests.
Evergreens seem especially suscep
v.
l.'” U
At the Baptist parsonage last Sab
FOR
SALE
-One
Barber's
electric
hair
■
tible.
I’nion were recent guests of Mr. and for observation.
“We were busily talking over our
bath morning Elbridge Grafton and
TO LET Laige front room .furnished for | clipper, 2 pairs hand clippers. I silver cor
Mr. and Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth
When
the a:mosphere becomes
Mrs. Henry Woodwardcups of tea.'' says Mrs. Coolidg-.
light housekeeping if desired.
Also single net and 1 clarinet with cases, or will trade '
Anne Omar were united in marriage.
Miss Lena Ames is visiting friends spent the weekend at Vinalhaven ’ when I noticed one of the ladb > heavily laden with the gases even loom.
Modern conveniences.
Inquire 7 for . axophone.
PARK ST. BARBER SHOTJohn De Winter and Miss Moore at
guests of his sister Mrs. Wilder
128-130
PLEASANT
ST.
TeL
1173-J.
129-131
•
the
broad-leaved
deciduous
(tees
in Poston and vicinity.
tucking her tea napkin into her batended them. The bridal party left
<
annot
withstand
the
baneful
influ

A. D. Coose and Charles Chase, Sellers.
TO
LET
four
rooms
and
bath,
unfurnished
FOR
SALEBlack
walnut bed, d-esser and
1 made a mental note that I would
immediately for a motor trip to Ver Robert Gross and William Freeman I
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Perry of Brook
$5 week. V. F. STUDLEY, 59 Park St. Tel. stand. $20. Wrii- "G” Courier-Gazette Office
tell her about it before she left in ence of the sulphurous acid, which it
1086
__________122-tf
mont.
! of Rockland have returned from a line, Mass., who have been in town order to spare her the embarrassment ( has been determined is the real
FOR SALE--Wood lot of about 20 acres in
The Baptist Sunday school party gunning trip in the big wood
,n,l for the past three weeks returned
TO LET 6-room house on t.r.ice Street, town of Rockport near Oakland Park. Parti?,
P' isonous element thrown off by
Charge Account If Desired
of finding it after she reached hot .
mn.hrn.
Furnished
apartment
<n
Oak
Street.'
old
growth. For information call ROCKLAND
for all primary children which was ' tach one brought back a deer.
smoke.
home today.
Away Out Front in Value
A few minutes later, the lady with
.r.o<h rn.
Furnished apartment on Grove 44-2.
127-138
On
Oct.
22
Rev.
F.
F.
Fowle
and
announced for Thursday has been
The air they are compelled to Strtet.
Giving ’
Town manager and Mrs. Herbert
6-room house, comer Lindsey and
the bag was speaking, and the others
FOR
SALE
Fitted
hard
wood,
$13
pel
cord
Mrs. Fowle with ten young people at
breathe acts more or less as a slow Union St . modernith ga rase. 4 room house
postponed to Saturday at 3 o’clock.
Thomas, .Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Miller
More and more peop'e are telling
were giving her strict attention. She
MAPLE ( REST FARM, Wiritn. Tel. 6-31.
I
with
electric
llghtson
Fern
St.
‘
Laige
house
tended the Epworth League rally at
poison.
It is alisorbed by the leaf
127-132 , us that our Extremely Low Prices
and Mrs. L. M. .('handler have re
I >.tw ,
on < „mden Si
4-roont house • 11 .Main St.
ltoekland at whicN time Dr. Blaine put her hand into her hag
cells, causing the foliage to turn yel
turned from a short visit in Millare a Revelation to them.
Capt. Ernest L. Montgomery
FOR SALE Winter apples. Russets, Spys
ERNEST t . DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
a puzzled expression come over hetKirkpatrick spoke on the subject
low. dry dut and eventually die. Mr.
128-tf and Greenings. 75c per bu.. 3 bu for $2.00.
| bridge.
We have some wonderful values
face and amusement got the bett« . of
'Seventy-two years ago there was
‘ Youth and the Present Age.” The 1
ERNEST NICHOLS, High St.. Thoamston.
Bartlett stated.
Mrs. O. H Emery and Miss M. E.
in Heaters and Kitchen Stoves,
TO GET Ln Thomaston four furnished
me. 'You may as well bring it tight
127*j:!2
born in the town of Warren to Capt.
Johnson Society met with Mrs. Cora
Some cities are passing ordinances room apartment. All modern. For the win
i Bartlett will entertain at bridge on
some .equipped with Lvnn Oil
John and Mary (McFarland) Mont
FOli SALE Vegetables .or winter: Hard
,■ I'pham, Oct. 22. It will meet Oct. 29 out. for I saw you put it in.’ I said. to keep down the smoke nuisance. ter. MHrtZK D. DANIELS. IS Wadsworth St.
Thursday afternoon at the home
Heaters, some with uas AttacnWith that she drew forth a little
s
128-tf medium size cabbage $1.50 per 100 lbs.: !
gomery a son to whom was given the
at Mrs. Anna Crockett's. The ofliTrees less susceptible to smokp :nj Mrs. Emery.
sweet, lender carrots $1.50- per bu. : fine
ment, a splendid selection.
Madeira square and held it up. in
name written above. That was in the
ciais of the Methodist Church are re
TO LET Five room furnished a pa rt nieu t. grained turnips $1 bu : nice flavored beets
Jury are in such cities being planted
Mrs. J. F. Coombs and Mrs. T. J.
A complete line of Furniture. VicShe bad thought it
al’ modern Improvements. Call at 12 ELM $1.50 per bu.; blue hubbard squash $1 50
days when a seafaring life held a!
minded of a business meeting to be astonishment.
to replace those which easHy suc
French entertained at bridge Monday
ST.
127-tf . per 100 lbs.
trolas, Sewing Machines, Office
We deliver. Call or write
strong attraction for the youth' of
held on Xov. 7. Supper will be served was one of her husband’s handker cumb.
at the home of Mrs. French on Sea
Furniture, Show Cases, China
TO LET Tenement of five looms on South ' SAGE Ac ( HATER. 116 Elm St., Camden. Tei.
Thomaston and vicinity, so young
at 6 o'clock and the business meet chiefs which she had brought alung
Camden
274.
128*130
.treet.
Main St . flush toilet, electric lights. MRS. ('
because she had a slight cold, but It
Closets and numerous miscellane
Free instruction is given in the P MILLER. Tel, 41H-R.______________130-132
Ernest naturally chose a life on the
Friday morning thousands of well ing will follow.
FOR SALE—Farm, right on the State road
ous articles.
The Knox Co. Club held an interest was a White House napkin and—it making of lamp shades, pa’>
water.
At the age of 16 he began
'. avers
TO LET Five room tenement, at 66 RAN going through Rockville. Building in find re
wishing
folks
were
asking
who
ing meeting at tlie Rockport hotel ; was full of holes! ”
his career 'as cook on the schooner
and faxors in our workto m every KIN ST. Tel. 202-W.
ROCKLAND
124-tf pair: 170 acres; 60 acres blueberry land.
*
»
•
♦
c wned the new Ford automobile given
Lots of young apple, pear and plum trees.
when arrangements were mad’ to
afternoon. Huston-Tuttle Company,
Carrie Walker built at Thomaston by
TO LET Teiunteut at 38 Mechanic St. Building laid side of the hill facing the sun.
away at the Camden Commandery
FURNITURE
CO.
Mrs.
Coolidge
relates
how.
on
an

—adv.
12U-134
Also three furnished rooms with use of hath Electric lights and Oyster River water. Hy
Walker-Dunn & Co., and commanded gift ball held in the Opera house hold sessions each Friday evening.
other occasion, a formal state dinner
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
at 176 Main St. Inquire MRS. W. S. KEN- drant near buildings. Plenty of wood and
Economic questions wil! be discussed
by Capt. John Montgomery.
From Thursday evening.
Xearly a thou
for unusually distinguished guests,
124-tf will cut 60 acres of hay. Borders on the pond.
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
WHEN IN NEW YORK Remember that you NISTON 176 Main St. TeL 874-W.
cook through the various grades of sand were in attendance at tli • ball from a non-partisan view point. All
o.ne of the White House dining i om can buy copies of The Uuurler-Gazette with
TO LET Tenement of 6 rooms, modern. D. Will sell for cash, time payment or exchange
sailor, second mate and mate he rose and they learned that Judge Oscar rdults are cordially invited regard
the home news, at Uotaling’s News Agency. I, MeCARTY. N’orthend Drug Store.
123-tf for other property. A great prospect for
chairs cracked beneath the weight
to be master.
Aboard two vessels H. Emery of ('amden was the hippy less of political affiliations. Notices
H«X Meat 40th strict
who wants to work and make money.
of a portly official and the cane seat
TO LET Six room apartment at 59 Masonic someone
GEOKUE >1. SIMMOXS. 23 Tillson Ave..!
will be posted for Ibc next mee’ing.
the May McFarland and Robert Mc man.
St R. U. COLLINS. Tel. 77.
121-tf Rockland.
The other holders of tickets
caved through: how another guest’s DISTRICT OF MAINE
126-131
A. F. Randall and family made a
Farland. he made his home for years, were trying to find out, for each one
TO LET House at 18 Gay St. Apply to
tie flipped snappily from its moor S(M THFRN DIVISION
FOR SALE—Valuable piece of property
leaving the sea in 1912. Capt. Mont really expected to draw the new car. good-bye tail at Rockport Hotel en ings and how another sedate guest THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED BTATES EDW BENNER. TeL 945-R.
121-tf known
as the O'Neil property on Tillson ave
OF AMEdU’A.
gomery married Miss Abbie Stahl of Rumor has it that a very prominent route to their winter borne at iaike melted some temporary dental work
TO LET—Four rooms and hath.
V. F. nue. Buildings in first-class shape with land
To the .Marshal of Bald District, dr either of STUDLEY. 69 Park St. TeL 1080.
122-tf
to
put
up
buildings. Will sell or exchange tor
Since 1840 thi4 Ann has
Waldoboro. Two Children were born business man for some reason did Worth. Fla.
with his first spoonful of hot soup
hi-. Deputies.
i.i'.EL'i i\«.
property. GEORGE M. SIMMON'S. 23
l'earl La Count of Southwest Har
faRhfully served the families
to them, a boy Freddie who died in not wish to pay for the tickets left
TO LET—Three rooms for light housekeep other
We rommand vou that you give notice to
and was obliged to resort to facial
Tillson
Ave..
Rockland.
126UH
all persons concerned that application has ing or roomers. All modern Improvements.
of Knox County
early youth
and Teresa, now Mrs. with him by the committee and these bor visited her mother. Mrs. Sadie contortions to conceal his plight.
Apply 37 WILLOW STREET.
113-tf
FOR SALE—tSmall farm at Pleasantville-.
LADY ATTENDANT
Xor were these troublesome inef- been made before the H uioratJohn A
Erman Lamb of Xutley, X. J. After tickets were returned or taken up by l.a Count over th? weekend at Rock
Would
make
a
nice
hen
farm
or
ideal
cottage
Peters,
Judge
of
tlie
Distrh
t
Court
fur
said
TO LET Nice house In good repMr, just
Tel. Day 450;Night 781-1
leaving the sea Capt. Montgomery ‘he committee and later disposed of- port Hotel.
Land
runs,.-----------downu totin.,
the .water,
nice Iflsldng
and
dents the
total of
District, in
iu uh
the ii.uuv
name iu.u
and hi
hi Ik ha If of
the Vvacated
U.v 1--I.il
..I the
UH hostess’ cares,
u uh
UC31C. I llj'
r t J' WI1O
la \ e OCCU
p iCU 11
Or 2 •'
"I ,
U, fl ,
I .
hy p/l
party
who Ihave
occupied
It ffor
AMBULANCE SERVICE
--------------- for aft. r the ordeal was over, she
An,, ,! w lo W lll „„, w
,„„l have now moved out of town. Urge • •K«d
‘7
busied himself in various ways until It ia a strange turn of fate that one of
•
i
,•
(.allaghcr, Aasi.-t.'.nt I nltcd Stat--s Atlorncv
,,r bun with u-<irk-bench in It List the outside and in. Newly painted and papered.
the World War came on and the these tickets Jhat the gentleman did
av visi. dtseov.red 11,a dttr.ng the d.nner a ,,,r sa„,
f„r „„
;
baWill «ch.nge for other propedy nr seh on
South Windham were Sund
government built a vessel in Thom not feel to pay for should draw the
Payson,
neighbor
had
telephoned
the
\\
hite
fdture
and
sale,
er
such
ether
disposition
garden.
Inqutrc of E. B HASTINGS.
120-tf
terms. GBORGh M. SIMMONS, .3 TIUtors of Mr. and Mrs. C-. M.
\i
. n.l House chimney was qn fire and a man i I* (Re Court may order of a • i tain auto- I - - ■
— ------------------- ------ —— ---------- M)h Au’-» Rockland._________________ 126-131
aston upon which he found employ car.
'1 hey were accompanied hy Mr. and
TO
LET
Four
room
apartment
ln
fine
con

mobile,
namely,
Due
E
smvx
«'oaeh
Autcrm.hlh
ROCKLAND, ME.
'
had been stationed on
the , oof
‘ 'i r J ornrXn’rn:'“fr
y “nVX'.
FOR SALE-Farm.
al] connected
u.nnocte.i
SALE—Farm, buildings all
ment ami while there he fell from a
Mrs. Kenneth Metcalf.
,
,
,
Serial Number 508540. Engine Nunilrr 571699 dition : large storage for fuel, etc. Garage. and in first-class shape. Just been papered
stage some 20 feet high to the flats,
,SOri,-. seized
:l»- -ixil, ,lav ,,f Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific St. and painted. Good cellar through out. Elec
Miss Ada Ripley of Hope who is at throughout thc dinner to prevent un- anii
OWL
’
S
HEAD
iie-tf
due alarm.
( May. A. D. 1923, .it Rockland in the ( minty Tel. 518-M.
receiving an injury which was the
tric lights and city water and lieautlful
Wednesday evening a supper was tending high school in ltoekland was
•’l-'ixing up" the White House after ’ of Kn"x in
s,,u,l,. r,
,,f
scenery; 35 acres of land, large lot of blue
cause of his death. For the past two
given in the community room, pro a weekend visitor witl, Mr. and .Mrs.
,
, .
,
ti i r
’ xr
mW District of Maine. I»v K«*tl
Mav. Fe<lberries, raspberries and lots of apple and
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
years lie has not been able to do
site moved in also called forth Mrs. ,
,.r„|4,)ltl„n administrator X„r
pear trees. Ideal home for someone to get
ceeds to be used for repairs on the Roland Payson.
Miscellaneous
more than care for himself. Influa living on the farm. About 1 mile from the
H. M. Watts was in Rockland Coolidge’s talents as a housewife, the State of Maim, as forf-ited t . the use
church. Although it was very stormy
city on Lake Avenue. GEORGE M. SJMenced by his friends he. a few months about $17 were netted.
Tuesday to attend ihe funeral of his she adds. During the illness of Presi- ' "f the s«i'* United States ;« r tin- Heged vio
BORDERS LAKE $1,906. ,00 ft. ov.-looks ’
126-131
dent Wilson, few repairs had been lation of Title II of Hie Act ot Congress of 4’i.aii of lakes. 100 a. 24 tillage: 10 pasture: I ■VONS, 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
ago, entered the Sailors Snug HarFriday AI. E. Scammon. P. S. Mer brother. Bentley J'. Watts.
October 28. 1919, conimo'ilv known as tin
FOR SALE - Bungalow, new. on tlie State
made and the Coolidges being there National Prohibition Act, to wit. the alleged 36 wood, 7 nn. house; .50 ft. stable:
mile
itor at Staten Island where he died rjam. V. B. Perry. Chester Philbrook,
Will pXy highest price
Seldom Wilev of South I’nion was
.
unlawful us.' of said automobile io tlie un to Ullage. Old age forces .sale. Worth $3000. , road opposite the Penobscot ( amps, three
Oct. 27.
The funeral services were xeil Farrell. Paul Merriam, Allen a recent caller wfih friends a: this «rst for a P"1.0*1..0* ??ly ,W0 }ea.rH
No lot too large; none too small.
1 DyPEASE, Hope, Me.
t
130-lt miles out of Belfast. 20 acres of land. Look
lawful
transportation
of
iiitox:,
,'ing
liquor,
the
unexpired
Harding
term,
hesi

held at his late home here Saturday Borgerson and Oscar Foster gathered place.
ing out the best sight of the Penobscot Bay
by David E. <’nn»ey of Bailor, i.i said DlsGUNNERS are warned not to hunt on the1 on the road. This place has three rooms up
tated to start extensive alterations. tiict
attended by his fellow members of tt the Library building and made
Mrs. Lilia Morton and children were
Call Warren, Me. 3-22
property of Karl Niemi. Warren Me., on South stairs and five down, electric lights and
However
when
(/oolidgc
was
re

Ami
that
a
hearing
will
he
given
mi
said
Orient Lodge. F.A.M., and many, some very necessary repairs on tho in Washington So: day.
I.'.0*132 water. Would make a good summer place or
application in the Unitil States District \\ ,i" R..;id.
elected.
first
attention
had
to
be
friends.
Bcv. H. S. Kilborn of the building.
The ladies furnished dinor write, care of
HORSE FOR THE WINTER .\mild like to Heal home. Will sell for part payment or
Miss Mu rife 1 Brown is recovering
Court, at Portland, iu sail Soutln in Division
...................................
Baptist Church officiated. The bear- ner and supper for the workers. These well from a surgical operation w hich given to the temperamental elevator, cf said District on........
the
twenty-.’\th day of have some one to take light, ••lever driving i exchange for other property. GEORGE '.M.
I
'29
at
It
ii
'o'<
I
’
m
k
in
the
horv.c
for
keep
for
the
winter.
TEL.
Union
l
SDCMONS,
23
Tillson
Ave.,
Rockland.
which
often
stopped
between
floors
November. A. D
ers were Captains James T. Fales, men gave their time and those who she undet went a few weeks ago.
AI Rines, Warren, Me.
126-131
128-133
with distinguished guests and some forenoon at which time and | lace all person; 10 ring 12: FOOTHILLS FARM.
John Brown, James E. Creighton and use the building this winter will find
Miss Ethel l)a»*!.-? is attending high
claiming any right, title < r Intetcat in said
FOR SALE—Cottage# al Meguntlcook Lake ,
NOTICE
Tlds
Is
to
notFv
all
persona
that
times
refused
to
budge
at
all.
A
new
Arthur Je Elliot.
Interment was in
niuch more comfortable.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
pioperty are hereby summoned to appear and
school at Union.
and Crescent Beach and also cottage lots.
electric cleaner was substituted for show cause, if any they have, why said after thia date I will pay n.v bills contracted GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Ave..
Thomaston cemetery. He is survived
Sunday School Bally Day exercises
Miss Vira Stevenson of Camden
I y my wife. Ha rriet E. Verge. ENOS H.
the
antique
apparatus,
the
White
Rockland.
126-131
application should not he g’anted.
112-tf
by a widow, a daughter, Mrs. Teresa weie uiven at thc Church Sunday was a Sunday c Bier with friends at
VERGE. Thomaaten, Oct. 21.
128*130
And you are to give *a‘d notice by serving
House was equipped for the first time
FOR SALE—Farms, large and small, good
of Xutlev, X. J . and a sister
' nina. It was a beautiful day. all this place.
BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order
a opy hereof on the officer or person in
with
electric
refrigeration.
tw!5
locations.
Shore
property.
Some
bargains.
I
-Mrs. I’red Small of Hammonton X'.l’.'th<‘ li,t,e fo,ks as wel1 as thp old"1'
charge of the garage of Oscar Haglund on from $25 up. Ladies’ or Men's clothing
Willis and Herbert Bunker of Ban
125*130
filters for softening hard water in Myrtle Street dn WatervlPe in the County cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit M R. MILLER, East Union. Me:
_________________ ones were there. The exercises were
BLAKE B. ANNIS *•
gor were recent visitors at the home
FOR SALE—Overland touring car, model 91,
of
Kennebec, in said District wh'Tc said au pleased 75c. AU work guaranteed. 492 MAIN
stalled
and
the
kitchen
was
refitted
very interesting, all from the very
Chiropractor
St.
Tel.
8390.
Open
evenings.
of Mr- and Mrs. A. W. Payson.
127-tf } mileage 17,000. Guaranteed In good running
tomobile
is
now
stored,
in
I
by
publishing
a
CAMDEN
with
new
utensils,
including
an
in

smallest tots to the High School chil
111 Limerock 8tr..t
copy hereof once a week to • two weeks iu The
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES condition. Tires all new. cords, side curtains
cinerator.
#
dren showed by the manner in which
Courier-Gazette, a news’)?.per published at and estat e: up-to-date property, in the gar and tools included. Battery new this year.
(Corner Lincoln)
AFTER-DINNER ORATORY
Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Gardner they did their parts they had hffil
Mrs. Coolidge had the additional Rockland iu the County of Knox in said Dis
den spot (»f Maine -Penobscot Bay. Write ' Price reasonable for cash. Inquire at 42
Lady in att»nd»no.
FULTON ST.. Rockland.
123-tf
have returned to their home in Bock- much care in tlie training.
trouble, too, of souvenir hunters, who trlct, the county in which said automobile us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
/
Phono Tid4
After-dinner oratory may soon be
was seized, tin last publication to be at
118-tf
FOR SALE—Blacksmith shop and land.
land. Mass., after a visit with Mr. and
Air. and Mrs. John Snow and family 1 radically defunct in Italy. *\Vhat- at times became highly trouble least ten day» before said date of hearing, fast. Me.
Painless System
South Main St., $350. House, large lot of land
(.EN7KAL
TRUCKLN(i,
Oyster
River
bridge,
Mrs. T. W. McKay and Mr. and Mrs. win, have heen spending a few days
some.
and by posting copies hereof in three p.iiblic
of Adjusting
jever debit may exist against Musso
Thomaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M. at Pleasant Gardens, Rockland. $1000; can he
Arthur Grinnell. They were accom at the Merriam cottage returned to
"To me the home of the Presidents pia<es near the place of fdzurc. to wit: a!
_____________________________________ 118-tf paid In rent. Six room house on Beechwoods
lini for the suppression of Italy’s j .
Rockland,
Maim*.
St..
Thomaston.
$850.
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
69
panied hy her parents. Mr. and Mrs. their home in liockland Saturday eve- liberties, he is storing up a substan- ‘s
” says
the former
s sacred
t
. ground,
...
.
And you are to take rids said property
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1 Park St. Tel. 1080.
___________ 122-tf
Fred Packard who will spend 'the ning.
ti„I credit by what his dictatorship is nrst ladf- “hallowed by the mem into your custody and make due return will be at my dockland office Fridays and
(Successor to Dr. T. D. McBeath)
FOR SALE— Rug and knitting yarns by
Paul
Merriam
who
is
on
the
football
hereof
with your goinds Sw-reln.
winter with them.
doing toward abolishing after-dinner , ories
mp".
our
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H.
Witness the Honorable John A l’etcrs. at DAMON, dentist. Rockland.____________ 118-tf manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BARTMrs- Igjura Osborne has returned team of the Rockland High this year
country has chosen to high office. To
Osteopathic Physician
LETT,
Harmony,
Maine.
122-133
bores.
said Portland, the fifteenth nay of October.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws »uu
live in it is to live in a shrine and I A. D 1929.
from a trip to the White Mountains, is doing some good work judging
By Appointment—Tel. 13s
A national touring convention met
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire It.
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LLMEBOCK
8t
from
news
accounts.
Boston and Gloucester, Mass.
never understand the point of tL.S.)
JOHN F. KNOWLTON.
in Capri, Italy, with a Fascist in the ; could
.
Tel. 1010.
,
____________ 118-tf U. COLLLNS or C. E. GOULDIN’G. 54 Pacific 38 Limerock St.
Rockland
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
F.
Crawfotd
of
Clerk
of
said
Distrht.Court.
8t.
t__________________ 121-tf
Arey-Heal Post. American Izgion,
chair. A delegate from Amalfi arose ( Vlew of lhc‘ souvenir hunters who
Graduate al American lc>ool
LADIES —Reliable stcck of hair goods at the
Saturday after dinner and launched a long dis- | took away mementoes to add to A true copy—AtteSl;
will hold a public bridge party on Foxboro. Mass., arrived
FOR SALK—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord;
S.
E.
WOODMAN.
Rockland
Hair
Store.
236
Main
St.
Mall orders
OstnnnVhv
Tizes coming by motor, returning to their c i tation about the attractions of the their stpinge collections. In the East
Xov. 22. at the Legion hall,
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.________ 118-tf junks, $12: 4 ft., $10; soft wood fitted. $10;
United States Marshal, District f Maine.
4 ft., $8. O. H. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
home on Monday. Frank Perry and place. One hang of the gavel brought i room lhe little tassels on the finish130-T-133
will he awarded.
FOR
SALE
—
Hard
wood,
fitted,
$14
;
long
_____________________ 120*131
The Followers of thc Way will hold Miss Mentie Pfrry accompanied them. a stop.
$10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumbti
all know about the ing braid on the edges of the bro
W<
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 ; long,
a Hallow.<4n costume party on Wed They will spend the winter in Massa
delivered. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21.
beauties of the place.” the chairman caded hangings had been pulled oft’ KNOX 88.
October
15.
A.
1).,
1929
$10;
junks,
$12;
soft wood fitted, $9; junks.
P. O. Thomaston.
118-tf
nesday evening, Oct. 30 at 7 o’clock chusetts.
We. the undersigned, having been duly
interposed.
"What we want to know as high as the hand could reach and
Osteopathic Physician
$8. delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
appointed
by
the
Honorable
Meizer
T.
Craw

at ihe C( ngregational parish house.
________ ____________________________ 113-tf
is what has heen done about building I was told that in times past pieces
ford,
Judge
ct
Probate
within
and
for
said
For
Sale
898 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Seaside Club will hold a fair at the
EAST UNION
r. ads. making better sanitary condi of the material with which the fur County. Commissioners to receive and decide
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
There will he an all day session of tions. regulating hotel prices and niture was covered had been cut out.” upon the claims of the creditors of Moses
Masonic hall on Thursday evening.
FOR SALE 29 pigs, bean threshers and acres of land situated In Warren on Stat?
Telephone
1298: Reeidenoe 888-81
road
between
Warren
and
Thomaston.
Also
Halil lyte of Warren In said County, deceased, Sulky plows. ('. M. BURGESS, Union. Me.
Xov. 14. Oyster stew supper wi’.l he the Ladies Farm Bureau Xov. 5, sub other matters that interest the tour
129-131 farm wagons and farming implements for
WHEN IX XEW YOKE - Kemembcr U.ai you whose estate has been represented insolvent. Tel. 17-3.
ject “Christmas Suggestions.”
ist. If you have anything to say on
served.
sale.
For
further
Information
write
to
MRS.
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, witli hereby give public notice, agreeably.to the
FOR SALE 140-ncre farm known as the W. E, BORNEMAN’, Warren.__________ 118-tf
Mis. Elizabeth Wentworth of Hope these, we will listen: otherwise not.’ the home news, at Hotallng's News Agency, order ot' the said Judge of Probate, that six
Miss Gladys Coose gave a birthday
Alonzo Carter place one mile from Union
months from and after September 21. 1929 ( ' mnion on State mad. good house and build
Oratory could make no headway ;;1I8 West 4nth street
GLOBE LAUNDRY
parly at her home on P«*arl street for was a weekend guest of Mrs. Jennie
FOR SALE—CedaF boat boards, all thick
hare been allowed to said creditors to present ings, cuts lots of hay, large pasture and wood nesses. Small lota five cents foot planed two
against such good sense.
The im
Miss Margaret Bobbins of Hope. Be- Payson.
Portland, Maine
and prove tlieir claims, and that we will at land, large young orchard, near railroad, sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps
FRANK
H.
INGRAHAM
Mis. Helen Gordon is spending a passioned
phrases
died
on
the
/rerhments were served and a de
QUALITY WORK
tend to thc dut> assigned us at the Probate creamery and canning factory. M. R. MIL buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber
lips < f tlie speech-maker. Dictator Attorney and Counsellor a' Court Room, ( our: House. Rockland. Maine.
lightful evening passed.
Miss Bob lew weeks in Boston and vicinitv.
118-tt
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
129*131 JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14.
Nov. 6, 1929. end March 11. 1930. at ten of thc LER, East Union, 'Me.
A cement foundation his been ship is a heavy price to pay. but if it
bins was the recipient o: som? very
clock
in
the
forenoon
of
each
of
said
days.
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
—
Remember
that
you
FOR
SALE
—
Four
foot
mill
slabs,
$6.5(»
Law
Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
p'aced under the Grange hall and can eliminate the after-dinner orator
pretty gifts.
can buy mpies of The ('oiirlcr-Gazette with srove length, $8 per cord; also building lumEDWARD K. GOULD,
America may yet follow in Italy's l'•l•phoncs—Offiea 488; H«ut« 883-R
Avaught: Ames motored to B stun ( ther repairs are being made.
ENSIGN OTIS
thc home news, at the Old South News Agency, ; ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thumaxtnn
69-70

Mr and Mrs. William M. Cullen of
Lewiston spent the weekend in town.
Thieves are netting in their work
on the waterfront and other parts of
tlie town.
Wednesday Cecil Cushmae who runs a motor boat brinaing
clams to the Black & Cay Canning
Co., had the gasoline stolen front his

.Mrs. Edith Qverlock returned from
Westbrook Thursday night where she
had been spending a few days with
her brother. Dr. Granville Shibles.
ltev. and Mrs. Philip C. Hughey.
Calvin and daughter Ruth. Mrs.
Audio Russ. Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Whit
ney and Mrs. Ella Overlook attended
the W.C.T.U. Institute held Friday at
the First Baptist Church. Rockland.
My ran Parker and son Myron and
Mi. Dury of Searsport, spent Sun
day with Mr. and Mis. Frank Ryder.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Annie Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Walsh of Alla
gash tailed on their daughter. Mi’s.
Philip C. Hughey. Saturday, enroute
for St. George where Sunday Mr.
Walsh began his duties as pastor.
Mrs. Charles Rhodes and mother
Mrs. J. F. Heal of West Rockport
were guests Thursday of Mrs. B. F.
Young in Lincolnville.
At the annual meeting of the KnoxLincoln Farm Bureau held in Warren
Thursday another Rockport citizen in
addition to the one mentioned in the
Saturday issue, was a first prize win
ner. Mrs. C. W. Steward of the

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

BOSTON
BY STEAMER

BASTE

xlfanixhift liiirx

every grave.

Memorials

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

LIVE POULTRY

DR. E. L SCARLOTT

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS

Saturday returning

Sunday accom-

Mp.

and

Mrs.

M»iton

Payson

oC footsteps.

, 431 Main Straat

Rockland , U1 T 130

Commissioners.

Wabhiugluu St., next Old South Church.

118-tf

Evcry-Other-Da^
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DRIVING

Say it ivith

Flowers
In addition to personal notes regarding
Thc bridge party sponsored by the ’
departures and arrivals, tliis department espe BPW Club Friday evening had six
cially desires information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or tables, honors being won hy Airs.
telephone will be gladly received.
Thomas McKinney, Airs. Olive Syl
TELEPHONE .................................................... .

770

'Pho annual “Pep" banquet tit the
State Y.P.C.l’. takes place Friday
evening at
the
Congress
Square
Church, Portland. Several members
of the local organization are planning
to attend.
Karl Thurston was home front the
University of Alain ) over the week
end.

The ladies of the
Unlversalist
Church serve supper tomorrow at 6
oclock with Airs. L. R. Campbell as
chairman.

vester, Airs. Clara Crockett and Alrsr.
Mildred Hallowell., Mrs. A. L. Har
mon and Airs. W. II. Anderson were
in charge.
Austin St. ('lair of Westbrook was
tlie guest of relatives over the Week

end.
A series of bridge parties to be
sponsored by members of the parish
of St. Bernard's Catholic Church
through the winter season will be
ushered in next Monday evening at
the ThJrndikegrill. Miss Celia Bfault

Mrs. kt ancis Lotiraine and Airs. Don
ald Perry are in charge.
The pro
ceeds will be devoted to the church
The Junior Y.P.C.l'. holds a Hal I oudget.
loween party tliis evening from 6X10
j
Aliss Pearl Borgerson returns today
to 8.30 in the Universalist vestry,
j from Bostqn \vl^°re she has been
with Airs. C. A. Knickerbocker in
j spending two weeks* vacation from
charge. Each member has the priv
ner duties in the office of clerk of
ilege of inviting one guest.
Guests
are asked to come in costume if pos j courts.
sible.
Everett Frohock has returned from
AIss Caroline Littlefield is expected Providence where he spent a few
days with his brother Wilibur at
home tomorrow from Montclair, X. J.,
where she has heen the guest of Air. Brown University. Saturday he saw
the Syracuse-Brown game.
and Airs. Charles AY. Littlefield.

Air. and Airs. William II. Rhodes.
Air. and Airs. C. O. Perry, Air .and
Mrs. Benj. C. Perry and Seymour Air. and Airs. C. A. Rose and Air. and
Cameron motored to Brunswick Sat Airs. Ralph Hanscotn spent the weekurday to attend the Colbv-Bowdoin ’ end in Lewiston.
game.
Airs. Alary Chase who has been
Airs. Alary Veazie arrived home visiting her mother. Airs. Alary AL
Saturday front
Fall River, Mm. Griffin. Water street, has returned tc
where she was the guest for a week her home in Newburyport, Mass.

/

ITS

MUM
TIME
Chrysanthemums !
The
most
glorious of Autumn’s flowers, bring
the sparkle of sunshine into your
home. Decorate with Chrysanthe
mums.
We have them now at
their radiant best. Order today.

The '
Little Flower Shop
“SILSBY’S”
ROCKLAND
399 MAIN ST.

Air. and Airs. Uleve’.and Sleeper
leave tomorrow for a short visit in
Boston.

Airs. Bert Curtis (Hazel Xutt) is at
Knox Hospital for treatment.

The Wawenock Club resumes its
meetings Monday evening, the season
opening with a picnic supper at the
home of Airs. Susie Campbell.
Aliss
Lenore Benner spent
the
weekend on a motor trip to Portland,
Waterville and Farmington.
Aliss Barbara Karl has returned to
Maine Central Institute after spend
ing the convention recess with her
parents, Air. and Mrs. 1). L. Karl,
Granite street,
Aliss Grace Black,
also a student, was her motor guest.
-

Airs. Quincy .Maker of VinalhaVen
is the guest of her granddaughter.
Aliss Hilnvi Bradstrcet. for the week.

Air. and Airs. E. P Jones and son
Robert and Air. and Airs. Earl Smith
and children, motored to Bingham
Sunday to view the new (’••otral
Maine Power Co. dam.

* * » *

122-tf
Mr. and Airs. G. W. Foster and Aliss
Flora Fish, spent Sunday in Sears
port.
✓■

to learn more is barred from joining,
nn application haying yet been re! jeeted.

♦ • ♦ *
Heaven is said to be one vast de
mocracy and this dull adheres to this
principle.
Men are barred only be
cause of lack of accommodations;
also
because
they
are
already
post-graduates in political lore, hence
j have, no need for our elementary
work, we having been responsible
citizens only nine years, thus feel
ing the need of study in the A.B.C.s
Then. too. men possess a most bouni tiful supply of clubs already which
•are carefully restricted to their own
j sex.
In passing, may we comment

Aliss Alildred Bisson of Beverly,
Mass., was a weekend guest of Aliss
Hazel .Marshall recently.

Airs. Katherine Simmons who has
been spending the past three months
in Bridgton has returned horpe.

Richard Bird home from the Uni
versity of Alaine over the weekend
had as his guest a classmate. Edward
1J. i w • -.

so suppress discussion in thc interests
of harmony. Scoffers in the old days
said "Watch tlie hair fly when women
get to quarreling over polities’” So
tn fear ami
trembling this club
opened nine years ago with no taboo
1 on religion or polities, with a wel
come for all honest discussion, as :jn
11-partisan club in preference to a
non-partisan
dub,
for
neutrality
means nothingness.
“We agree lo disagree” Jlnd eour‘ tesy for differing opinions prevails
We believe in free speech and indi
vidual liberty of opinion as precious
beyond price. This plan has worked
admirably, no quarrels over partisan
polities ever having arisen
in odr
......................
club. (It is worthy < . note that tne
only monkey-wrench ever Thrown to
cause disturbance into' this club’s
wheels of progsess was not tossed by
a w man. hut by a man and he a min
Air. and Airs. Charles W. Sheldon
ister of the gospel).
[ have returned /rom' a 10-days’ vaca
* * * •»
tion visit including stops at Xew
Christian Citizenship is our topic—
Vtork. Philadelphia and Wilmington.
a bigger, better, busier club our ob
Del.
jective.
Our club's growth in influence and
Air. and Airs. J. Adelhert Brewster
numbers is si matter for just pride.
<.f Auburn motored here Sunday tc
It is the largest federated club in
,visit .Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snow ami
.Maine, with 98 mope members than
Ernest Tolman and Gardner L. Toleven thc Woman’s Literary Union of
man. West Meadow road.
Portland.
Each of our memliers is
affiliated with the Alaine Federatis n
Vinton Skillin and Kendall Green »f Women’s Clubs of more than Ift.ftOO
v ere in Portland over the weekend.
4jris an(] women, whose object is

Air. and Airs. Herbert Libby and
grandson of T.vngshoro. Alass., were
By invitation of the Philharmonic weekend guests Th' Airs. Susie Lud
Club of Lewiston-Auburn all mem- J
wig. Pine street.
hers of the Rubinstein Club who wish
to attend the concert given by the.
Thomas Keating, manager of, Hotel
Rubinstein Club as an exchange pro
Rockland, is in II ston on a short
Airs. J; hn Meservey has returned
gram Friday evening are invited to he visit.
from Kenduskesig where she has been
their guests at the dinner given at the
De Witt hotel in Lewiston at 6.30.
the guest of her sister. Airs. Stover
Aliss Evie Sullivan who has been
The Rubinstein Club will be repre making an extended stay at her for- | the pant fortnight.
sented on the program hy Airs. Ruth
mer Rockland home returned to Bos
Airs. Lizzie Rogers of Owl's Head
Sanborn, pianist. Aliss Bertha Luce,
ton Sunday night.
was the guest nf Mis. Alinnie Rogers,
violinist: and Airs. Beulah Ames in
musical readings.
Airs. Emily/ Oreen£ and Air- and I Amcsburv street over the weekend.
Chapin Class gives a party this
i vening at the home of Aliss Jennie
Trussell, Chestnut street with Mrs.,
Adelaide Snow as honor guest. All’s.
Snow leaves Friday for Port land
where h°r son Stanley, lias accented j
a position witli tlie Fidelity Trust Co. i

Mrs. Harold Greene and daugnter
Ruth spent the weekend in Portland
with relatives.

Aliss Cora Hall lias returned from
Portland where she attended the
State Teachers’ convention.
Accom
The
postponed meeting of the j panied by her brother. George Hall,
the weekend was spent in a motor trip
Woman’s Association of the First
through the White Mountains. They
Baptist Church will he held Tuesday
went through Crawford and Fran
evening following prayer meeting.
conia. Xotehes, hut on account of the
snow, were unable to see the “Old
Air. and Airs. Fned Brown have re
Airs. H. R. Curtis and son Clarence
turned from Portland where they have closed their home at Ash Point Alan of the Alountains.’ The tops of
the
mountains w$re also covered with
were guests of their son. Clarence and will spend the winter at 25 PurBrown and family for a few days.
| chase street.

Air. and Airs. W J. Rapp. Air. and i
Airs. AL Colonari.i and son Raymond1
of Bridgeport. (’ inn., arrived by motor
Sunday to be guests of Air. and Airs.
W. E. .Morgan at The Highlands for
the week.

The Rubinstein Club met Friday
afternoon, with Airs. Kathleen Mars*
t'n as chairman. The miscellaneous
program was prefaced by several in- ,
ten sting current events drawn from
the world of music.

Plano Duct Two Hungarian Dances .. Brahms
Miss Margaret Stahl. Miss Mabel Limb
Contralto A Garden Romance Grant-Si hnefe:
Iris,i Ixrve Song ................................ Lang
IMrs. Maryon Renner
Soprano-Good-Bye .Summer ......
... Lynes
Gt ay Days ...................................
Johnson
•Mrs. Katherine Veazie
Pinner Butterflies ............................
Nevin
Nils. Nellie Magune
Soprano A Birthday .. Huntington-Woodmar
.Mrs. Mildred Havener
>I< zzo Soprano t-Thou Art So hike a
Flow’r
...... ............................. Chadwick ■
Nocturne .................... ................. Chadwick i
►Mis. Ixirita Bicknell
Piano Pononaisc in G-sharp minor .... Clinnin I
Miss Julia Woodcock
(Substituting for (Mrs. Katherine I’ooUr)
Contralto— Recollection ............ W. .B. Olds j
Lilacs .................................... Rachmaninoff
I Wish Vou Knew ........... Alice Reber Fish j
Airs. Gladys Morg.-Mi
Airs. Faith Berry and Airs. Magune
acted as accompanists. and Aliss
Stahl substituted in the piano duet
for Aliss Alice Fuller.
The next
meeting takes place Friday, Xov. 8,
being in the nature of an exchange
program with the Philharmonic Club
cf Lewiston-Auburn. It will be a
guest day, and Airs. Dorothy Smalley
is chairman.
Do some of your Christmas shop
ping at Pleasant Valley Grange Fair
Friday afternoon and evening, Xov.
1. Y< u will find on sale aprons, fancy
work, home canned fruits and vege
tables, pickles and jelly, also fresh
vegetables, fruits and candy.
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that we have yet to learn however of
even one of theirs which openly and
ivowedly studies political issues as
we do from every partisan angle,
without feai\ or favor?
Some men
admit this is because they are afraid
of quarreling over partisan^politics,

Airs. C. E. Gilley. Broadway, enter
tained the T.H.E. Club and special
Aliss Carrie Brainerd and Airs. H.
guests last evening at supper and Irvin Hix are spending the mopth in
cards, the occasion proving to be a Boston.
surprise party for Aliss Anna Coombs,
who leaves early in December for
Airs. Clarence S. Beverage leaves
Florida. Aliss Coombs was presented today for a week's visit in Boston.
with a wardrobe suitcase.
Honors
in cards were won by Mis. A. R. Hav
Air. and Airs, lluse X. Tibbetts of
ener, Mrs. John Ranlett. Airs. J. Al. ; Houlton were weekend guests of Air
Richardson. Aliss Coombs and Airs. and Airs. Ralph Tibbetts. Gleneove
Fred Veazie.
and Mr. and Airs. David G. Hodgi kins.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will meet Wednes
Aliss Anne Povieh lias returned
day evening with Airs. L. <1. Perry at
from Xew York, after a fortnight's
the pars, nage. Go prepared to sew. vacation.
\
—
Air. and Airs. John S. Marshall and
Aliss Isabel Kirkpatrick has re
Air. and Mrs. William Sansom mo
sumed her duties at Carver’s book
tored : > IX er Is’.? Sunday where they
store after a fortnight’s vacation.
will spend a few days.
Airs. Florence McClure. son Bert
rand of Criehaven. Air. and Airs. A.
S. Rankin and Airs. Ada Brewster
were /uests of Airs. McClure's daugh
ter. Aliss Etta Brown in Augusta re
cently.
They dined at the Worster
lr use in Hallowt 11.

Has An Employe Called On You Yet?

x
WILLIAMS-MEALEY
Tli*' T.S\S. Club gave a Halloween
party Friday night at the home of
Wedding
bells pealed
Saturday
Doris Blackman.
The event took
tiftt rnoon when the marriage of Sherplace in ihe garage which was artis
tically decorated with corn stalks and v.ood Williams of Thomaston, son of
col-red lights.
DtTTsIde the door, a Air. and Airs. Alaynard W’illianis and
large pumpkin hearing the letters Aliss Ruth S. Alealey of this city
T.S.S.” greeted the following guestfc took place at the First Baptist par
Rev. ,1. Charles AlacDonald
Doris and Wendell Blackmail. Faith sonage.
Lurvey.
Constance Snow.
Walter. officiated, idie doublexi’ing service be
Ralph, and Alden Post. Linwood Ayl- ing used. Tlie coupie were attended
ward. Katherine Snow. Alary Ginn. by Aliss Alma A. Xutt and William
Luella Snow. Yelzora Look, Alarion Grafton of Thomaston. Thc bride
and Vivian Mullen, Frederick Palmer was becomingly attired in a brown
R bert Hussey, and Byron Haining. canton crepe gown 1 rimmed with
chiffon velvet, and wore matching
There will he an executive board shoes, stockings and hat. and carried
meeting of the D.A.R. to consider the pink sweet peas.
proposed amendment to the by-laws
The young couple left immediately
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 at Airs. for Portland on a brief honeymoon,
Charles Sheldon’s. Alasonie street.
leaving in a oar appropriately deco
rated. on tlieir return they will be
Alary, daughter of Air. and Airs. L. at the bride's home on Cedar street
A. Maker, very pleasantly entertained for the present time.
16 of her little girl friends at a Hal
Airs. Williams is the daughter of
loween party Friday night.
The Joseph Alealey of Washington. I). C.
guests were in costume. Games were formerly of Rockland.
She is a
played, the prize going to Alice Hap graduate of the Rockland High School
worth in the peanut hunt ami Rose and has recently heen employed in
Flanagan for bobbing apples with Snooks' Sweet Shop. She has made
Lucille Sliute and Suzanne Perry tied u wide circle of friends, who will
ir. pinning the cats tail. There were hasten to proffer congrTttulations. Air
several unexpected costumed guests ^Villiams is employed in the ston 1 cut
during the evening. Airs. .Maker was ting business at Wildcat, and is high
assisted by Aliss .Marion Teel with
ly regarded.
the games. The guests were Alarjorie
and Suzanne Perry. Rose Flanagan.
“1 don’t want any.”
Lucille and Dot Sliute. Lucille Hup
“Any what?"
per. Olive and Helen Carnes, Alary
“Whatever you are selling."
Simpson, Doris Gatti. Alary and Xa“I’.ut I'm taking census. How many
omi Richards, Alice Hapworth, Vera
and Frarfees Rentier, Sophia Cohen, children have you?”
“None, and I tell you. 1 don’t want
Alary Maker.
any."

mental culture and helpfulness^ also.
with the General Federation of Wom
en’s Clubs, with more than two mil
lion members, the largest organiza
tion of women in the world today.
Such an affiliation in itself, even if
I one can never attend meetings, is a
priceless privilege.
Every forwardlooking woman will so esteem it. And
. what better service can she render
her girl baby in her cradle and her
daughter “of the teen age" than to
hasten to enroll lier on the dub's
! roster, as a testimonial to her belief
in education as the hope of the world?
.Many should do this.
i
Our attitude of complacent indif
ference can only swell the ignorant,
irresponsible, vote and lead to disas1 ter.
It is imperative that girls and wom
en, of America acquaint themselves
with public affairs, for somebody
must attend to politics and it needs
y< u. needs your aid, your understandI ing.
Even if {’ou* can never attend
I meetings, your interest and sense of
responsibility will be deepened by your
mere act of club membership with
others whose motto is “Xot for our
selves alone.”
"Hold fast and go
forward.”
• • • •

Ralph Vonanl
Chrlstol Cameron
Lizzie dark
Harry Cohen
Mattie Campbell
Abbie .Conners
Lillian (Clark
Kathie Diamond
Rae Dane
Jennie Dickey
Neva Dyer
Janette Dunton
Joseph Dondis
Charles Emery
( lain Finery
Lilia Elliott
Anne Flint
Caroline Fuller
Mabel Fernald
Anna Finegold
Lucy Gross
Ethel Grover
liornthv Gordon
Bert Gregory
Ruth Koster Ho. Ii
Aliada Hall
Doris Hyler
Myrtle Herrick
Nan
ElizMietli Haskell
Alvin Hutchinson
Maude Hallowell
Mary Holbrook
Bernice Havener
Nathan Hopkins
l Emma Harvey

' Tuesday, November 5, is the
last day of the

Customer Ownership Campaign
Employes of the Central Maine Power Company are busy calling on customers
and explaining the details of the Company’s partnership offer availabl; from Oct.
22 to Nov. 5.

If you have not yet been personally offered an opportunity to purchase this
Company's PREFERRED STOCK $6 DIVIDEND SERIES at the special terms
of $97 Bat do not wait for an employe to call. Visit our local office or telephone
us to get complete information about this CL'S i CMER o W NER SEEP PLAN.
Conservative Investor Turns To Good Preferred Stacks

This Company’s PREFERRED STOCK has become so well known and so
firmly established as a good safe marketable and high interest bearing investment,
unaffected by business fluctuations, that the conservative investor looks upon it,
even more than ever, as the ideal place for a portion of his money. Especially
with common stocks and the so-called investments with a ‘ kick" in them selling
at prices that have discounted earnings for years to come, yielding dividends, in
most cases, less than 4'« .
Yields 6.18% At Present Price

At the special terms of $97 flat this stock yields over 6.18', . To those also
looking for enhancement in value it is not unlikely to believe that over a term
of years preferred stocks of growing, successful power and light companies offer
splendid opportunities to increase in value.

Mary Md’hiil
Minnie Newbert
Susie Newbert
ElizalMdh Otis
Gertrude Oliver
Eugene IM. O'Neil
Bertha Orbeton
Margaret Riu-kilffe
Jennie Rubenstein
1x4m a Risteen
Ixali ftobinson
Ruth Richards
Abbie Richardson
Priscilla Richardson
Shirlcv Rdlins
.Madeline Rogers
B It Red
Evelyn Sherman
iLena ‘Stevens
Dorothy Snow
Nettie Stewart
Rita iSmitli
Jessie Stewart
Evelyn Sherer
l.ucy Sillcry
Mary Southard
Kay Turner
«
■Coricc Timinas
Faith Elmer
Aliola Watts
•Eliza Whitney
Mabel Wiley
Xaida WinslowLilia Williams
Helen York
Margaret Yoking

Until the evening of Nov. 5, unless the stock is all sold before that time, any
Central Maine Power Company employe can take your order for our PRE
FERRED STOCK $6 DIVIDEND SERIES at $97 flat. Buy while you have the
opportunity. Get in touch with an employe or our local office or send in the cou
pon.

Central Maine Power Company
General Offices, Augusta, Maine
COUPON
t’eiitr.'il Maine Power Conip.iny.
Augusta, Alaine.

i-e send mt*>ftmiplete in format inn about your CUSTOAIE’

I
If victory is not achieved by Xov.
, 3t hy this hoard, another will he sub
stituted for December,
i
Today every project depends on the
I art and practice of good salesman; ship. Our club has heen engaged in
demonstrating its value through its
: discussions to stimulate tliinkinu. by
1 its course of ten addresses every win
der season, besides various study
j groups, the new psychology being tlie
! present subject combined with civics
and current events. Thus it has been
J selling itself. So it should lie easy
to sen
sell memneisini
memberships wholesale to the
ito
feinjnjne public wh
ho constitute a most
I Joval ;in(, ;i^,r (.i;
la tive group.
Alary Perry Rich.
Ululi President

and X.

or Town

KNOCKING THE KNFES

RAWLEY-BERRY

Tenant's

Harbor

to

Aliss

i
j

Fr

Berry of Camden was solemniz d at
the Baptist parsonage Saturday evc- ,
with Rev. J. Charles M ac ,
Donald officiating.
The single ting i

ning,
■

service was used, and the coup'' • was
unattended.

Tlieir home will 1

Long Cove where Air. Hawley is
ployed as a quarryman.

Pathfinder Draws the Lira on Style
Which Would Expose Men’s.
------Knee-length pants, n ere prescribed
for men by the “First National Al“n's
Dress Reform" meeting at Long
Beach. California.
hang
It is all right to give u
In style. Heaven known manst way
of being “pi’operly dressed” is silly
and uncomfortable, But no more exposed knees, please
\Ye are a longsuffering public.
Knees have■ been
inflicted off us in th" lrst lew years,
Knobby knee ■. knock
ad nauseam.
knees, pudg;r knees, ringular knees.
shdp<dy and unsha pd y knees have
been thrust into our view at every
angle—at home, in the office on the
street, on street cars -by biv. vomen,
little women, fat and ‘•kinny vonien
all in short skirts, until the >

;ht uas

'
!
!

ENTERTAINMENT
AND DANCE

MONDAY, NOV. 4

Boy!

Ihe Early Bird Catches the Worm!

Ee the Early Bird To Get a Seat For

“WHY BRING THAT UP?”

Dance
Auspices Itooevik Club

MORAN AND MACK

DANCE

TWO BLACK CROWS

EVERY

A PARAMOUNT

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

THURSDAY, OCT. 31

Temple Hall

at

Owl’s Head Town Hall

Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra

lOOTtf

U8-131
TODAY ONLY

JOHN GILBERT
In His First All Talking Picture

ALL TALKING-SINGING-DANCING SENSATION
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
——— —
_____________ *
SPECIAL MATINEE FOR KIDDIES 4.00 O’CLOCK
Love-hest
in
truder; ji fight
in a dark hall
way; a gun
shot;
and
a
boy
is given
the
supreme
sentence for a
crime he did
not commit.
Who did it?

Fire] the shot that
killed Rodney
Only one man
knew . Imt he
care not tell.
even
Xot
to
save his best

“HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT’’
WED.-THURS.

A Publix Theatre

PARK
Pictures

“FAST LIFE”

is only an opportunity. Some of these
whose names follow may refuse to
avail
themselves tf this glorious
chance to work and plead excuses,
more or less valid. Which shall it be
'with you?
Recruits not named are

|
i
Thc entertainment to be held in
Your rug problems can he settled
connection
with
Pleasant
Valley
Grange Fair Friday evening Xov. I with satisfaction guaranteed by call
will he a good one. Some clever spe ing The People's Laundry. Limerock
We shampoo your
cialties are to be presented.
Come street, Tel. 17ft.
and see if you recognize the artists. rugs and return them promptly, like
new.
124-tf
130-131

!
■
j

Alt n
WHEN IN BOSTON R?member that you
become exceedingly tiresom
who used to swarm to the tluatres for 1 can buj’ copies of The Courier-Gazette with
tlie home news, at the Old South News Agency,
the “leg shows” have now tuken up W;«vliint'Oin St., next Old South Church
bridge where knees ate und r the
table, and theatres have gone broke.
CLD FASHIONED
Men’s knees are ev» n worse—much
uglier
Ever notice those pictures of
groups of savages standing in a line?
Their knees show un like knots on
Auspces
fenct posts.
Any sort of covering
Old Fashioned Singing School
would Ipok better.
li knee-length
pants do come in styl • then rood luck
and a merry life for our old < uemies—
K. P. HALL
mosquitoes, fleas, gnats and flies’ —
7.30 o'clock
Tht Pathfinihr.
127-132

With

Hallowe’en

Edward Everettt Hale said: “Get
ting together is a beginning. Stay
ing together is progress, Working to
gether is Success.” But a few shrink
ing. lim<ous souls always shudder
• t thc mere word “Work ' They «av:
“Let George do it”—all. They fail to
realjzt* tliai they thus bestow upon
George—«r Georgiana!—all the joy
and inner satisfaction which springs
from work, thus only rob and cheat
themselves, just as surely as do pu
pils who copv the school work of othis and thus cheat themselves of
mental growth, just as surely as will
air muscles atrophy and die if we
choose always to ride and be carried.
when we should walk.
Whence has come the buoyancy of
such as Lindbergh, Thomas A. Edi
son. and countless other notables?
From their attitude of mind toward
j their jobs.
I
So our club and our drive for l,ft00

solicited.
“But “Where there’s a will there’s
always a way” and most will find joy
in adding new names and renewals
to the club’s fist of members, alrca ly
a distinguished one. Among tie most
recent being Mesdames Wallace IB
White.
Jr., John
Skollield.
Fina
Hutchins. Ernest McLean. William II.
Pattangall. C. B. Porter, Ralph O.
Brewster, Wm. Tudor Gardiner. Wil-

OWN FI

• 1 i I P iiffer by return mail.

Rockland. R. F. D. Oct. 28.

The marriage of Alfred Bawl

9

B

A competent committee of Educa ! iiam T. Cobb. Victor Warren. Guy I’,
tional Club members, believed to be i iannett, their applications being aeI cempanied by cheeks to cover many
efficient go-getters, and boosters, to
vears ahead.
ccmprise a board of managers to put
We want a hou«e to house canvass
across during the next month th»> organized with 50ft new members. 50ft
| renewals, and $250 to fall back upon
coveted 1.000 members has been se
! added to our treasury as a reserve
lected and the organization meeting
j fund for expenses, benevolences, etc.,
for plans and division of work willibc j at the phenomenally low rate of 25
held at 7 p. ni. Friday at .Judge Frank cents per year, and a receipt for every
B. Aliller’s School street residents, quarter you pay in. . Every quarter
min or shine. All named are invited. ahead will keep us smiling. We want
This dull aims to be the best chib more members, in order to do more
in Alaine and for the least money, good, to extend our benefits, influ
with innumerable benefits to its ence, usefulness still further.
If active work proves impossible,
members, with incalculable inspira
j can't you yourself pay ahead one or
tion to the public, with its undeviat
ing purpose to promote more intelli- : two dollars to make up for such as
, <re necessarily known as always
aent eitizensliip.\greater interest in .
“slow pay?” At leist. pleas • retrain
, and attention to government prob- ,
1 Horn being ir. your Comments a wet
Hems, current issues, local and world j
blanket on the plan. “Thr w away
I affairs.
j
Affiliated with this dub. thus testi your hammer, buy a liorn" and blow
: it for our club. Be a Booster, nhver a
fying to the widespread appreciation
i if its aims in general and to its defi- . Knocker.
These are to organize themselves
nite 1.000-member gt al, are members i
ar.d serve one month as a hoard of
in
California.
Colorado,
Florida.
.Michigan,
Vermont,
Xew
Jersey. managers: Alesdames—
Itebc ea Ingraham
Washington. D. C.. Xew York. Mas- Grace Armstrong
A va Jackson
Willis Anderson
i sacliusetts. New Hampshire, Pliila- Nellie Sawyer Buke
Alice Kittredge
(tdphhi. Illinois, as well as many dis
Aritta Knowlton
Ruth (Brackett
Alberta Knigirt
Josephine
Burns
tant nooks and corners of Alaine, and
Grace Ludwick
Mary
Bunker
Knox County, This proves this club
G W Ludwig
Ethel B. Brown
has no geographical restrictions.
It
Hattie Lodi.
Lillian Baker
Fred Leach
numbers all races, sects, religions, Mary Bates
Bertha Luce
jiolttical parties, also those with no Louise Brown
Lena Merrill
religious or political affiliation what Harry Bradbury
Telia Aicl'iilNiu
Lenore Benner
ever.
Orissa Merritt
1
Villa Burroughs
Lena Davis iMerry
Only the feminine being who alh - pH l$i..i>dell
l.ucy Marsh
Iready “Knows it all” and has no need Edna Boggs

.Aliss Ruth Stanton of Westerly.
Frank Sherman, who lias heen em
R. I., has been thc guest of Air. and ployed at Dark Hai bor, Islesboro, dur
Mrs. Samuel Levy.
ing the summer and fall, arrived home
The Methebesec Club meets Fri-|
yesterday.
Airs. Susan Ludwig has sold the
day afternoon with Miss Caroline ;
Stanley, 104 Xorth Alain street. Airs. greater part of her household fur
Aliss 'Flora Fish matron of the
Alice Karl will be leader, having for nishings and will he at the home of Nurses Home has returned from a
Airs.
A.
L.
Harmon,
11
Lisle
street
her subject “First Ladies.”
tko weeks’ vacation in Lowell, Cam
during the winter.
bridge and Boston.
Airs. Alinnie Cobh returned Sunday
•om a week’s" stay in Union.

THOUSAND

A

Educational Club, Already Largest In the State, Seeks a
Higher Goal—Mrs. Rich’s Plea

with her sister, Airs. Adelia S. Hills
who makes her home with her daugh
ter, Airs- Jefferson Borden.

Air. and Mrs. Fred Gardner and
daughter Pauline Ann and Air. and
All’s. Addison Stiles of Augusta were
guests Sunday of Air. and Airs. Her
bert Jxalloeh, Amesbury street.

FOR

Page Seven

With

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

THURSDAY-FRIDAY

by 'WiUiam. K Writs ajift Sidney Ourfitld
Staged by A H. Van tlurtn
Directed by KENNETH HAWKS

Also PARAMOUNT NEWS,

“SHIPMATES” All Talking Comedy

SHOWS
2 00. 6.30, 8.30
Sat. Continuous
2.00 t :0.30
HOME OF PARAMOUNT TALKING-SINGING PICTURES

,b

4. .j. .j. .j. sj.

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

SIX WEEKS OF SCHOOL
And What They Have Meant In Rockland Grades
Excellent Progress Being Made

Herbert Curtis is to occupy the
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
will have work on the Royal Arch de Brown house on Pine street, just va
cated by Mrs. Susan Ludwig.
gree Thursday night.

SOON WE SAY
GOOD-BYE FOREVER!

McLain School
Richard Sukeforth. Dorolhv Thomas.
At tlie close of sixth week school is Ruth Wotton and Roland Hayes
On the dental honor roll are: Nancy
well under way with a registration of
Howard, Margaret Havener. Barbara
398.
Mrs. Arthur W. Hall is moving from
Bear Hill or Bare Hill? Our valued
Last week City Marshal Webster Lamb. Priscilla McCaslin. George ■
correspondent, Adeila Veazie, raises the Larrabee house, Pine street, into
Nye. Jeanne Palmer. Edith Rich. Ev- '
this interesting point. Which is cor the Pendleton tenement, 55 Cedar gave an instructive and interesting erett Small. Pauline Spear. Richard
talk in every room on “Safety First,”
rect?
street.
emphasing care at crossings, use of Sukeforth, Helen Searles. Judson
sidewalk, and trying to have boys and Rector. Frank Roscoe. Mary Skinner,
Cash prizes at Carr’s alleys last
Mrs. Priscilla Richardson is mov
Lucille Stanley, Arthur Schofield.
week went to these candlepin artists: ing from the Rankin house. Cedar girls realize that a policeman is their Jeannette Shannon. Richard Staples,
friend.
Nelson 137, Norton 128. Jacobs. 122. street into the Conary apartment,
One little boy said in repeating the Dorothy Thomas. Edith McLellan.
Benner and Beliveau. tied on 117.
James street.
talk at home. Mr. Webster says "tell Ruth Munroe, John Munsey, William
Mack. Bert Vanorse. Ruth Wotton.
Earl C. Woodman of Ash Point i Raymond D. Bowden and family your folks to walk on the sidewalk, Roland Hayes. Ercell Widdeeomh.
ride
your
bicycle
in
the
road
and
sends us a strawberry blossom which i are occupying the Brewster street
Barbara Lassell and Madeline Munro.
keep your dog at home."
he picked at the Rockland airport last apartment of Mike Armata. Mr. and
We
have
had
two
fire
drills.
The
Friday. When that new hangar is j Mrs. Shirley B. Gross of Waldoboro
built somebody will probably find have also taken an apartment there, boys and girls can vacate the build
Grade I, McLain
ing in a minute and a half.
lilacs.
!
—
Tlie
Parent-Teacher
Association
Fourteen
pupils have been present
----! L. A. Maker of Maker’s Railway
every day for the first six weeks of
The Beach Inn at Lincolnville 1 has ciosed a contract for 30-foot com- has given to the school a set of folkschool. They are Donald Brackett
Beach closes Thursday night, after rnercial boat for a Cape Porpoise dance records to be used in connec
Arthur Brewer. Charles Call. Lucille
'N.
1
Sale!
Pay whatever
a remarkably successful season. Mrs. man. He has now a 34-foot power tion with physical education.
Tlie Red Cross nurses. Miss Steele Connon, Donald Fogg. Mary Lamb.
John B McIntire, the proprietor, has boat under construction for an out
and Miss Sylvester, have finished the Helntl Lehto. Mary Maker. Everett
leased a house in the near vicinity of of town party.
you can down and have
R< bert
Smith,
Howard
physical examinations.
The sight Spear.
the Inn as a home for the winter.
and hearing tests have been given, Thomns, Douglass Flmer. Robert
Conrad Nagel, considered by many
a year to pay the bal
Willard, and Gladys Freeman.
The fame of Zebedee Simmons as having the best voice among movie and the teeth examined. Dr. Howard
giving
the
Dental
inspection
We
have
twenty-one
names
"n
our
home raised watermelons has been stars, is coming to Park Theatre for
ance. When we are
The regular Teachers' meeting was Dental Honor Roll. They are Rob
spreading steadily the past week. Al- next Monday and Tuesday in “The
ert
Chisholm.
Charles
Call.
Esther
held
Monday
at
McLain
building.
most every paper in the State has I Thirteenth Chair." a thrilling allgone you can mail your
After routine business and talk by Cohen. Chester Colby, Barbara Cun
made some comment upon The Cou talking mystery picture.
i Supt. Toner the teacher's held meet ningham. Donald Fogg. Bdwqrd Har
rier-Gazette's item concerning the
payments to our Ban
ings discussing progress and prob riman. Mary Lamb, Heltni Lehto.
"milyuns."
Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S.,
lems of individual grades.
Dana Libby. Mary Maker. Stanley
in interesting meeting Friday
gor store!
At a meeting of Teachers' Associa Murray. Norm Newton. Geraldine
Fred Carter visited Matinicus Sat ning. preceded by supper with
tion it was voted to give the consti- Norton. Douglass Small. Everett
urday la_st and found in W. Scott C4eorge L. St. Clair as chairman.
,
,
„
,
tution and money in the treasury to Spear. Robert Smith. Vernon StudYoung’s garden green peas in blos degree was conferred
on Mr. and Mrs. • (h(, npw Teachers. Readin)r CIub.
ley. Howard Thomas. Errold Train r,
som and the family on Thursday par Elmer Larrabee.
The McLain teachers are to give and Joseph Vasso.
took of peas from these vines which
Twenty people in this grade were
.
the supper for the next meeting of
were as palatable as any in the sea
R.
Sherman, traveling freight Teachers- Readlng flub. to be held found to weigh what they should ac
son. There were dahlias untouched and passenger agent for the Eastern
Ix,mestic Science rooms at McLain cording to their height. The first of
by frost looking as fresh and hand Steamship Lines, Inc., has been en- j Building-. Oet 30
November weights will lie determined
some as they would in August.
joying two weeks' vacation. With
• ’r.x
again to lock for gains in those who
Mrs! Sherman, he made a short trip
Second Grade
$3*
need it.
An interesting event in connection to Boston, but most of the time has
The children in this grade are
with the State teachers' convention in been spent in Rockland.
much Interested in making booklets
Portland last week was the get-to
Grade III, McLain
called "My Fruit Book." in connection
gether meeting of graduates, former
Stanley V. Nickerson returned to with language, drawring and writing.
Dental
Honor Roll: Lawrence Kenstudents, and faculty members of Boston yesterday, having completed
This
month
"Fire
Prevention derdlne, Elmer Lufkin. Richard Karl.
Castine Normal School. The Alumni bis business affairs in this section.
were welcomed by the principal. Wil The lobster concern of which he is Week” was observed in correlation Donald Hess. Norma Havener. Lucille
liam D. Hall, formerly of Rockland, manager, has just finished a big sea with reading, language and drawing. Higgs. James Harding. Kent Glover.
The usual stories, poems and plays Charles Duff. Jack Brubaker. Inez
nir«t
who described the school’s develop son with the Canadian crustaceans.
of Columbus season were supple Bowley. Rose Bird. Elmer Bird. Su
ment.
Some of their supply is now being ob- | mented by sand table scene of Pinta, zanne Perry. Robert Call, Wesley
tained from New Jersey waters.
Nina and Santa Maria on a sea of Milligan, Ruth McLellan. George
Commissioner Stobie
has an
Huntley. Katherine Jordan. Bernice
blue.
nounced the official personnel of the
Much interest is being shown!
force of game wardens on reglar throughout the State in the raising I Tlie children have decorated the Munroe. June Miles. Madolyn Mcduty in the State. It Is headed by of pheasants for the purpose of lib- j room with Halloween witches, cats Kusick. Roger Newhall. Felice Perry.
Supervisors W. B. Hall of Farmington eration at maturity. This means that and owls which they made them Robert Rackliffe. Harriet Wooster. |
$ ^3^*
Frank Steeves, Virginia Ulmer and
and Joseph S. Stickney of Saco, with another game bird will be introduced j selves.
Annie
Willey.
The
following
children
have
their
Levi S. Dow of Presque Isle as assist making Maine even more valuable as
♦ • * »
names on "Dental Honor Roll:” Betty
ant supervisor. Fred H. Smallwood
a game State. It might Interest some
of Rockland is one of the chief ward to know that a few male pheasants Beach. Gordon Burgess. Kendrick
Grade IV, McLain
GA
Dorman. Sylvia Hayes, Edward Hillens. and Ralph W. Brown of Rockland
are available, and any party who grove. Howard Perry, Dorothy KalPerfect attendance: Ruth Rhodes.
and William F. Davis ot Union are
would like to start a pen can have a locli. Kilton Joyce, Kennetli Low.. Dorothea Merriam, Virginia Merriam.
deputy wardens.
male bird without cost at this time. Ralph Monroe. Ruth Tibbetts. Ruth Charfes Toner. Donald Chisholm. Vir
Any further information can be had Nichols, Albert Pease. Paul Rack- ginia Haskell. Ralph Hawley. Ethel
The stated assembly of King Hiram
Tnby communicating with Dr. Walter liffe, Norma Robbins. Gordon Stan Hayes. Dorothy Smith. Richard Hav- 1
Council, R.&S.M.. will be held Friday,
P. Conley. 420 Main street. Rockland. ley. Herbert Stover. Helen Spear, ener, Robert Hills. Mildred Shannon.
rvnopening at 4 p. m. Applications for
Ruth Sukeforth. Richard Spear. Ath- Dora Freeman, Russell Hewett. Doro- i
degrees will he received, and all of
leen Tibbetts. Ruth Winslow, Richard thy Brewer and William Karl.
the degrees conferred. All candidates
These pupils received the most star I
Winslow. Jeannette Gordon.
are requested to be present at 3.31
Twenty-nine children have their papers for the six weeks—Richard
p. m. The Council will be honored
‘ names on honor roll for arithmetic Marsh 16, Ralph Rawley 14, Dorothy ,
'by the presence of Grand Master of
I with Paul Rackliffe. Edward Hill- Sherman 11.
the Grand Council of Maine. Samuel
Many Halloween decorations have
' grove. Raymond Grindle. Ruth Win-vi
B. Furbish of Brunswick, who will
, sor. Herbert Stover and Perry How- been brought by the children to make
make his official inspection. At 6.30
PARK THEATRE
their
room attractive. The decorat
I ard leading.
p. m. a banquet will be served by
The following children had most ing has been done by the children.
Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S.. at 50
John Glfbert’s first all-talking pic star papers for past month: Edward
Two new plant shelves have been
cents per plate. The band will giie ture "His Glorious Night,” is playing Hillgrove. Ruth Winsor. Herbert added to the room. These were mad*
a concert and the patrol its drill.
by Clarence Peterson and William
today. It Is a torrid romance of Stover. Paul Rackliffe. Athleen Tib Karl.
betts. Richard Winslow, Gordon StanAustria.
Columbus Day was celebrated io| ley. Raymond Grindle, Patricia Al
On Wednesday and Thursday Lee len Norma Robbins.
making a project. This was past* <1
Tracy. Josephine Dunn and Stepin
These children have had perfect on the blackboard and presented Co
POSTOFFICE CHAT
Fetchit will be seen and heard in the attendance for half term: Gordon lumbus* voyage from Spain to
all-talking comedy drama. "Big i Burgess. Evelyn Harvey. Sylvia America.
The Fourth Grade is having a eon- ,
Time." The story, one of absorbing Hayes, Kilton Joyce. Daniel Munroe,
for
the
r.ew
coast-to-coast
Plans
human interest, depicts the triumphs j Ralph Monroe. Ruth Nichols. Paul test to see which side will learn its
passeng r service recently announced and tribulations of people who make i Rackliffe. Helen Spear. Ruth Tib tables first. The present scores ar* :
to carry passengers from New York their living behind the footlights and betts. Gordon Stanley, Eugene Stick Silvers 17. Golds 14.
il I]
to Los Angeles in thirty-six hours
Because the tops of the desks wen
in the glare ot the lights of a mo ney, Ruth Winsor.
will add to the alteady efficient air
The nurses found that these child in such poor condition, the children
tion picture studio. It moves swift
mail service. Trial Hights will begin
ly and convincingly throughout and ren have correct weight for age and volunteered to scrape, varnish and
Dec. 15.
happily results in delightful enter height: Patricia Alien. Jeannette shellac them. This they have done to
• • • •
Gordon. Raymond Grindle. Sylvia all the desks in the room and they
tainment.
The interior decorators now have
Hayes. Albert Pease, Herbert Stover. certainly show a great improvement
Tracy
portrays
the
role
of
Eddie
the Federal Building in hand and in a
■We have had many visitors, parents This work was done after school and
Burns,
the
arrogant
and
conceited
'ew weeks the many offices will be
and friends. We are always glad to the youngsters deserve a lot of credit
small
time
hoofer
whose
ego
finally
Yeung married couples will be sure to rush to our store as soon as they read about this unusual sale in The Cou
spic and span in a new coat of paint
lor their fine work.
wrecks his happiness; while Miss have friends interested in our work
and varnish.
rier-Gazette
A complete room outfit at about one-half price. We can furnish a dining room or bedroom for
and
hope
we
will
have
many
more.
Clarke is seen as the devoted and
• • • •
• • • •
the
amount
you
save. Here is a massive davenport wi ;h winged chair and club chair, covered with a handsome
understanding
wife,
who,
after
being
Grade
V„
McLain
Argentina-New York mail time has
Sub-Primary, Eva L. Toner
be n reduced six days by plane the deserted by her husband, (becomes a
heavy figured velour. Fine spring construction in all pieces and loose reversible cushions. We also include an
Study work in geography on gov
first direct air-mail from Argentina motion picture star in Hollywood,
Pupils not absent during first six- ernment gave opportunity to estab
Italian period davenport table, latest stylo bridge lamp and shade, a decorative mirror in handsome polychrome
reaching New York City, October 23rd where, years later, she is discovered week period were:
lish “Citizenship Duties” in mid
by
the
erring
Eddie
who
has
searched
mailed in Buenos Aires. Oct. 12
frame. All six pieces at this sensational price of $99.00. If you have space in your room we will include free sev
Room monitor,
Eileen Beach, Virginia Barlow. Vir about the room.
Heretofore the fastest mall tint" be- for her in vain for many years. Their ginia Bowley, Herbert Bllingwood. coat-room monitor, care of b ard>.
eral more pieces of home furnishings. Pay only $5.00 cash and take a whole year to pay the balance with no
twe n the Argentine capital and New young son, whom Eddie had never Roger Harvey. Walter Butler. Grace care of erasers, care of the librarv
seen, is eventually the agency Brackett, Freeman Brewer, Charles table books, care of cupboards, dust
York City has ben 18 days.
extras and no interest.
• • • •
through which a reconciliation is ef Huntley. Shirley Howard.
ing of room desks, orderly desks, wa
The Federal howling term had a fected.
tering plants, distribution of sup
Pupils on Dental Honor Roll:
As the egotistical hoofer, Tracy
tryout at Carr's alleys Ibis week and
Alva Lunt Freeman Brewer. Wal plies, room nurse and doctor, and
made a good showing although a bit gives an outstanding performance, ter Butler. Rodney Copeland. Eliza chairman of the program committee
one reminiscent of his success as beth Clough. Miriam Dorman. Harri are the offices held.
rusty from the summer lay-off.
• • • •
the song and dance man in "Broad son Dow. William East. Virginia
A hook with the duties written » nt
Albert Averill, stamp clerk and way” which he played for nearly Bowley, Fred Burpee. Grace Brackett. upplies the girls and boys with
Fr*nk Tibbetts of the mailing divi- three seasons in New York. Miss Douglas Cooper. Earl Davis. Andrew silent reading material and each one
chance to find out what the wrk
s’on traded hats recently and after Clarke also a New York stage re Coffey. Herbert Ellingwood. Harold
Elwood
Hewett,
Philip consists of.
the armistice was signed there were cruit, is charming and appealing as Fowlie,
New officers are chosen each week
French. Shirley Howard, Lucille
r.i ny guesses as to which got the Lily Clark, the wife.
better bat. When Mr. Tibbetts came
Daphne Pollard, one of the best Hupper. Roderick Crandall, Charles and all must prove themselves de
out in a new bonnet the cat was out known of screen cominediennes, ap Huntley, Roger Harvey, Dorothy Lar pendable in the room before they ai »
selected to perform duties.
of Lhe bag.
pears in a trained seal act and fur kin and John Flint.
• • ♦ •
Much interest has been shown in
The class has had nine visitors.
nishes much good comedy, but the
The following children have cor the organization and working of a
K. J. Foiey, janitor of tlie Federal biggest laughs are created by Stepin
Bull ling, is contemplating momber- Fetchit. that incomparable colored rect weight according to height: library club in Grade Five. All sp iro
sh p in the Farm Bureau for the comedian, so frequently rated favor- Grace Brackett and Rodney Copeland. moments are spent at the library
corner where a Supply of books is
study of blueberry culture and orably with the late Bert Williams,
kept. Friday afternoon the regular
chicken raising.
who portrays the role of Eli, keeper
Sub-primary,
Lucy
G.
Marsh
club meeting is held with a program
• • • •
of the seals.—adv.
These pupils have not been tardy of either stories, poems, or plays.
Post Offices at Tacna, Pocollay, Ga
(Since there have been no sha b
since school began: Margaret Hav
lana and Pachia, in the province of
STRAND THEATRE
ener, Nancy Howard, Barbara Lamb, curtains in the room the club with
Tacna. Chile, are now under the ju
Jordan. Wesley Knight, Oscar Marsh times spray areas a half mile wide. larvacide was done under direction
Barbara Lassell. William
Mack, the help of the girls’ sewing hav
Grade VI., Room 7, McLain
risdiction of the Postal Administra
, J
With planes the method is similar to of the late Dr. M. A. Barber, former
There was an S.R.O. sign out at Douglas McAlary. Priscilla McCas made attractive cretonne draperies p.
tion of Peru.
Girls and hoys on the dental honor and Charles Merritt.
give
the
room
a
more
homelike
ap

director of malaria research for the
Much favorable comment is being that used in dusting cotton fields.
• * * *
the Strand yesterday with the Two lin. Edith McLellan. Ruth Munro,
roll: Robert Cross. Leo Conary, John
Development of Paris green as a U. S. Public service.
The new Ohio River Canalization Black Crows (Moran and Mack) in Madeline Munro, John Munsey, Wil pearance.
Hodman, Maurice Cohen, Florence made on a landscape drawn on our
The
officers
now
presiding
unstamps have been ordered and will their initial appearance in their first liam Murphy. Judson Rector, Edith
Dean. Bernice Harper, Gladys How- blackboard by Miss Joan Pilon, the
be on sale at an early date to be talking and singing picture “Why Rich. Virginia Risteen, Arthur Scho Betty MacAlary, president: Elizi-,jard, Francis Havener. Hazel Kirkpat new French scholar. The children
beth
Till,
vice
president
and
Di
Bring That Up?” which will be seen field. Calvin Sherman. Everett Small,
announced by Postmaster Veazie.
rick? Albert Levensaler, Raymond are much pleased by her artistic abil
ity displayed in the school room.
and heard again today and tomorrow. Pauline 'Spear, Lucille Stanley, Rich thy Munro, secretary.
Smallwood and Harold Spofford.
Edmund
B.
Sansom,
champion
Youthful marriage, kept secret ard Sukeforth. Richard Staples, Doro
WITH PARIS GREEN
fisherman of the Post Office, re from a fast set of young folk at a thy Thomas. Rita Tibbetts. Bert Van
Grade VI., Room 10, McLain Building
Grade VI., McLain
cently had a harrowing experience real “whoopee” party, gives a break orse, Harold Walsh, Kenneth Weeks.
It
Is
Now
Proposed To Destry Mos
Teacher—Hazelteen U. Watts.
Tuesday, his day cut for Sunday work neck start to “Fast Life,” the First Ercell Widdeeomh. Ruth Widdecomb,
Frances Hodgdon, teacher.
quito By Spraying Process.
Pupils not absent for the fir$t six
he started for Crawford s Pond with National-Vitaphone drama coming Helen Searles, Ruth Wotton and Ro
Children not absent one-half day
weeks were Charles Barter. B. Co r- during th»* first six weeks of the fall
his trusty gun and a borrowed dog. for Thursday and Friday.
It gives land Hayes.
Success is claimed for a new meth
The following pupils have not been aldine Coffin and Miles Sawyer. Pu term: Maudie Beaton. Grace Clancy
Alter rambling tar and wide without such a start, in fact, that the young
Uthtithalplactto»p9mltk*winln—yoa
success he reclined on a soft mossy lovers, enacted >by Loretta Young and absent one day from school: Margaret pils not absent oi* tardy for the first A.ltlua Geodins. Frederick Haining. od of .destroying mosquitoes whole- |
may not know tho bait way to got thoro
spot for rest and a sun-bath, only Douglas Fairbanks Jr., are nearly Havener. Nancy Howard, Barbara six weeks were Wilbert Ames, San Hester
11 itcij.
Geneva
Hooper. sale by clouds of Paris green. The
Lamb. Douglas McAlarey. Priscilla ford Delano. Elliot Gamage. Samuel Charles Staples, Clarence Bowser and
to awaken long after sunset to find carried to their doom on the impetus.
People who want to reach the coaat quickly
poison is mixed with soapstone or
McCaslin. Edith McLellan. Ruth Glover. Margaret Hall, Charles Lind Gordon Bowser.
grub and dog missing and the howls The film play, like its stage original
take The Chief ai a matter of courae, becauae
. hydrated lime and its discharge re
Munro . Madeline Munro. William sey, Charlotte
Mattatall. Hattie
» • • •
of wild animals ringing in his ears. . hv Samuel Shipman and John Hyit ii the only extra fait—extra fine—extra fare
sembles wartime smoke screens. As
Murphy. Edith Rich. Frank Roscoe. Moon, Marjory Perry. Julia PhilHe now admits he is a better fisher mer. is filled with thrills, having situ
train to Southern California—
Grade VI, Sara J. Montgomery
Arthur Schofield. Jeannette Shan brook, Percy Porter. Douglas Rich
the Paris green is diluted before >
man than he is a hunter.
ations. warm human interest and non. Lucille Stanley, Richard Staples, Mary’ Riqhards, Chester Sun tu.m
It hai no rival.
The pupils having their name on mixing it is said to harm only mos- |
withal some excellent drama. Ches
Vera Thompson and Wilbur Vasso.
the dental In-nor roll are: Margery q.uitoes.
There is no extra fare on the fast California
One of Pleasant Valley Grange’s ter Morris, the boy who made such a
Experiments
have
been
going
on
for
j
Friday afternoon the pupils in this l'.ai’tlett. Elmer Bowen, Dorothy
Limited and Grand Canyon Limited or on the
fine suppers will be served from 5.30 hit in “Alibi." is also featured*in the
two
years
at
a
proving
ground
in
room formed a “Health and Ilvgi* ic Boynton. Catherine Chisholm, Thom
Navajo, Scout and Missionary.
to 7 p. m. at the Fair to be held Fri
cast. He has the same part he pldyed
swamps
of
western
Tennessee,
and
Club
”
and
elected
these
officers.
as Curtis, Margaret Mac.Bride. Mar
day Nov. 1. Home cooked food and
Fred Harvey dining service is another distinc
on the stage. Ray Hallor, Frank
now
an
Indianapolis
film
company
has
President.
Edward
Peaslee:
vl«
•••
garet
Dunton.
Herbert
Goodwin.
plenty of it, only 50 cents.
130-131
tive feature of this distinctive railway.
Sheridan William Holden and many
president, 'Samuel Glover: secretary. Oqcar Marsh. Ruth Marston. Frances issued pictures for an educational
other noted players form the all-star
on tho way—tho Indian-dotoar and
Charlotte Mattatall: treasurer. Doro Storer. France* Young. Carlton Greg campaign.
John Francis Dillon directed
thy Peavey.
Original stories on ory. Ruth Harper. Raymond Jordan,
Spraying from machines carried in
Grand Canyon National Park
REPAIRING cast.
the picture.—adv.
“How Cleanliness Affects Our Health Dorothy Render.line, Neil Little, motorboats or automobiles produces
Eocortod all-oxponoo toon on cortain
and Happiness,” were read in hygiene (Henna Rankin and Vernet Morgan. dust clouds many feet high that pene
ETTA BLACKINTON will do Re
dayo in January, Fobraary and March
Our line of Christmas cards is now
class.
These pupils have been neither late trate trees and undergrowth for sev
modeling, Relining and Repairing
A new globe and five new maps of nor absent du' ing the year thus far: eral hundred feet to windward. This
on display. We suggest that you sup
Ladies’ and Men’s Clothing, at 49
S. Carlson. Wat. Pass. Agent. Santa Fe Ry.
A BABY REMEDY
the Goode Series have been added to Elmer Bowen. Dorothy Boynton. treatment is said to destroy all mos
ply your needs at once while this
212 Old South Bldg.. Boston. Mass.
FULTON ST., Southend. Tel. 960-J
the equipment in this room for ;hc Thomas Curtis. Walter Dimick. Mar quitoes in the margin named.
large selection is complete. Gonia’s.
APPROVED BY DOCTORS
Phones; Liberty 7844 and 7815
124*T127
FOR COUC. CONSTIPATION.DIARRMtA
geography and history classes.
—adv
Airplanes
in
a
single
fight
somegaret Dunton. Ruth Harper. Raymond
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